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ABSTRACT
SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTIES OF

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTING POLYMERS
(September 1980)

Gary

E.

Wnek, B.S. Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 1977
Ph.D. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1980

Directed by:

Professor James C.W. Chien

The recent demonstration of high electrical conductivity upon

chemical doping of polyacetylene,

interest in this material.

(CH)

,

has generated a fundamental

The objective of this dissertation work

was to employ several approaches in the context of applied polymer

science to the characterization and synthetic chemical modification of

polyacetylene.

Following

a

brief introduction which summarizes appropriate

aspects of the electrical properties of materials and reviews the field
of polyacetylene chemistry, details of laboratory techniques concerning
the purification of materials, doping procedures and the preparation of

polyacetylene films are described.
Electron microscopy studies of (CH)

obtained with the
o

Ti (0Bu)

4

/Et Al catalyst system demonstrate that ca. 200 A diameter
3

fibrils dominate the nascent morphology.

Surface area measurements

are consistent with the morphology.

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) investigations of in- situ

acetylene polymerization demonstrate that paramagnetism
trinsic property of cis (CH) Y

A

.

is not an in-

The polymerization mechanism and

VU

possible structures of catalyst species in the Ti (0Bu) /Et
4

are discussed.

Al

system

Additional EPR studies emphasize the dependence of line

width, line shape

asymmetry and saturation behavior on the dopant con-

centration in cjs [CH(AsF
5

increases upon AsF
iodine doping.

3

5

)

]
y x

The results indicate that paramagnetism

.

doping; the opposite is observed in the case of

The phenomenon of microwave heating of doped samples

as a function of power is also discussed.

The synthesis of (CH)

gels provides an intermediate for the pro-

duction of variable-density (CH)

.

Various synthetic techniques are

described which broaden the scope of the processibil ity of (CH)
Electrical
(CH)

A

.

X

transport studies of pristine and doped variable-density

demonstrate that intrinsic electrical properties are not dependent

upon changes in the bulk density of the material.

Copolymerization

is

shown to be an effective method for the

modification of chemical, physical and electrical properties of (CH)

.

The sythesis of acetylene/methyl acetylene copolymer films is described.

Studies of EPR line width as

a

function of acetylene content in these

materials suggest that they are true copolymers rather that homopolymer
mixtures.

The electrical conductivity of the doped copolymers decreases

as the acetylene content of the copolymers decreases.

Finally, aromatic polymers are evaluated in terms of the electrical

conductivities attainable through chemical doping.

In particular,

studies of poly(p-phenylene vinylene), or PPV, are emphasized.
IR and EPR studies substantiate the contention that PPV assumes

metal-like properties upon doping with AsF 5
vi ii

.

The conductivity is found

to be essentially independent of the degree of
polymerization of PPV.

This result and the observation that only the surfaces
of several aro

matic polymers and model compounds become doped upon
exposure to AsF
5

suggest that polymerization occurs in conjunction with doping.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

High electrical conductivity has always been regarded
as

specific to the metallic elements.

a

property

Materials such as organic molecules

and polymers, on the other hand, are typically insulators.

However, it

has been known for several years that significantly improved
conductiv-

ity can be achieved in organic materials through charge transfer inter-

actions.

In fact, certain charge transfer complexes exhibit extremely

high conductivity and have been classified as "organic metals" or "syn-

thetic metals."

Such high conductivity was unknown in organic polymer

systems until the discovery of doped polyacetylene only four years ago.
This discovery clearly indicated that polyacetylene is an extremely unusual material, which in turn demonstrated the need for fundamental re-

search concerning its detailed macromolecular structure and physical

properties in an effort to understand the conduction mechanism.
The characterization problem is unfortunately complicated by the

extreme intractability of polyacetylene, although certain techniques
such as electron paramagnetic resonance suggested the potential for

a

great deal of structural and mechanistic information concerning the po-

lymerization reaction, free spin generation and dopant-polymer interactions.

Synthetic chemical modification, besides offering entirely new

classes of conducting polymers, also suggested promise as an indirect

method for the elucidation of factors which influence electrical trans1

s

2

port in polyacetylene.

Thus, the principal objective of this disserta-

tion work was to attempt to characterize and modify polyacetylene, in
the context of applied polymer science, in an effort to gain understanding about the relationship between structure and properties of this novel

and interesting material.

Electrical Properties of Materials

General considerations: metals, semiconductors and insulators

J a>b

Ma-

terials are generally classified into three categories depending upon
their ability to conduct electricity.

Metals are excellent conductors

and insulators are very poor conductors, while semiconductors display

intermediate behavior.

The response of

a

material to an applied elec-

tric field is governed by the energies of the electrons in the atoms

and bonds of the material.

This relationship is perhaps best understood

by considering the electronic structure formed when several atoms are

brought together to form

a

molecular entity.

Simple molecular orbital,

or band, theory provides a useful description of this electronic struc-

ture.

Three important results of the theory are the following:
i.

Orbital

atomic orbital
ii.

s

s

are conserved in creating modecules from atoms;

n

lead to the formation of n molecular orbital

If n is very large, the difference in energy between molecu-

lar orbitals is extremely small and these orbitals effectively form a

continuous band of energy levels.
iii.
In

Each band can accommodate 2n electrons.

metals, energy bands are incompletely filled (Figure la).

For

gure 1.

of materials
Electronic energy band descriptions

A

Metal

B

Intrinsic semiconductor

C

Extrinsic semiconductor

D

Insulator

E

Semimetal

Filled Levels

^

Empty Levels

>

5

example, in the case of sodium, the 3s orbitals form

a

band which is on-

ly half filled since sodium possesses only one valence electron.

The

valence electrons in the highest filled energy levels are easily excited
to unoccupied levels that are only infinitesimal ly higher in energy.

Thus, the valence electrons are free to migrate within the metal lattice,

giving rise to electrical conductivity.

Since these electrons are not

associated with a particular bond having

a

easily absorb and re-emit light at
for the luster of metals.

a

characteristic energy, they

variety of wavelengths, accounting

The electrical conductivity of metals charac-

teristically decreases with increasing temperature as the result of
scattering due to thermally-induced lattice fluctuations.

Semiconductors and insulators differ from metals in that every energy band is either completely filled or completely empty (Figures lb
and Id).

The absence of partially filled low energy states is a direct

consequence of the fact that all low energy states are used in the formation of covalent bonds.

In an

intrinsic semiconductor, electrons from

the filled valence band are excited by heat or light to empty, high en-

ergy states in order to achieve free carriers for electrical conductivity.

The energy barrier which must be crossed in the excitation process

is referred to as the band gap.

It should be noted that two carriers

are created upon excitation; the electron in the previously vacant con-

duction band and

a

positive "hole" in the previously filled valence band.

Another class of semiconductor is the extrinsic, or "doped", semiconductor (Figure 1c).

In this case,

ants" supply charge carriers.

substitutional impurities or "dop-

For example, silicon is an intrinsic

6

semiconductor whose conductivity can be increased upon doping.
tion of small amounts of gallium

group IV element) in

a

(a

Substitu-

group III element) for silicon

(a

silicon framework provides acceptor sites which

allow the formation of charge deficiencies or positive holes in the valence band of silicon.

Since electron holes, with their positive charg-

es, are responsible for conduction, these materials are referred to as

p-type semiconductors.

On the other hand, partial

replacement of sili-

con by arsenic (a group V element) provides donor sites and thus

excess of electrons in the empty conduction band of silicon.
terial

is referred to as an n-type semiconductor.

a

Such

small
a

ma-

Three important

points concerning extrinsic semiconductors should be noted.

First, the

donor and acceptor states (Figure lc) are usually very close to the con-

duction and valence bands, respectively, allowing electron promotion to

occur nearly completely at room temperature.

Second, these materials

have only one type of carrier, i.e., electrons or holes, in contrast to

intrinsic semiconductors, which possess both.

important in semiconductor device applications.

This aspect is extremely
Finally, the impurity

states are localized, and hence are nonconducting.
In

semiconductors, the electrical conductivity (a) depends upon the

concentration of charge carriers (n), their charge (e) and mobility

(y)

according to
a = ney.

Increasing the temperature of an intrinsic semiconductor results
in a

concomitant increase in n, since more electrons obtain the energy

necessary to cross the band gap, and

a

decrease in

y as

the result of

7

scattering from lattice vibrations.
increase in

n

At most practical temperatures the

dominant and the conductivity increases with increasing

is

temperature, in contrast to metals.

Extrinsic semiconductors show

a

less pronounced dependence on temperature than the intrinsic
variety

since most of the impurity states are ionized at room temperature.

Insulators (Figure Id) differ from intrinsic semiconductors in that
the band gap of insulators is very large.

tron promotion

Hence, essentially no elec-

across the energy gap occurs at ordinary temperatures.

It is worthwhile to note that the band gap of a material

can sub-

stantially decrease or even "disappear" by compressing the material as
a

consequence of decreasing internuclear distances and increasing orbi-

tal

overlap.

Diamond, an insulator at room temperature, displays metal-

lic properties when subjected to pressures of 600,000 atmospheres.

The electrical conductivities of common metals, semiconductors and

insulators are compared in Figure

~
metals is

>

-1

2

10

Q

cm

-1

3.

In general, the conductivity of

~

while that of insulators is

semiconductors fall within these limits.

<

_q
10

_i

_i

n

cm

;

It should be noted that the

absolute magnitude of the conductivity is not rigorously appropriate
for distinguishing between metals and semiconductors.
in

Several materials,

particular organic charge transfer complexes to be discussed shortly,

may possess the high conductivity characteristic of metals but may differ in other respects, i.e., the temperature dependence of the conduc-

tivity.

The electrical conductivity of a particular material may vary de-

pending on the quality of the specimen.

Thus, the conductivity of sin-

8

gle crystals is generally higher that that of compacted powders, since

interparticle contacts such as grain boundaries present in the latter
introduce defection sites for electrons and provide resistance to electron flow.

The experimentally measurable conductivity may be well be-

low the intrinsic conductivity of the material.
to examine intrinsic electrical

It is often desirable

properties, especially in the case of

organic conductors, when single crystals are not easily obtained, and

measurement of the thermopower provides

a

method for doing so.

If one

end of a material is heated, electrons in this region of the specimen
gain energy and tend to migrate to the cold end.

When this occurs,

a

potential difference, AV, is established between the two ends of the material and is known as the thermal electromotive force or thermopower.

The thermopower coefficient, S, is the ratio of the voltage and temperature gradients:
S =
3

S

is a

AV
/

AT

*

zero-current transport coefficient and therefore does not

depend on factors such as interparticle contact resistances.

Since

S

can be viewed as the entropy per charge carrier, semiconductors typically yield large values of S (few carriers with many possible states per

carrier) while metals, with many carriers, show small values of

thermore, the sign of

S

S.

Fur-

indicates the nature of the carriers (positive

for hole conduction and negative for electron conduction).

The thermo-

power is a particularly useful parameter in studies of electrically con-

ducting polymers where disorder is typically very large.

Semimetals; dimensional ity.

A limited number of materials exist in

which, in principle, all low evergy states in the valence band
are filled
due to the formation of covalent bonds, although the filled
valence
bands and empty conduction bands overlap to generate two incompletely

filled bands.

This is illustrated in

a

simple manner in Figure le.

The

presence of partially filled bands allows metal-like conductivity in
such materials, which are referred to as semimetals.

The most common example of
known as graphite.

z

semimetal is an allotroph of carbon

In graphite, sp

a-bonds are formed into
P

a

a

hybridized orbitals constituting

planar hexagonal network while the remaining

orbital, the ir-bond, loosely holds the planes together.

This weak

bonding between planes allows them to easily "slide" relative to each

other and accounts for the lubricating properties of graphite.

ductivity of graphite is ~10^

ft""*

cm

with decreasing temperature as does

a

"'

The con-

at room temperature and increases

metal.

The electrical conductivi-

ty of graphite is anisotropic, being greater in the planes of hexagonal

rings than perpendicular to the planes as a direct consequence of the

greater bond strengths and orbital overlap within the planes.
isotropy, o-ji/a

,

is ~10

4

The an-

at room temperature.

This example of anisotropy serves to introduce the concept of di-

mensionality in discussions of electrically conducting materials.

Com-

mon metals such as sodium are isotropic and thus conductivity is uni-

form in all directions; these are simply referred to as three-dimensional

metals.

On the other hand, conductivity in graphite preferentially

occurs within the hexagonal planes.
dimensional metal.

Hence, graphite is termed a two-

As dimensionality decreases, electrical conductivity

.

10

becomes progressively more sensitive to defects and
disorder within the
material

The conductivity of graphite can be further increased 2 upon
doping

with electron donors (metals) or acceptors (non-metal molecular
species
such as Br
2

,

HN0
3

,

etc.) with the graphite lattice acting like a giant

anion or cation, respectively.
agonal

The dopants intercalate between the hex-

planes in stages, the stage referring to the number of dopant

layers between the planes.

A large expansion results in the direction

perpendicular to the planes and the stage can be determined from the
lattice repeat distance.

Extremely high electrical conductivity is observed for selected
graphite intercalation compounds.
SbF
5

The most notable

which possesses a conductivity (-10

6

1

ff

that of copper or silver at room temperature.

3

system is graphite-

1

cm"

i.e., greater than

);

The anisotropy in such

r

systems is also high

(a-j-j/a

~

"10

)•

Intercalated graphite fiber/polymer composites are being investigated as materials which provide high strength, light weight and con-

ductivity for applications such as aircraft structural members.
Another interesting semimetal is polythiazyl
as poly(sulfur nitride) or (SN)

,

4
,

commonly referred to

having the structure

X

The high conductivity of single crystals of (SN)

strong overlap of orbitals along the polymer chain.
is anisotropic,

is the

result of

The conductivity

being greatest along the polymer chain axis.

Thus,

11

(SN)

X

is

referred to as

atively small

[o^/o

a

one-dimensional metal.

The anisotropy is rel-

~ 15 at room temperature) indicating that there

±

significant overlapping of orbitals between chains.

The temperature de-

pendency of the conductivity resembles that of metals.
(SN)
x

becomes a superconductor

Exposure of (SN)

5

Furthermore,

at temperatures below 0.3K.

to halogens

x

is

4

(e.g., Br
2

)

increases its conductiv-

ity by about an order of magnitude with the materials having composi-

tions such as (SNBr
in the brominated

0>4 ) x

(SN)

X

,

.

Raman spectroscopy shows that Qr~

is present

suggesting that bromine acts as an electron ac-

ceptor.

The positive sign of the thermopower is consistent with this

result.

X-ray diffraction studies suggest that the bromine intercalates

between (SN)

chains.
x

vestigated.

Reactions with l^, IC1 and IBr have also been in-

Due to the extreme intractability of (SN)

it is doubtful

and derivaties,

that these materials will be technologically useful, al-

though Schottky barriers and solar cells have been fabricated.

Electrical conductivity in organic molecules and polymers

1
.

b 5
'

4

Most or-

ganic molecules in the solid state are widely separated and held together by weak Van der Waals forces.

These weak intermolecular interactions

necessarily preclude strong orbital overlap between molecules and concomitant formation of energy bands.

Thus, any potential charge carriers

cannot move freely within an energy band, but rather "hop" from molecule
to molecule by thermally activated processes.

The mobility of these

carriers is expected to be extremely low since the carriers will reside
for long periods of time on the individual molecules.

Certain organic

molecules, however, do display strong intermolecular interactions.

In

12

solid anthracene, for example, strong intermolecular 7T-orbital
overlap

essentially allows the formation of energy bands, and carriers
can move
freely through the bands.
high (y ~

1

cm

-1

2

V

fact, the mobility of anthracene is quite

In

-1

s" ).

However, such aromatic molecules are usually

devoid of charge carriers.

Thus, as a general rule, organic molecules

are insulators.

An internal

conduction path of high mobility is envisioned if car-

riers can be delocalized within

a

conjugated system.

Thus, polymers

containing conjugated double bonds are known to be semiconductors, with
carriers formed by activation of Tr-bonding electrons.

It has been pre-

dicted that the activation energy for carrier formation decreases, and
that the conductivity increases, with increasing conjugated chain length.

This appears to be born out in
vinylenes) by Kossmehl et al.^

a

study of

a

series of poly(thiophene

The dependence of conductivity on con-

jugation length suggests that carrier transport is anisotropic and occurs mainly along the polymer chain.
to be pseudo-one-dimensional

Thus, conjugated polyenes appear

in terms of conduction.

A true polyene of sufficiently high molecular weight, such as poly-

acetyTene, is expected to approach metal -like conductivity in the absence of bond alternation.

This can be explained by noting that in

polyacetylene three of the four valence electrons are in sp

hybridized

third
orbitals; two of the a bonds are links in the backbone while the

forms

a

The remaining electron re-

bond with the hydrogen substituent.

sides in a TT-orbital which delocalizes along the chain.

molecular orbital theory, the formation of

a

(CH)

X

In

terms of

chain results in the

13

equal chain bond lengths

alternating chain bond lengths

(metallic)

(semiconducting)
trans polyacetylene

formation of an energy band for the vr-electrons which is half-filled
since each CH unit contains one valence electron.

analogous to

This is formally

band description of a "chain" of sodium atoms; each atom

a

has one valence electron and thus the valence band is half-filled (Fig-

ure la).

Contrary to expectations, however, polyacetylene
-

al

;

c

the conductivity of trans polyacetylene is ~ 10

temperature.

is not a met"I

i

cm

n

This has been rationalized by suggesting

7

at room

that any one-

dimensional conductor is susceptible to an instability that alters the

periodic spacing of the lattice (Peierls instability).

conditions, the energy of the electrons in such

a

Under certain

system can be reduced

if an energy gap is created at the highest occupied level

tially filled band.
of the lattice.

of the par-

The gap can be introduced by a periodic distortion

In the

simplest sense such a distortion in polyacetyl-

ene can occur if units of the chain "clump" together in pairs so as to

form alternating double and single bonds (see above).
ture will have

a

polyacetylene is

This chain struc-

filled valence band and accounts for the fact that
a

band gap semiconductor.

The band gap for perfect

14

bond alternation in trans polyacetylene has been calculated 8
to be

~ 2.3 eV while optical studies 9 of this material yield

-1.5-1.9

eV.

Thus, the real polyacetylene chain is intermediate in character
between

non-alternating and completely alternating bond lengths.
The Peierls instability is frequently used to explain other phenomena such as anomalous temperature dependencies of conductivity in one-

dimensional conductors.

Placement of substituents on
a

a

polyene chain generally results in

decrease in conductivity due to steric interactions which cause

twisting of the chain and

1

^

reduction in the effective conjugation

As an example, the conductivity of poly(phenyl acetylene) 10 is

length.

~ 10

a

a

1
ft

cm"

1
.

An interesting class of perfectly conjugated, macroscopic single-

crystal polymers, the poly(diacetylenes)

,

were first prepared by Wegner

by solid-state polymerization of diacetylene monomers.

Although highly

10
1
1
conjugated, most of these polymers are insulators (a ~ 10"
cm"
n"

Electron spin resonance studies

12

measureable carrier concentration.

11

).

have shown that the polymers have no
It has been postulated

13

that car-

rier generation in conjugated polyenes initially involves chain rotation
to break double bonds, and that this mechanism is not possible in poly-

(diacetylenes) where the chain is locked in the crystal lattice.
optical properties

11

The

of polydiacetyl enes have generated considerable in-

terest.

Conjugated ladder polymers, such as polyacene quinones,

14

display

semiconducting properties although these materials are highly intract-

15

able.

Charge transfer complexes; "organic metals" 1b

'

5

.

Certain organic mater-

ials are known to display unusually high electrical conductivity
and,
in most cases, extremely anisotropic conductivity.

The anisotropy re-

flects the fundamental structure of these materials; namely, many parallel

stacks of molecules in which orbital overlap is strong along the di-

rection of the stacks.

Since the greatest degrees of intermolecular

overlap between orbitals of organic molecules result from ir-electron
clouds, most of these materials are comprised of aromatic molecules.

As

mentioned previously, these molecules have essentially no carriers for
conductivity, although specific combinations of molecules are able to
produce sufficient carriers through an important mechanism known as

charge transfer.

These molecular combinations are known as charge trans-

fer complexes and, since very high conductivity can be achieved in se-

lected cases, are sometimes referred to as one-dimensional conductors
or "organic metals".

A few examples will

serve to illustrate their

structure and function.
Perhaps the most well known of such materials is the stoichiometric
1

complex
(TTF).

5

of tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) and tetrathiaful valene

The complex is comprised of alternating, parallel columns of TTF

TCNQ

TTF

16

and TCNQ molecules.

Overlap of u-orbitals is strong in the direction

of the stacks and anisotropic energy bands are formed.
total

This is not the

picture, since these energy bands will be completely filled
or

completely empty, and hence no conductivity can occur.

However, TTF is

an electron donor and TCNQ is an electron acceptor, resulting
in partial

charge transfer between the stacks and creation of radical ions.

The

consequence is to partially fill the empty conduction band of TCNQ and
partially empty the filled valence band of
little orbital
is

Single crystals of TTF

conductivity of ~ 650 a"
,

Since there is very

interaction between stacks, conductivity between stacks

inefficient.

a ii/ £r

TTF.

~ 50 °-

TCNQ have

-

a

room temperature

-1

cm

parallel to the stack direction, with

Tne negative sign of the thermopower indicates that the

acceptor stacks dominate the conductivity.
The temperature dependence of the conductivity of TTF

-

TCNQ is

metal -like down to ~ 58K where a sharp maximum occurs, followed by a

dramatic decrease in conductivity with temperature, corresponding to
metal -insulator transition.

This unusual temperature dependence is not

easily explained by simple band models.
implicated as

a

a

Charge density waves have been

possible rationale, although these are beyond the scope

of this discussion.

An excellent account of anomalous temperature de-

pendencies in one-dimensional metals is given in Reference lb.
1

It has long been recognized

c

that aromatic molecules such as pery-

lene form donor acceptor complexes with iodine.

Again, it appears that

individual, parallel stacks of each species are present in the complexes and that partial

charge transfer between the donor (aromatic molecule)

17

and the acceptor (iodine) occurs.

ivity of

a

example,

17

the conduct-

2
complex is ~10" sf 1 cm" 1 in the stack direction

perylene-4I
2

withu cr^/c^ ~ 10 3

As a typical

•

.

Other systems, such as perylene-nickel maleonitrile-

dithiolate, appear to form mixed stacks, i.e., both donors and acceptors

alternate in each individual stack.
Radical cation salts of perfluoronoapthalene have been recently re1

ported by Bartlett et
In

al

fact, recent studies

.

and these are anticipated to be conductors.

,

1

o

of radical anion salts of di-(tetramethyl tetra-

selenafulvalene) and PF~, AsF~, etc., have demonstrated that conductivities as high as

ca_.

800

1

ft"

-1

cm

can be achieved.

Furthermore, at

a

pressure of 12 Kbar and a temperature of 0.9 K, the PF~ salt becomes
superconducting.

20

This represents the first example of superconductiv-

ity in a synthetic organic material.

Aside from virtually creating

a

scientific revolution concerning

the kinds of materials which can possess the high conductivity charac-

teristic of metals, organic conductors offer
tage over elemental metals.

a

potentially large advan-

The latter are not very flexible in terms

of electrical properties, although variations in conductivity can be af-

forded by various metal alloys.

On the other hand, considering the pos-

sible subtle variations in structure of organic metals by synthetic chemical methods, fine-tuning of electrical

properties can be anticipated

depending primarily upon the imagination of the chemist.

For example,

1

substitution of selenium for sulfur in TTF raises the room temperature

conductivity of TTF-TCNQ, lowers the metal -insul ator transition and allows the donor stack to dominate electrical transport properties.

Fur-

thermore, bulky substi tuents on TTF and/or TCNQ
increases the distance

between the stacks with

a

corresponding increase in anisotropy.

A num-

ber of other synthetic modifications of this
system have recently been

described.

1

5

Several organic polymer charge transfer complexes have
been made

although the conductivities are quite low

(< 10

3

1

ft"

cm"

1
)

,

presumably

due to the inherent microscopic disorder of polymers precluding
effi-

cient stacking of donor and acceptor species.

Some examples

5

of these

complexes are poly(N-vinylpyridine)-iodine, polyvinyl -tetrathiaful val-

ene)-TCNQ and polyvinyl -phenothiazine)-2
one.

Charge carriers (radical

,

4,

5, 7 - tetranitrofluoren-

ions) can be generated in poly(N-vinyl

carbazole) upon exposure to light, and the photoconductivity of this
material has found practical applications in electronic copying machines.

Organometal

1

ic polymers based on ferrocene are typically insulators, al-

though increased conductivities are observed upon partial oxidation of

ferrocene (Fe

2+
)

to ferrocinium (Fe

3+
)

units.

A comprehensive review

of polymeric charge transfer complexes is given in Reference

5.

The low conductivity observed in polymer systems is disappointing
in view of the fact that polymers are the most versatile of all materi-

als.

Besides control of electrical properties through structural modi-

fications, important properties such as flexibility, light weight and
ease of production are anticipated to offer significant advantages over
low molecular weight organic conductors and even traditional metals.
21

However, the recent discovery of doped, highly conducting polyacetyl ene
has stirred considerable interest concerning the structure and proper-

19

ties of this unique material and has provided renewed promise that con-

struction of materials which combine high conductivity and polymer ver-

satility can be achieved.

Prerequisite to the interpretation of the unique electrical characteristics of polyacetylene is an understanding of its structure and properties in the context of macro-molecular science and is the foremost

objective of this dissertation work.

Polyacetylene, (CH) V

:

Historical Survey

The discussion to be presented below is a comprehensive account of

studies concerning the chemical and physical properties of polyacetylene
and doped derivatives.

The discovery of doped polyacetylene has gener-

ated fundamental interest in the properties of the parent material which

were previously ignored.
cal

Thus, for the sake of coherence, the histori-

survey will not necessarily be chronological; rather, studies of

pristine and doped polyacetylene will be treated separately.

The laboratory curiosity.

Acetylene was first polymerized to

conjugated polymer by Natta and coworkers in 1958,
several years numerous catalyst systems

thesis of (CH)

.

X

23-28
"

22

a

linear

and over the next

were reported for the syn-

The material formed was usually

a

gray or black powder

with crystal linity depending on the catalyst employed.

Polyacetlyene

can exist as the cis_ or trans isomer (or a mixture) depending on the

polymerization temperature.
detail

This relationship will be discussed in more

shortly, but suffice it to say that most syntheses employed rela-

tively high reaction temperatures

(> 50° C),

with the resulting polymers

20

having predominantly the trans structure.

H

H

H

H

H

/
H

C1S

trans

Unfortunately, polyacetylene is insoluble and does not melt, thus

precluding rigorous characterization at the molecular level.

Conse-

quently, fundamental properties such as molecular weight and degree of
chain branching cannot be determined by conventional methods.
the intractable (CH)

was for the most part considered to be

tory curiosity, it was soon recognized to be
a

typical conductivity of

-5
10

ca_.

cm

of the conductivity indicated that (CH)
X

conductor.

semiconductor,

labora-

a

23

having

-1

-1
ft

a

Although

.

The temperature dependence

is an intrinsic band-gap semi-

The material was also found to be paramagnetic from electron

spin resonance measurements.^

Hatano et

23
al

.

showed that the electrical conductivity of (CH)

creased with the crystallinity of the sample.

Polyacetylene, which

in
x
is

of course rich in carbon-carbon double bonds, was found to be very sus-

ceptible to oxidation.
of (CH)

is

Berets and Smith

27

found that the oxygen content

important; samples having the lowest oxygen contents yielded

X

the highest conductivities.

These workers also discovered that

5
10" 5
increase in conductivity (ca. 0.3 x 10" to 1.7 x

1

ft"

a

1

cm"

)

small

could

21

be achieved upon exposure to a compressed pellet of
(CH)

X

to chlorine.

It is perhaps unfortunate that chlorine, which easily
adds across the

double bonds in (CH)
experiment.

X

and hence destroys conjugation, was used in their

Nevertheless, this represents the first attempt at modify-

ing the conductivity of polyacetylene through the addition of a chemical

impurity, or dopant.

Polyacetylene films

.

Any polymeric material in film form is more amen-

able to study, especially in terms of electrical properties.
lene was reportedly prepared

29

Polyacety-

as a film by glow discharge polymeriza-

tion although such films were extremely thin and rather impractical for
study.

In the early 1970's, however, an important synthetic procedure

was developed by Shirakawa and coworkers.

30 32

thesizing flexible, continuous films of (CH)

They succeeded in synusing a soluble Ziegler-

Natta catalyst based on titanium tetrabutoxide and triethyl aluminum.

These workers also developed techniques for controlling the

content of (CH)

.

X

ci

- trans

The polymer film grows on all surfaces wetted with

the catalyst solution.

The surface of the film which grows on the face

of a glass reactor wall displays a coppery or silvery luster, while the

backside of the film possesses

sentative of
studies

32

crs_

a dull

maroon or gray coloration repre-

or trans material, respectively.

Electron microscopy

indicate that the films are comprised of random, twisted fib-

rils about 200 A in diameter.

The bulk density is typically 0.4 g/cc
33

as compared to 1.2 g/cc obtained from floatation measurements,

indi-

cating that the polymer fills only about one-third of the total volume
of the sample.

X-ray diffraction

34,35

has determined that the films are

.

22

partially crystalline, possessing degrees of crystal 1 inigy as high as
ca.

The thermal stability

0.7.

of the films in vacuo is quite good

with the onset of decomposition observed near 325°

Films of the

C.

ci_s

isomer are extremely flexible and can be stretched 37 to extension ratios
as high as 3.3 with

Trans (CH)
a

x

concomitant partial orientation of the fibrils.

films are rather brittle and thus can be stretched only to

small extent.

The tensile properties of (CH)

ly investigated in detail

by Druy et al

X

films have been recent-

37

Several attempts have been made to convert polyacetylene to a more

tractable form through post-polymerization reactions such as hydrogenation.
(CH)
x

38 5 39

The most successful of these has been the hydrogenation of

films pre-treated with sodium naphthalide,

soluble "polyethylene",

a

39

yielding partially

result which implies that the original

The number-average molecular weight (M

is highly linear.

More recently,

ble fraction was found to be -6,000.

40
a

)

(CH)
A

of the solu-

study of acety-

lene polymerization using radiotagging methods has yielded values of M n
in the range 20,000

30,000.

-

films have also been prepared by

It should be noted that (CH)

Hsu and coworkers

41

using (C

H
5 4

)

(C H
5

5

)

Ti
3

2

,

although Shirakawa's method

remains the simplest and most straightforward synthetic approach.

Cjs and trans. (CH)

X

;

i

someri zation

.

Shirakawa et

30 32
al

.

carried out

isomeric
the first systematic study of the dependence of the cis trans

composition on the polymerization temperature.

content of (CH)

is > 90% when the
X

They found that the

polymerization is carried out at

cj_s

-78° C, and < 5% at temperatures above 150° C.

can be irreversibly converted to trans (CH)

Furthermore, cis (CH)

upon heating.

These re-

suits indicate that the polymerization proceeds through c^s opening
of
the acetylene triple bond to yield cis_ (CH)

followed by isomerization

the initial degree of which is dependent on the polymerization tempera-

ture.

The thermodynamic stability of the trans isomer is attributable

to reduction of steric interactions between hydrogen atoms on every oth

er carbon-carbon double bond along the polymer chain.

these steric interactions probably cause

carbon single bonds in

ci_s

(CH)

Furthermore,

"twist" around the carbon-

a

thus reducing the effective conjuga-

,

tion length as the result of poorer ir-orbital overlap.

visible spectra
ca.

31

of thin films show that X

.

for the cis isomer is

590 nm while that of the trans isomer is ca. 710 nm, in agreement

with this prediction.
ca

max

In fact, uv-

10

Q

cm

The electrical conductivity

as compared to

10

ca_.

of cis (CH)

is

X

for trans (CH)

cm

Q

42

x

,

again implying that conjugation is enhanced in the case of the trans
The band gaps of the

isomer.

and trans isomers, which correspond

cj[s

to the energies of the onset of the

-* it*

it

transitions in the visible

spectra, are ca. 2.0 and ca. 1.5 eV, respectively.
The cis-trans content is readily determined

32

43

by infrared spectro-

scopy according to
3 A

1

%£is

'

=
1
1

where A

'

3
J

rt

cis

ffitrans

(100)

rt

are the absorbances of the cis and trans IR bands
and A,
trans
cis
.

24

(at 730 and 1010 cm

-1
)

respectively.

Vibrational assignments from IR

and Raman spectroscopic studies have been reported 30,31
13

C NMR

spectra

44

of both

Solid state

and trans films have confirmed their iso

ci_s

meric composition.
Infrared spectroscopy has also been used to study the kinetics of
the isomerization process.

36

It is interesting to note that whereas

spectroscopy shows

a continual

of (CH)

(for example, from 25° C to 150° C), differential

is heated

change in cis-trans content as

a

IR

sample

scanning calorimetry indicates an irreversible exothermic transition at
ca

.

145° C.

These results suggest that besides simple bond rearrange-

ments occurring on heating,
145° C.

a

major "phase transition" occurs near

it has recently been demonstrated

In fact,

partially oriented cis (CH)

show

a

ca_.

x

heated under stress to ca. 140

-

150° C.

in

isomerization process is as follows:

/

\

37

that samples of

20% increase in length when
A plausible mechanism for the

45

\

r

cis-transoid

//

//

\\

140° C

//

\\

trans-cisoid

trans-transoid

//

i

25
>

The trans- transoid structure is the most extended form of
the polymer chain and reasonably accounts for the increase in length
near 150°

C.

The more formal designations of the configurations of the double
and
single bonds in the polymer chain (e.g., c_is-transoid

sary in the mechanism described above.

,

etc.) are neces-

However, for simplicity and con-

sistency with nomenclature in the literature, previous and future discussions employ only the designations c^s or trans
that most trans (CH)

.

It should be noted

samples studied have been thermally treated above

150° C and are probably best represented by the trans- transoid struc-

ture depicted above.

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies

EPR spectroscopy has

.

been used extensively to study the formation and nature of the unpaired

electrons in (CH)

The paramagnetism of (CH)

.

X

Hatano et

al

23
.

,

was first recognized by

X

who observed a Lorentzian lineshape with

a

g-value

close to that of the free electron, indicating that the free spins are
iT-electron radicals rather than a-electron radicals.

tions ranged from 10
crystal

1

17

-

10

19

Spin concentra-

spins/gram, depending on the degree of

inity and oxygen content.
f

films, especially con-

Several recent studies have focused on (CH)

cerning the relationship between EPR signal intensity and linewidth and

cis-trans isomer content.

Shirakawa and coworkers

linewidth decreased from ca. 7G to ca. 1G as the
from

ca_.

90% to

ca_.

5%.

42

ci_s

found that the EPR

content decreased

Thus, it was suggested that the free electrons

are more delocalized, or mobile, in trans (CH)

agreement with uv-visible spectroscopic studies

.

31

This proposal

which indicate

is

in

that

26

trans (CH)
x

is the more conjugated of the two isomers.

Furthermore,

these workers found that the spin concentration increases with increasing trans content.

Thus, thermal cis-trans isomerization resulted in

ten-fold increase in the number of free spins.

ca.

a

This observation

suggests that spin formation is intimately related to isomerization and
is

undoubtedly the result of random, non-concerted bond rearrangements,

viz:

w

vj

/

uyj

\

•

/

\

_/

\

\

r\

i

\_r\_r

//

This mechanism is qualitatively analogous to that proposed by Holob
et al

.

for unpaired spin generation in poly(phenyl acetylene).

In the

simplest sense, such free spins can be considered as "mistakes" formed
on the (CH)

formal

X

chain as the result of random bond rearrangements.

definition is that the free radical is

a

"neutral defect" on the

chain at which point the iT-wave function amplitude vanishes

dotted line above).

The radical

since it is uncharged.

45-48

is referred to as a neutral

Recent studies

49

A more

(note

defect

have shown that the EPR line-

width increases from 1.5G to 5.5G as the temperature
298° K to 4° K, indicating that the radical

is

is lowered from

more mobile at higher

27

temperatures.

From these results, it is estimated that the free
elec-

tron is delocalized over about fifteen lattice units
at 298°
an electron is referred to as a "soli ton".

K.

Such

It should be noted that the

EPR linewidth of (CD) 49 is narrower than that of (CH)

,

implying that

unresolved hyperfine interactions play an important role in determining
the observed linewidths.

Hatano et

al

23
.

demonstrated that the electrical conductivity of

polyacetylene is activated and increases with increasing temperature,
as expected for an intrinsic band gap semiconductor.

ley

50

Pople and Walms-

have proposed that the presence of unpaired electrons in a long,

conjugated polyene may facilitate semiconduction processes in neutral
polyene molecules.

It is thus tempting to rationalize the higher con-

ductivity of trans (CH)
X

as compared to ens

(CH)
X

as being due to the

greater number of free electrons in the former material.

Shirakawa et

42
al

However,

found that the relative intensity of the EPR signals

.

of both cis and trans (CH)
X

decreased with increasing temperature.
"

Since the signal intensity is proportional to the magnetic susceptibility, this Curie Law temperature dependence suggests that the observable

unpaired electrons in (CH)
tion.

x

cannot be carriers for electrical conduc-

This argument is further supported by the fact that electrical
51

conductivity of trans (CH)
1

X

falls by more than four orders of magnitude

upon exposure to the donor, NH^, although no change in the EPR spectrum
AC

is observed.

The NH^ apparently compensates impurities such as cata-

lyst residues.

These rather baffling results can be rationalized by

considering that the energy required for formation of

a

neutral defect,

-

28

or soli ton, has been estimated 48 to be ca. 0.4 eV, whereas the energy

required to create

a

conduction electron (or hole) is Eg/2, where Eg is

the band gap of cis_ (CH)

(ca.

2.0 eV).

Thus, soliton formation is en-

At

ergetically more favorable.

In fact, a recent kinetic study

paired spin formation in (CH)
to 0.4 eV.

45

of un-

yields an activation energy very close

A complete isomerization mechanism has also been proposed. 45

Comments on the electrical conductivity of "pristine" (CH) y
of the sensitivity of (CH)

In view

.

to impurities as demonstrated by doping ex-

periments (see below), its intrinsic conductivity is likely to be con-

siderably lower than the measured values of
cm

^

for cis and trans material

exposure of trans (CH)

X

,

-9
ca_.

respectively.

10

-5

and

ca_.

10

-1
fi

As mentioned previously,

to NH~ vapor causes its conductivity to fall
0

more than four orders of magnitude without detectable weight increase.

Apparently, MH^ compensates traces of impurities such as catalyst residues.

Thermoelectric power studies

and trans (CH)

X

52

indicate that both nascent cis
The effect of impurities is

are p-type semiconductors.
Q

also realized in optical absorption studies
(CH)

is ca.

1.5

-

where the energy gap of

2.0 eV, considerably greater than 0.3

-

0.5 eV ob-

X

tained from electrical conductivity measurements.

42

Traces of aluminum and titanium compounds in (CH) x films remaining
from the Ziegler-Natta catalyst can be detected by spark emission spec-

troscopy.

53

This result is not surprising upon consideration of the

synthesis of (CH)

films.

It is well

recognized that polymerization

with Ziegler-Natta catalysts involves insertion of monomer at

a

metal

polymer bond and this bond is commonly cleaved by materials containing

29

active hydrogens (e.g., methanol/HCl solution).

Since such materials

are rigorously excluded in the synthesis and handling
of (CH)
X

films,

most chain ends are likely to remain covalently bonded
to titanium and

aluminum compounds.

Treating (CH)

X

films with methanol/HCl is expected

to remove these catalyst residues but will

not yield a more "pure" (CH)
X

in terms of intrinsic electrical

dope (CH)

conductivity since HC1 can partially

.

x

Do ped polyacetylene

In a series of studies concerning halogenation of

.

polyacetylene films, Shirakawa and Ikeda
infrared transmission (4000

quantities of

small

of the films.

Cl
2

noted

dramatic decrease in

a

-1

400 cm

-

or Br
2

)

of (CH)

when it was exposed to

without any visible change in appearance

Extensive exposure yielded eg.

(CHBr)

films again displaying high infrared transmission.

X

,

with the white

Since metals in gen-

highly absorb infrared radiation, the initial reduction in infrared

eral

transmission suggested that the halogen-doped (CH)
X

films may have in-

teresting electrical properties.
In

collaboration with MacDiarmid, Heeger and coworkers at the

University of Pennsylvania, it was indeed demonstrated
increases in electrical conductivity of (CH)

2

,

Br

,

and

I

2

2

doped with l^.

57

BF^
5

58

with values as high as 350 n"

,

,

H S0
2
4

,

1.2 x 10

for cis (CH)

x

etc., and electron donors such as Na or

also yield highly conducting derivatives.

as ca.

-1

cm

It was subsequently found that other electron accep-

tors such as AsF
K

,

that large

films result from exposure
1

to Cl

55 9 56

cm

Conductivities as high

are obtained upon doping of c^s (CH)

with

30

AsF

or H S0
2

5

53
4

and are comparable to those of the best "organic metals"

such as TTF/TCNQ.
(CH)

,

x

Electron donors and acceptors yield n-type and p-type

respectively, and the two types of dopants can compensate one

another.

58

The conductivity is electronic and not ionic in all cases;

no polarization with concomitant increase in resistance is observed af-

ter passage of current through the samples for several hours.

The methods of introducing dopants into polyacetyl ene fall into
53

three chief catageories:
i.

Exposure of (CH)

X

film to a known vapor pressure of

a

vola-

tile dopant (e.g., I„j AsF^) for a given time period.
ii.

Treatment of (CH)

propriate solvent (e.g.,
iii.

a

solution of the dopant in an ap-

in pentane, sodium naphthalide in THF).

Electrochemical doping,

in an electrochemical

(CH)

with

59

e.g., use of (CH)

X

as the anode

cell with aqueous KI solution to yield

~doped

I

2

.

'x

Perhaps the most unique and important property of (CH)

is that its

conductivity can be selectively controlled by the nature and amount of
dopant employed.

The accessible range of conductivity, up to twelve

orders of magnitude in the case of the ens isomer, is compared to common metals, semiconductors and insulators in Figure 3.

Representative

conductivities and compositions for several doped (CH) x films are listed in Table 1.

The designations

ployed before doping.
cis (CH)

c_i_s

and trans refer to the isomer em-

In general, the

maximum conductivity of doped

is three to five times greater than the corresponding conX

ductivity of doped trans (CH). although the undoped conductivity of

e

TABLE

1

CONDUCTIVITIES AND COMPOSITIONS OF
SELECTED (CH) DERIVATIVES 53

SamDl

cis (CH)

1.7 x 10

X

trans (CH)

A.

Conductivity, Q

4.4 x 10

x

[CHCl^^

1

trans

[CHB^^

4 x 10

[CHI

^n§.

5.5 x 10

1.6x10 2

J

0>20 X

[CH(AsF

cis [CH(AsF

5

Cis [CH(SbCl

)

5

5

)

0J0

QJ0
)

]

t

cis

[CH(BF

cis

[CH(H S0

B.

n-type dopants

2

4 x 10

1.2 x 10'

.

]

2
x

9.7 x

]

)

009
4

)

]

1

10'

x 10'

X

0J06

(H 0)

2

0>070

]

1.2 x 10

0J6 (CH)] X

5.0 x 10

(CH)]

2.5 x 10

[Na

0 .21

:

x

4>0.0645 x

2

cis [K

]

x

0022

£k

CH ( C10

x 10
-1

0.30 ] x

trans [CHI

cis

-5

p-type dopants

trans

^

-9

3

1

x
1

trans [Na

Q 2

8^ CH

^x

8.0 x 10

32

ci_s

(CH)

four orders of magnitude lower than that of trans
(CH)

is

'x'

43
At least for the case of iodine doping, optical
absorption,
thermo-

power

52

and NMR studies

place during doping.

fin

indicate that cis- trans isomerization takes

It is not yet clear to what extent other dopants

induce a similar isomerization.

with

ci_s

The higher conductivities obtained

starting material suggests that doping induced isomerization

leads to higher quality trans material than thermal

isomerization with

subseqeunt doping?^
The conductivity of acceptor-doped (CH)

over

a

typically decreases slowly

period of several days upon exposure to air as the result of ox-

idation of the polymer and dopant.
of donor-doped (CH)

A

On the other hand, the conductivity

decreases rapidly under similar conditions.

The
CO

oxidation can be retarded by coating samples with wax or polymer films?
The thermal stability of films doped with

I

2

samples can be heated up to

conductivity.

ca_.

or AsF
5

is fairly good;

100° C with only a small decrease in

53

The semiconductor-metal transition

.

Typical results for the dependence

of the conductivity, a, on the dopant concentration, y, are shown in

Inspection of these plots indicates that the maximum conduc-

Figure 2.

tivity at

a

particular value of y depends on the dopant species.

More

importantly, however, is the observation that a is critically dependent
on y during the early stages of doping but becomes essentially indepen-

dent of y above y ~ 0.02.

Such a relationship is common to all dopants

investigated suggesting that an important transition occurs near y ~
0.02; namely, a semiconductor-metal transition.

This conclusion is

33

Figure 2.

Electrical conductivity as a function of

dopant concentration for (CH) X doped with
I

,

Br

,

2

and AsF

53
-

5

10

10

[CH(AsF5
5-—A

)

y] x

A

(CHI

(CHBr

)

x

)

y x

r6

10

0
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CONCENTRATION,

y
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supported by infrared transmission
51
studies
as

demonstrate

a

a

function of y which

dramatic decrease in transmission,
characteristic of

metal, above
y ~ 0.02.

tivity of doped (CH)
x

a

The activation energy for the
electrical conduc-

,

obtained from temperature dependence
56
studies,

observed to decrease markedly up to
y ~ 0.02, beyond which it is essentially unchanged. The thermoelectric
power (S) also shows a dramais

tic decrease

52
in S up to

at higher values of y.

doped regime (~ 10

-

~ y ~ 0.02 and becomes essentially
constant

The magnitude of the thermopower in
the heavily

20 yV/K)

is

consistent with metallic behavior.

Electron paramagnetic resonance spectra of
trans (CH)
46

with AsF
5

heavily doped

show an asymmetric (Dysonian) lineshape
characteristic of

metal-like material.

Thus, several

a

independent methods have demonstrat-

ed the attainment of metallic properties at
high dopant levels (i.e.,

y

>

0.02).

Electrical transport studies

.

The conductivity of doped (CH)
X

es with increasing temperature

decreas-

even for samples in the "metallic" re-

gime in contrast to "true" metals.

Plots of In o vs. T" 1/4 (or T" 1/2 )

give nearly straight line behavior, comparable to that observed in non-

crystalline inorganic semiconductors such as amorphous silicon.
though X-ray diffraction has suggested that (CH)

Al-

films are highly crys-

talline, the random fibrillar morphology indicates significant disorder
and probably accounts for the observed temperature dependence.

However,

the temperature dependence of the thermopower for heavily doped (CH)

implies intrinsic metallic behavior down to 2°

K.

X

Interparticle con-

tact resistances undoubtedly play a limiting role in the observed con-

38

ductivities of doped (CH),.
AsF -doped (CH)
5

The intrinsic conductivity of
metallic

has been estimated 62 to be
ca
x

In the dilute regime

(y < 0.001)

4 x 10

.

4

^

1

crrf

.

the activation energy for
conduc-

tivity is insensitive to
y and the thermopower is temperature-independent, implying that transport is
via carrier hopping. 62

The conductiv-

ity in this regime is apparently
due to a temperature-independent
car-

rier concentration (proportional to
y) and an activated mobility.

mobility in the metallic regime has been
62
estimated
to be

>

The
2

60 cm /

V-sec and is surprisingly large in view
of the extensive disorder of
the polymer, especially if doped (CH)
x

is

quasi-one-dimensional.

Spec-

troscopic studies of short chain polyenes lead
to the conclusion that
interchain transfer integrals are on the order
of 2.0

-

orbital overlap between chains is small.

is

Thus, (CH)

2.5 eV; i.e.,

anticipated to

have a highly anisotropic band structure with
corresponding anisotropic

electrical transport, analogous to behavior in other
"synthetic metals"
such as TTF/TCNQ and (SN)

.

One-dimensionality in (CH)
X

ferred from transport, 63 optical

9

'

43

and NMR

64

has been in-

studies.

Partially oriented films; anisotropic electrical and optical proper ties.

63,9

.

As mentioned previously, films of cis (CH)

X

can be stretched to extension ratios as high as ~ 3.3.

are flexible and

Electron micro-

graphs of stretched films show some degree of alignment of the fibrils

although the orientation is at best modest.

The electrical conductivity

of doped, partially oriented films is anisotropic, with higher conduc-

tivities being observed in the stretch direction.

Typical values of

.

39

V"!

for meta "ic (CH)

are in the range 8

x

dopant.

Films doped with AsF
5

thermore, a

is

u

0

display the largest anisotropics.

~

3.

Fur-

The highest value of the conductivity
of doped

reported to date is ca. 2,500 <f ] cnf 1
for [CH(AsF

x

1/1

16 depending upon the

two-to-four times greater than a of the
corresponding

doped, unoriented film.
(CH)

-

.)

[

n .]

wit h

The magnitude of a is comparable to
single crystals of (SN)

It is tempting to ascribe the
electrical

anisotropy obtained by

partial orientation to chain orientation
of (CH)

Although X-ray dif-

x<

fraction photographs of stretched films do
suggest

small degree of

a

chain orientation, the electrical anisotropy
can also be explained in
terms of macroscopic morphological changes, i.e.,

a

decrease in inter-

fibril contact resistance in the stretch direction.
tical
cal

The anisotropic op

reflectance from partially aligned films and the increased
opti-

anisotropy upon doping are suggested as evidence for quasi-one-di-

mensional behavior in pure and doped (CH)

.

However, highly ordered

materials having various morphologies are necessary to reach definitive
concl usions

The function of the dopant

.

By analogy with the requirements for elec-

trical conductivity in "organic metals" such as TTF/TCNQ, it was ini-

tially believed that carriers were introduced in (CH)
fer between the polymer and dopant.

port structural

Hsu et al.

were the first to re-

information concerning iodine-doped (CH)

and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
the principal

41

by charge trans-

X

using Raman

These workers found that

iodine species existing in the doped polymer are I-" and

I

5

consistent with

,

XPS studies

65

charge transfer doping mechanism.

a

suggest that

'

I

is the predominant species.

Raman studies 66 have demonstrated
that Br

"

3

bromine-doped (CH)
X

and Br^

Additional

are present in

Thus, electron acceptors apparently
partially oxi-

X<

dize the (CH)

More recent

^-system and provide anions to stabilize
the polycarben-

ium ion chain.

Consideration of
^

CHI

typical composition of I^doped (CH)

,

e.g.,

leads t0 the formulation of the
polymer-dopant species as

0.18^x'

[(CH)

a

(I

3

'

^O.Oe 3

'

36
[(CH)+ *°

or

mediate compositions depending on the
^"/Ig"
cific mechanism of oxidation of the (CH)
X

s P ecies

ratio.

^ving inter-

Although no spe-

chain by iodine has been pro-

posed, it may be that doping proceeds via the iodonium
ion, viz.,
I

2

i

2

*

iV

+

iV

*

+
i

-

i

.

3

Iodine is known to initiate cationic polymerization reactions and
species such as

+
I

I

"

3

is much

have been invoked as the actual

initators.

more reactive than iodine, and bromine addition to (CH)

Bromine
X

double

bonds apparently occurs at high doping levels as evidenced by a decrease
in conductivity near y ~ 0.1

(Figure 2).

It is well

established that

bromination of simple olefins proceeds via the bromonium ion (Br + ).
This species may well be involved in the doping process.

stitution of bromine for hydrogen on the (CH)
X
pi

i

Partial sub-

backbone can be accom-

shed by appropriate thermal treatment of bromine-doped (CH)

Salts containing the (NO)
viz.

or (NO-)

67
.

ions act as good dopants,

41

(CH)

+

0.05 x (N0

x

2

(SbF )-

)

+

6

[CHtSbF^^

+ 0 .05 x NO,.

+

Thus, (N0
2

is reduced and

)

(CH)
x

Protonic acids such as
for (CH)

(a

x

~ 10

3

a"

1

H S0
2
4
-1

cm

).

is

partially oxidized in this process.

and HC10

4

are among the best dopants

It is believed that protonic acids
are

also involved in other dopant species. 53

For example, BC1, and PF
3

be-

3

have as poor dopants, but if traces of
moisture are added before these

gases contact the (CH)
regime.

they both dope (CH)

The doping mechanism involving protonic acids
is unclear.

may be that H

It

+

increases conduction by partially withdrawing electrons

from the (CH)
x

carbenium ion.

chain or that

a

proton adds to the chain forming

poly-

a

The latter possibility seems unlikely since interruption

of the Tr-system of (CH)
x

vity.

rapidly to the metallic

is expected to be detrimental

to the conducti-

More detailed studies are required to elucidate this doping
mech-

anism.

Doping of (CH)
x

with AsF
5

has been extensively studied although

conclusions concerning the mechanism are controversial.
coworkers have found 53 69 that upon treatment of (CH)
'

AsF
5

,

MacDiarmid and
with very pure

elemental analyses yield an arsenic to-fourine ratio of 1:5.

Since EPR

46

and magnetic susceptibility 70 studies show that AsF c

*

,

the

b

radical anion anticipated from electron transfer between (CH)
-

ro

is not present,

it has been suggested

that the AsF

*

5

yield

[CH^

(AsF )"]

y

6

x

5)

]

x

F,

2

5

3

~.
0

Treat-

with HF vapor or H 0

and [CH+y
(AsF 0H)~]
respectively.
5
+y
x>

ly, reactions of the AsF

and AsF„

species may di-

merize to produce the previously unreported diamagnetic As
ment of films having compositions of [CH(AsF

X

2

Apparent-

"
+
in the polymer with HF and H2O yield H AsF
6

42

AsFgOH", respectively, and these
protonic acids proceed to dope
the
remaining (CH) portion of the film.
The reactions may be summarized
X
as follows: 53
H

(CH)

yAsF

X

[CH(AsF
5

[CH(AsF
5

)

)

y
y

]

]

[CH(AsF

5

x

+ y HF

yH

x

2

.
)

*

5 )y]x

[<y

As/F=1:5
(ASF );]
6
X

[CH^

(AsF 0H)
5

As/F=1;5
.

As/F

]
y x

,

:5

Street and coworkers 71 have shown that
AsF" is the principal species from infrared and X-ray absorption
studies.

However, these work-

ers have proposed that AsF" is the
result of disproportion of AsF- in a
5

manner analogous to that suggested by Bartlett
et

al

72
.

for AsF -graph-

ite intercalation compounds, viz.

2(CH)

x

+ 3AsF
5

+ 2(CH)^ + 2AsF" + AsF^.

Electron donor dopants have received much less
attention.
transfer from the dopant to (CH)
x

chain:

occurs to form

a

Electron

polycarbonium ion

53

(CH)
x

+ 0.21

x Na-naphthalide

0.21

+ [NaJ

2 l(

CH )~]

+
x

x naphthalene.

The well-known sensitivity of carbonium ions to moisture and oxygen
ac-

counts for the fact that the conductivity of n-type (CH)
upon exposure to atmospheric constituents.
will

decays rapidly

This extreme sensitivity

seriously limit the potential applications of donor-doped (CH)
The homogeneity of dopant placement within the (CH)
X

received considerable" attention.

Hsu and coworkers,

41

.

X

fibrils has

on the basis of

X-ray diffraction studies, suggest that species such as I3 intercalate

between (CH)
x

XPS

chains in

and NMR

the fibril

a

manner similar to dopant placement
in graphite.

studies suggest that iodine is
distributed throughout

bulk.

Lefrant and coworkers 66 observed that
doping with bro-

mine and iodine is inhomogeneous
the dull

;

doping to a greater extent occurs on

(higher surface area) side of the (CH)
X

studies

73

of AsF -doped (CH)
5

indicate that the AsF

X

5

on the surface of the fibrils.

tivity will remain

a

film.

Additional XPS

resides primarily

The question of surface vs. bulk conduc-

topic of considerable debate.

It is curious, how-

ever, that calculation of the amount of AsF,
required to form a mono-

layer

°

71

on 200 A diameter (CH)
fibrils corresponds to [CH(AsF r
v
x

5

)
/

1

0.02 J x'

i.e., very close to, though perhaps fortuitously,
the semiconductor-

metal

transition.

The conduction mechanism

doped (CH)
X

.

Perhaps the most fundamental property of

which needs to be thoroughly understood is the mechanism of

electron transport.

The most simplified proposal invokes band theory,

with dopants either withdrawing electrons from the filled valence band
of (CH)
x

(acceptors) or donating electrons to the empty conduction band

by analogy with conventional

ter, the dopants in (CH)

purities.

Chiang et

.

However, unlike the lat-

cannot be looked upon as "substitutional" im51

al

semiconductors.

suggest that acceptor doping creates local-

ized holes in the band gap, while Street and coworkers 74 propose that
the acceptor level

is at an energy which falls within the valence band.

Although conduction is assumed to be along the chain, one may consider
the possibility of conduction primarily between chains through chain-

dopant-chain stacks as in some radical ion salts of organic molecules.

Magnetic susceptibility studie S 70
indicate that
AsF -doped (CH)
5

charged sol

thfi

Cirrim

in

are non-magnetic, supporting
the hypothesis that
47 > 48
tons
are responsible for the conductivity.
Further-

i

X

more, recent studies have provided
additional evidence of
ing mechanism and will

be discussed in Chapter VII.

soliton dop-

a

It is apparent that

theories of conduction mechanisms will
continue to challenge scientists
for the next several years.

Concomitant with the importance of theor-

ies are more detailed experimental

studies of the structure and func-

tions of dopants in polyacetylene.

Applications of doped (CH) y

.

Doped polyacetylene has been used in the

fabrication of various electronic devices.

Rectifying

Schottky barrier junctions 75 have been demonstrated.
vices

75

.

p -

58
n

and

Photovoltaic de-

.

which may be potential and economical solar cells, and
light

weight, rechargable batteries

0

have also been prepared and studied.

Polyacetylene is far from an ideal material in terms of practical

applications for several reasons.

First, the polymer is intractable

and therefore process i bi 1 ity is impossible.

Also, the material

is air

sensitive, thus precluding any applications under environmental conditions without the use of protective coatings and/or stabilizers.
ever, valuable information may be gained from studies of (CH)

How-

and apX

plied to the development of other conducting polymer systems which are

more tractable.

Thus, investigations of the properties of (CH)

X

are ex-

pected to continue with vigor over the course of the next several years.
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C H A P T E R

II

EQUIPMENT AND PURIFICATION OF MATERIALS
The use of Ziegler-Natta catalysts in the
preparation of polyacetylene and derivatives combined with the
inherent oxidative instability of
the polymers necessitates the routine use
of specialized laboratory e-

quipment and rigorously dried, oxygen-free solvents
and gases.
it is useful

Thus,

to devote one Chapter to the description of
apparatus and

purification procedures, since these will be frequently
referred to

throughout the course of this dissertation.

Equipment

Vacuum line

.

A typical

glass vacuum line for transfer of gases and sol-

vents in polymer syntheses, doping, etc., is described in Figure 4.

Ground glass, high vacuum stopcocks (greased with Apiezon "L" or "N")

were commonly employed, although manifolds equipped with high vacuum
Teflon stopcocks were used when handling corrosive materials (e.g.,
halogens, arsenic pentafluoride, etc.).

The narrow sub-manifold was al-

ways used for the synthesis of polyacetylene and copolymers, the advantage being minimal expansion (pressure reduction) of gaseous monomers

before entering the polymerization reactor.
The quality of
The absence of

a

a

vacuum obtained was determined using

a

Tesla coil.

visible glow discharge in the manifold suggests pres-

sures in the micron range.

As a general

rule, a bright red glow dis-

charge indicates the presence of air in the system.

All

vacuum line

manipulations were performed only after no glow discharge was observed.
51

Figure 4.

Vacuum line.

It is perhaps worth
mentioning that dry ice-acetone
cold traps were em-

ployed on the vacuum lines
during preliminary work
involving (CH)
fil m
x
and gel preparations.
Small amounts of mercury
vapor from the diffusion
pumps were present in the
manifolds as evidenced by a light
blue glow
discharge from a Tesla coil.
However, its effect on the quality
of
materials prepared is not considered
to be significant.

^

6nk tubes

A Schlenk tube (Figure
5) was the most common piece
of

-

apparatus employed in the synthesis
and storage of air sensitive materials.

Although

a

variety of shapes and sizes were used,
the essential

features common to all tubes are
1.)

side arm with

a

a

ground glass,

high vacuum stopcock for introduction
of inert gas and 2.)

glass joint to which could be attached
the tube was pumped on

oxygen torch.

a

a

a ground

top for evacuation.

high vacuum line and flame-dried with

The side arm stopcock usually had

a

small

Typically,
a

gas-

hole blown in

the bottom of the cup, permitting one-step
purging of the arm before

filling with inert gas.

Apiezon "N" or "L" grease was used for the

stopcocks and ground glass joints.

Gas storage bulbs.

Figure

6.

A typical

glass bulb for gas storage is shown in

Bulbs typically possessed either

a

one or two liter capacity

and were fitted with cold fingers for freezing of gases followed by

pumping on the vacuum line to remove traces of air which may have entered the bulb during gas transfer operations.

Stopcocks generally em-

ployed Teflon plugs fitted with Viton o-rings.

In many cases, gases

were stored in bulbs for several weeks before use.
air at the stopcock is always

a

Since leakage of

possibility, at least one freeze-pump-

Figure

5.

Schlenk tube.

Figure 6.

Gas storage bulb.
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thaw cycle was performed
immediately prior to use of the
gas.

In gener-

al, leakage during storage
was not found to be a problem.

bulbs

All

were covered thoroughly with
electrical tape to contain the
glass in
the event of an explosion.

Slimes.

Matched plug and barrel syringes
equipped with Luer-Lok tips

were used to transfer air sensitive
liquids.
were employed.

Stainless steel needles

The syringe was purged by drawing in
argon several times

and expelling before beginning transfers.

The Luer-Lok tips were wrapped

with Teflon tape to minimize air leakage
during drawing of liquids into
the syringe.

All

syringes were stored in an oven at ca. 80°C
until use.

Glove bag and dry box.

A polyethylene glove bag

2
(I

R), having an atmos-

phere of purified nitrogen, was used for most
transfers of air sensitive
solids.

The bag was purged at least three times by filling
with N
2

expelling before beginning work.
being

a

and

The dry box (Vacuum Atmospheres Corp.),

relatively new addition to our laboratory, was extensively
used

only in handling of acetylene/methyl acetylene copolymers
(Chapter IX).

Sample storage; EPR tubes

.

A Schlenk tube was commonly used for stor-

age of large quantities of air sensitive polymers.

However, for long

term storage of small amounts of unique samples (e.g., doped polymers)
or for materials to be sent for microanalysis, it was convenient to
seal

these in glass tubes under vacuum.

in glass tubes fitted with o-ring joints

pumped on

a

Typically, samples were placed
(Figure 7a) in

vacuum line and sealed at the constriction.

a

glove bag,
It was useful

to coat the seal with a black hydrocarbon wax (Apiezon "W") while the
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seal was warm to prevent leakage
if thin spots were present in
the seal.

Samples were transferred to quartz
EPR tubes (Figure 7b) and evacuated before recording spectra.

The EPR tubes could be reused or,
if

long term sample storage was necessary,
sealed with a torch.

Purification of Materials
Inert

3 as

Ar 9° n wa s the inert gas of choice for
polymer syntheses.

-

Argon (Linde) was purified by passing the
gas through
heated column (ca. 110

-

50 cm x 4.5 cm

a

120° C) of "BTS" supported copper
catalyst

(BASF Corp.) for removal of oxygen, followed by
two 60 cm x

3

cm columns

containing molecular sieves and KOH pellets, respectively,
and small
amounts of indicating Drierite for moisture removal.

Connections be-

tween the columns and gas outlets employed Tygon tubing.

A mercury

bubbler was connected to the system between the argon cylinder
and BTS
column via
1

a

3-way stopcock to prevent overpressurization of the gas

ine.

The two drying columns described were not used in initial

(CH);

film and gel preparations; rather,

a

furic acid bubbler were employed.

Although the molecular sieve/KOH

u-tube containing

P 0
2 5

x

and a sul-

system is presumbaly more efficient for moisture removal, differences
between the two methods were not considered to be significant.

Prepurified nitrogen (Merriam Graves) for use in glove bags was
usually passed through two columns of anhydrous CaSO,.

Sol vents

.

The most common solvents used in synthetic preparations were

toluene and pentane.

They were purified as follows.
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Two liters of toluene (Fisher)
or pentane (Eastman Kodak
white label) were placed in a
4 L erlenmeyer flask along with
ca, 400 mL concentrated H S0 and stirred with a
magnetic bar overnight. The
2
4
concentrated H S0
served to remove traces of olefins.
2
It was important that in
4
the case of toluene the stirring
with
was not allowed to proceed
for more than ca. 16 hours, in
order to prevent sulfonate of the
toluene.

The brown H S0
2

nel

layer was then removed using

a

4 L

separatory fun-

and the solvent was stirred overnight
once more with fresh concen-

trated

H S0
2
4

washed in
H 0,
2

4

a

.

After separation of the

4 L

H S0
2
4

layer, the solvent was

separatory funnel with two 500 mL portions
of distilled

three 300 mL portions of aqueous 10% NaOH
and then with more dis-

tilled

H
2

0 until

the aqueous layer was neutral

solvent was dried over anhydrous MgS0
4

to litmus paper.

overnight.

The solvent was then filtered to remove MgS0
still containing CaH
2

to reflux.

(Figure 8) under

The

a

4

and transferred to

a

stream of argon, and brought

A slow stream of argon was passed through the still
at least

overnight to remove oxygen.

After this time, the stopcock to the argon

line was closed, although the solvent was always kept under
continuous
reflux.

It should be noted that the still was grease- free;

stopcocks

were fitted with Teflon plugs, and Teflon sleeves provided seals at the
ground glass joints of the three-neck flask.

Transfer of

a

desired amount of solvent was accomplished as follows.

A moderate amount of solvent was collected in the still

by turning stop-

cock A (Figure 8) to the closed position, followed by increasing the

temperature of the heating mantle.

Meanwhile,

a

known amount of vola-
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Figure 8.

Solvent Still.
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tile solvent (e.g., acetone)
was added to

Schlenk tube), and
cil.

a

a

desired vessel

(usually

mark was made at the liquid
level with

The liquid was discarded and the
tube was pumped on

line, flame-dried and filled with
argon.

a

a

a

wax pen-

high vacuum

The spout of the still was

then purged with argon by means
of a short length of 4 mm O.D. Tygon
tubing.

With

a

strong argon flow through the Schlenk
tube, the spout

end was placed in the mouth of the
Schlenk tube, and the 4 mm O.D. Tygon

tubing was pulled from the spout.

distiller via stopcock

Argon was also introduced into the

and then stopcock A was appropriately
turned

B,

allowing solvent to flow into the Schlenk tube
under argon.
tube was capped, and the solvent in the still was
cooled to
flux under

a

The Schlenk
a

mild re-

slow stream of argon.

For certain experiments, it was desirable to have
solvents for dis-

tillation directly on the vacuum line, affording more
rigorous exclusion
of moisture and oxygen.
a

still

into

a

ca.

Thus, toluene or pentane was transferred from

300 mL capacity solvent storage tube (Figure

argon flow via the ball joint.

aluminum for toluene or
gassed on

a

ca_.

vacuum line by

kept under vacuum.

The tube contained ca. 0.5 mL triethyl

5g CaH
3 -

with

9)

5

2

for pentane.

The tubes were de-

freeze-pump-thaw cycles at -196°

C

and

Since the tubes were disconnected from the vacuum

line when not in use, a check for air leakage was always made before

transfers.

Thus, a small amount of solvent was introduced into the

vacuum line and the manifold on the pumping side of the liquid nitrogen
trap was sparked with a Tesla coil.

If a glow discharge was observed

here, the solvent was degassed before proceeding.

Figure 9.

Solvent storage tube.
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Acetylene.

A purification train (Figure

concentrated

1

0)

containing two bubblers of

(for removal of acetone and
phosphine) and

containing

(for moisture removal) was
used.

was connected to

u-tube

a

The inlet of the train

tank of nitrogen (Merriam Graves
prepurified) and a

a

cylinder of acetylene (Matheson or
Union Carbide purified grade)
via
3-way stopcock. The outlet was
connected, via a 3-way stopcock, to
butyl

rubber pressure tubing which led to
the fume hood and to

a

ball-

a

joint for attachment to the vacuum line.
A

L

1

or

2

bulb equipped with a cold finger and
Teflon stopcock

L

was attached to the sub-manifold of the
vacuum line, pumped and flamedried.

The manometer and the short piece of rubber
tubing connecting

the train to the line was also pumped.

The train was purged with

for ca. 15 minutes (exiting via the fume hood)
followed by acetylene (by

turning stopcock A) for ca. 15 minutes.

The sub-manifold was isolated

from the rest of the vacuum line and then stopcock

B

was turned to al-

low the acetylene to fill the storage bulb to a
pressure of 700
torr.

(

exceed

Important

1

atm.

sures near

2

1
:

-

750

under no circumstances should the acetylene pressure

(760 torr.); acetylene may spontaneously explode at pres-

atm.).

The acetylene flow was then once again directed to

the fume hood, the bulb was closed and the acetylene supply was turned
off.

The train was purged with

off the M

2

N

2

for ca. 15 minutes and, after closing

supply, stopcocks at both ends of the train were turned so

as to keep the train under N«.

The acetylene in the bulb was condensed into the cold finger at
-196° C and pumped to remove traces of N« or air which may have entered

Figure 10.

Acetylene purification system.
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the system during the transfer.

The degassing was repeated
at least

once.

Methyl acetylene

A cylinder of methyl acetylene
(Air Products and

.

Chemicals, Inc.) was connected via
butyl rubber tubing and

balljoint

a

to the sub-manifold of a vacuum
line along with an evacuated

bulb and an evacuated Schlenk tube
containing

5

-

10 g P 0
2

1

L

or

2 L

After e-

.

5

vacuating the tubing and manometer and
isolating the sub-manifold from
the remainder of the vacuum line, the
bulb was filled to the desired

pressure (never

>

1

atm.).

The methyl acetylene cylinder was
closed

and isolated from the vacuum line, and the
Schlenk tube was opened.

The methyl acetylene in the bulb was dried by
condensing it as

over the

0

P
2

5

a

liquid

in the Schlenk tube at -78° C for 20 30 minutes.

After

warming the Schlenk tube to room temperature, the
gas was condensed back
into the bulb at -196° C and pumped to remove traces
of air which may

have entered the system during the transfer.

The degassing was repeat-

ed at least once.

Polymerization catalyst components

.

Titanium tetrabutoxide (Alfa Inor-

ganics) was purified by reduced pressure distillation under

bleed using standard techniques.
as the vacuum source.

a

slow argon

A standard high vacuum line was used

The outlet of the distillation apparatus had

a

glass "Y-tube" fitted with ground glass joints for attachment of Schlenk
tubes as receiving flasks.

A low boiling, colorless liquid (presumably

n-butanol) was collected and discarded.

The titanium tetrabutoxide was

distilled as a light yellow, viscous liquid and was stored under argon
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in the Schlenk tube.

The tube was usually
wrapped with black electrical

tape to protect the solution
from light.
Triethyl aluminum (Ethyl Corp.)
was used as received.

It was

shipped and stored in an Alkyltainer
under argon, which is essentially
2
a metal Schlenk tube.
It is reported
to contain ca.
A 1H and ca,

«

7% triisobutyl aluminum.

3
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CHAPTER

HI

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
AND DOPING METHODS

Conductivity Measurements

GeneraT_ considerations

.

The intrinsic electrical transport
of materials

is governed by Ohm's Law,
V =

where

V

IR

the potential difference,

is

of the sample.

I

the current and R the resistance

The resistance is a function of sample
dimensions and

can be expressed as
-

d
R
"

where

p

is the electrical

pL

X

resistivity and

cross section of the sample, respectively.

L

and A are the length and
The reciprocal of

p

is the

electrical conductivity, a:
a =

Both a and

p

L

RA

'

are properties of the material and do not depend on its

size or shape.

The electrical conductivity rather than the resistivity

is the more common parameter reported and is usually expressed in units

of fi^cm

-1
.

Experimental methods

.

The values of o for polymers studied in this dis

sertation were determined by measuring sample dimensions and resistance
Typically, rectangular polymer films (length and width ca.

2

cm and

0.2 cm, respectively) were employed although in certain instances com-

pressed pellets (ca. 1.25 cm diameter) of powdered samples were used.
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Samp le thickness was measured
using

micrometer (sensitive to
0.0001")

a

while length and width were
obtained using

a

caliper (sensitive to

0.001 ").

order to measure R, four
parallel platinum wires were
attached
to the sample using a
graphite cement (Electrodag
502, Acheson Colloids
Co.).
Platinum was employed since it
is inert toward reactive
and corrosive dopants. The four-probe
cell is described in the
following section of this chapter.
In

For samples of very high resistance
7
(ca. 10

-

lO

11

^,

R

was mea-

sured directly using two of the
platinum probe wires (usually the inner
two) and a Keithley 610A electrometer.

The electrometer or

a

simple

ohm-meter (Simpson or Radio Shack) was
employed for samples of intermediate resistance (ca. 10 3

-

7

10 «).

The value of

tance between the two probe wires on the
sample.

was simply the dis-

L

However, the use of

the two-probe method for samples having
smaller resistances can be mis-

leading due to the contribution of contact
resistance of the Electrodag.
In other words,

the value of R obtained from

be considerably greater than the actual

a

two-probe measurement can

R of the sample.

was circumvented by using the four-probe method.

This problem

In this case, a cur-

rent (I) was applied across the outer two electrodes and
the potential

difference (V) was measured across the inner electrodes.

Since no cur-

rent flows through the inner two electrodes, the effect of contact
re-

sistance is eliminated and
resistance.

It is

V

is

dependent only upon

I

and the sample

important to note that the value of the sample length

used in the determination of a is that between the inner two probes.
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The electrical apparatus
used in this work employed
a 1.5 V battery
as the current source.
The potential difference
was measured across a
known reference resistor and
the sample using a Keithley
149 millivoltmeter.
The reference resistors ranged
from 1 - 10,000 q in decade increments. The exact value of I
was not necessary due to the
reference
resistor netowrk and was assumed
to be constant during the
measurement.
A circuit diagram of the
apparatus is shown in Figure 11.
The two equations (Ohm's Law)
describing the circuits of interest
are:
V

V

Since

I

is constant,

=

„

reference

T

R

reference
=

sample

T

R

*

"sample

these relations reduce to
V

r

sample

_
"

V

,

sample
'

"reference

*

reference

The largest reference resistor was loV, thus,
for samples having
values of R greater than this, the two-probe method
was used.

resistances were found to vary from ca. 10 1

-

3

10 n,

Contact

so R was always mea-

sured by the four-probe method when in the accessible range
of the instrument.

Doping Methods

Apparatus

.

Typical apparatus used for simultaneous doping and monitor-

ing electrical conductivity of polymer samples are shown in Figure 12.

Two basic designs were used and are designated as type

I

or type II.

Although both designs were of the four-probe variety, two-probe measure-
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0-200K

Figure 11.

Schematic diagram of four-probe electronics.

Figure 12.

Four-probe apparatus.
(a)

-

type

(b)

-

type II

r

Figure 12a.
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Figure 12b.
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ments were easily accomplished when
appropriate.

The apparatus were

constructed of glass and employed either
high vacuum ground glass or
Teflon o-ring stopcocks. The tips
of the four glass fingers were
melted around the platinum wires.

Since platinum and Pyrex glass are
rath-

er incompatible, a small quantity of
blue cobalt glass was employed at

the finger tips to make these seals
vacuum-tight.
still

subject to leaks on occasion.

the fingertips, it was found useful

These seals were

Rather than reworking the glass at
to drop small

chips of black hydro-

carbon wax (Apiezon W) into the bottom of the
fingers followed by melting of the wax through gentle heating with
a gas flame.

was usually very successful.

This method

The apparatus was demonstrated to be leak

free (Tesla coil check) before use.

Contacts to external electrical instruments were made by filling
the fingers with mercury followed by placing appropriate
lengths of cop-

per wire into the fingers.

Contacts between the copper wires and in-

struments were made with "alligator" clips.
with thin glass tubing to provide insulation.

The wires were sheathed
The type

II

four-probe

apparatus employed four isolated pieces of glass tubing which served as
both fingers for sealing the platinum wires and insulation for the copper wires.

Polymer samples were typically mounted on the platinum wires in
air with exposure kept to a minimum unless stated otherwise.

It should

be noted that in the type-I four-probe the platinum wires were usually

turned up from the bottoms of the fingers and then twisted around small
glass knobs near the tops of the fingers (See Figure 12a).

This design

.
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facilitated easy smaple mounting
since the sample could
rest on the
glass fingers during
application of the Electrodag.
In the case of the
type-II apparatus, the sample
was usually rested on a
stack of microscope slides during mounting.
A pre-weighed sample was
usually placed
in the bottom of the
apparatus for determination of
uptake of dopant
along with additional samples
(for EPR, etc.) when necessary.
The apparatus was pumped on a vacuum
line for at least one hour
before beginning doping experiments to dry
the Electrodag (methylethyl
ketone solvent)

iodine.
ments.

A type-II four-probe was used
for most iodine doping experi-

The side bulb contained several

iodine crystals (Fisher resub-

limed) and was pumped several times
at -196°

C

to remove air.

The de-

gassing was always done before the sample
under study was mounted on
the probe wires.

Typically, after pumping the four-probe
chamber thor-

oughly, the stopcock connecting the bulb
was opened quickly several
times if fairly low doping levels were
desired or was simply left open
to dope the sample rapidly to the metallic
regime.

Better control of

the extent of doping could be accomplished by
concomitant control of
the iodine vapor pressure using appropriate slush
baths.
to the desired level,

After doping

the apparatus was usually pumped at least ten

minutes before handling the sample for any reason.
In certain cases where only doping of moderately air-sensitive

samples to the saturation conductivity was desired, it was found convenient to pass iodine-bearing inert gas over the sample.
a

four-probe sample holder was constructed from

a

In this case,

#6 rubber stopper,
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open-ended melting point tubes
and platinum wire.

A few

milliters

of a short piece of
platinum wire (ca, 25 mm total
length) was placed in
the end of a metling point
tube and the tube end was
sealed with a gentle gas flame.
While still warm, the outside
of the platinum-glass seal
was covered with Apiezon W
black wax.
Four such tubes were prepared
and
inserted through four small
holes in the stopper with the
remaining open
ends of the tubes on the
wide-diameter side of the stopper.
The tubes
were filled to a depth of ca.
1
cm with mercury and thin copper
wires
were dipped into the mercury
reservoirs to provide contacts between
the

probes and external

instruments.

probe, which also contained
a

a

The assembled rubber stopper
four-

hole (ca.

5

disposable pipette tip, was fitted onto

ate diameter (ca.

a

glass tube of the appropri-

10 cm length) which served as the doping
chamber.

bottom of this tube contained

a

glass wool plug and

allow attachment of 1/4" Tygon tubing.
was connected to

mm diameter) to accommodate

a

small mineral

oil

a

The

constriction to

The remaining end of this tubing

bubbler.

As usual, the sample was

mounted across the four platinum wires with
Electrodag.
A stream of purified argon was passed through

a

glass tube contain-

ing iodine crystals and then into the doping
chamber via a disposable

pipette tip inserted into the four-probe rubber stopper.

Connections

between the iodine and doping tubes were made with Tygon tubing.

The

doping rate of the sample was easily controlled by the argon flow
rate.

Reference samples for weight uptake were rested on the glass wool plug
at the bottom of the doping chamber.
the system was only used in

a

Due to the toxicity of iodine,

fume hood.

This method has three disadvantages concerning the "quality" of
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the doped samples.

First, controlled doping
is more difficult as
com-

pared to doping in vacuo
since the vapor pressure
and hence the amount
of iodine introduced in the
latter method is easier to
regulate.
Second, the flow method is
objectionable if samples must
be rigorously kept
from exposure to air since
transfer of samples into and
out of the doping chamber is performed
in air.

Finally, if it is necessary
to monitor

conductivity changes which may
occur upon pumping of excess
iodine from
the sample, the flow system
clearly cannot be employed.
Evaluation of the potential conductivity
of samples which have never been previously investigated
is a major application of
the flow method since the doping is rapid
and sophisticated glassware is
not required.

Arsenic pentafluoride

Note:

.

AsF

is
5

stored and used in

a

extremely hazardous and should be

hood at all times.

It is worthwhile to point out that
AsF
5

is a very powerful

dopant

for materials such as polyacetylene and
thus warrants the transfer of

minute quantities of the gas.

It is usually very easy to dope beyond
a

desired level and corresponding conductivity.
be as sensitive to AsF

5

and greater amounts may be required to produce

dramatic changes in conductivity.

Thus, in terms of future reference,

selection of the best route to AsF
5

to be determined.

Other materials may not

doping of

a

given material will need

However, the "slow-doping" method described below

which was the most common route employed for samples studied in
this dis-

sertation is recommended as

a

general

initial method for AsF -doping of
5

new materials.

Specific deviations from this method will be mentioned

throughout the text where appropriate.
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An AsF
5

cylinder (Ozark Mahoning
Co.) was fitted with

CGA-660
stainless stee, valve; the
outlet of the valve was
attached to the
metal end of a glass-to-meta,
seal with silver solder.
The glass
a

end

was connected to
for

attaint

ed in

a

hood.

a

ground glass, high vacuum
stopcock and

ballpoint

to a vacuum line fitted
with Teflon stopcocks
and locat-

Typically,

sure of ca. 300

a

-

a

L gas storage bulb was
filled to a pres-

1

500 torr AsF
5

on the vacuum line.

The gas was con-

densed into the cold finger
of the bulb (-196" c) and
pumped to remove
air which may have entered
the system during the
transfer. The bulb
was stored in the hood and
the AsF was always degassed
immediately
5
prior to use.
A type-I four-probe was employed
in most AsF
5

doping experiments.

After flame-drying the vacuum line,
degassing the AsF
5

and pumping the

four-probe at least two hours, the
cold finger of the bulb was cooled
to ca.

-95 to -100" C using a methanol
or toluene slush bath.

bath provided

a

low vapor pressure (ca. 20

-

This

30 torr) of AsF c for easier
5

control of sample doping and also
served to trap traces of HF which may

result from the reaction of AsF
5

with traces of moisture in the bulb

and vacuum line.

After opening the manometer and isolating the
manifold from the remainder of the vacuum line, the stopcock to the
four-probe was closed.
Next, the stopcock isolating the bulb from
the manifold was closed
and the stopcock of the bulb was opened for
ca.

AsF
5

to fill

this small volume of the system.

1

-

3

seconds, allowing

With the bulb closed,

the stopcock between the bulb and manifold was
opened to allow the AsF,
5

to expand into the manifold with a corresponding
large decrease in pres-
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sure.

This pressure was usually

<

0.5 torr.

The stopcock to the four-

Probe was opened allowing
the AsF, to contact
the sample.
The conductivity of the sample was
allowed to reach a nearly
constant value and
then another small dose
of AsF was transferred
as described above.
5
This process was repeated
several times.
In general, as the
particular
sample became doped with AsF
the conductivity changes
5
became progressively less dramatic. A
point was usually reached
when addition of
these small doses produced
little change in conductivity.
Thus, the
amount of AsF was progressively
increased, usually in increments
5
of
2 - 3 torr, until no further conductivity
change was observed, and this
,

was considered to be the
saturation conductivity of the
sample.

AsF
5

The

in the vacuum line and
four-probe was condensed back into
the bulb

at -196° C and the four-probe
was pumped for a minimum of 15
minutes

before handling the sample.
The pressure of the AsF
5> particularly in the later stages of doping, was usually measured with
a double-arm mercury manometer.

lem arose in recording the mercury
level

contact with the vacuum line since AsF
5

manometer with

a

golden film.

A prob-

in the arm of the manometer in

reacts with mercury to coat the

Thus, the pressure was approximated by

noting the change in mercury level in the
arm exposed to the atmosphere
and multiplying by two.

surement of the AsF

5

It should be emphasized that an accurate mea-

pressure was not critical for the experiments.

Conductivities obtained in several dopings of

a

particular sample were

very reproducible so long as the slow-doping method
described above was
employed.
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^«th^

The procedure for doping

thalide radical anion was as
follows.
fluxed over CaH, in

a

solvent still

Ca.

^

.

m sod um

i

50 mL dry JHp which

^ ph

_

^^

(courtesy of Professor M.
Raush,

UMass Chemistry Dept.) was
transferred to
A Piece of sodium metal

wUh

a

Schlenk tube under argon.

(coated with paraffin oil)
was dipped into pen-

tane to remove the oil and
cut into

a

cube (ca.

1.28 g).

The sodium

was flattened into a sheet
with a hammer and, while holding
the sheet
above the mouth of the Schlenk
tube containing the THF, small
pieces
were cut with scissors and dropped
into the tube under argon flow.
The
suspension was stirred with a magnetic
bar, and ca. 6.4
g naphthalene
(Fisher) was poured into the tube
under argon.

The solution became

deep green-black, characteristic
of the sodium naphthalide radical

anion, and was allowed to stir overnight
to insure solubilization of
the components.

The sample to be doped was mounted on
the probes of
probe apparatus.

The apparatus was pumped overnight on

a

a

type-II four-

vacuum line.

Argon was introduced through the ball joint
of the four-probe and the

Teflon plug of stopcock attached to the bulb was
removed.

The sodium

naphthalide/THF solution was transferred to the bulb under
argon using
a

syringe.

A small magnetic bar was dropped into the bulb, the stop-

cock was replaced and the four-probe was closed off from
the argon supply.

It is recommended that the operations described above be
carried

out in a dry-box if one is available.
The apparatus was connected to
ber was pumped at least one hour.

a

vacuum line and the doping cham-

The sodium naphthalide/THF solution
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was frozen at -196° C and
pumped for several minutes
until no Tesla
coil discharge was observed.
This freeze-pump-thaw
process was repeated at least twice.
After disconnecting the
apparatus from the vacuum
line, the bottom of the doping
chamber was cooled to -196°
C for several
seconds and then the stopcock to
the bulb was opened.
The sodium naphthalide/THF solution was then immediately
poured into the doping chamber
to cover the sample connected
to the probe wires.
The initial cooling
of the bottom of the chamber was
done in order to facilitate the
transfer of the solution.
The conductivity was monitored
initially by a

simple ohmmeter (two-probe) and finally
by using the four-probe method

described previously.

For samples studied in this work,
the conductivi-

ty usually reached saturation within
a few minutes.

The sample and doping vessel was washed
of excess sodium naphtha-

lide as follows.

After reaching the saturation conductivity
of the sam-

ple, the bulb was cooled to -196° C and the
solution in the doping cham-

ber was poured into the bulb.

The solution in the bulb was stirred vig-

orously and pure THF was distilled into the doping
chamber by cooling
the bottom of the chamber with liquid nitrogen.
to room temperature,

was repeated until

it was poured back into the bulb and this process

the THF in the chamber was colorless.

to the bulb was then closed.
it still

possessed

After warming the THF

a

The stopcock

The solution could be re-used as long as

deep green coloration.

A light brown solution sug-

gested significant decomposition due to interaction with moisture and/
or air, and in this case the solution was discarded by decomposing it
in a large quantity of t-butyl

alcohol.

Since samples doped with sodium are inordinately sensitive to
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traces of moisture or air,
no attempt was made
to handle these samples
as a drybox was unavailable
for most of this
dissertation work.

Other^ants.
H
2

S0

4

In a few cases>

les$

_^^ ^^
^

were used and are described
only briefly.

The technique for bro-

mine doping was similar to
that used for iodine doping.
Typically, a
few milliliters of bromine
(Fisher Reagent A.C.S.)were
added to the bulb
of a type-II four-probe and
was degassed on a vacuum
line.
The sample
was exposed in vacuo to a
known vapor pressure of bromine
(using appropriate slush baths) and doped
to the desired level.
Upon completion of
the doping, the bromine in
the doping chamber was condensed
back into
the bulb at -196° C.

Doping with
sample in either

was accomplished as follows.
a

After mounting the

type- I or type-II four-probe and
pumping to dry the

Electrodag contacts, the apparatus was
opened in air and ca. 0.5 mL
H S0
2
4

(Fisher Reagent A.C.S., 98%) was placed in
the bottom of the dop-

ing chamber.

The apparatus was connected to the vacuum
line and pumped

dynamically for several hours, allowing the

H S0
2
4

vapor to contact and

dope the sample.
For future reference, the doping procedures
outlined in this chap-

ter can be adapted, with perhaps slight modifications,
to experiments

employing essentially any gaseous or liquid dopant.

It is emphasized

that slow, controlled doping usually affords higher
conductivities, es-

pecially when dealing with (CH)

.

as compared to rapid doping.

CHAPTER

iv

SYNTHESIS OF CIS (CH)

FILMS

X

Acetylene was first po

Wl

zed t0 .

lw

polymer 1n

M

^

tinuous polyacetylene

^^

^

though the resulting
black, intractable
powder refined
curiosity unti, Shirakawa
et
demonstrated

a

scientific

Qf a con-

using . ziegler-Natta
catalyst hased on titanium tetrahutoxide and
triethyl al um i„ um
This form „ f {m)
)§
-re amenable to studies of
electrical transport
properties. The experiment.1 procedure developed
by Shirakawa et al.
for the synthesis of
6
(CH>„ films has been
modified by workers at the
University of Pennsylvania in order to produce
analytically pure material.
This is important
in view of the sensitivity
of the electrical properties
of (CH) to imx
purities.
Since this modified procedure
is the basis for the
synthesis
of all (CH)
films studied in this
dissertation, it will be described
x
in detail.
A few additional refinements
have been developed in our
laboratory. Although the cis-trans
isomer content can be controlled
by the

^

.

polymerization temperature, 5 it
(CH)
x

(CH)

x

is

much more convenient to prepare
cis

at low temperatures followed
by thermal isomerization if
trans
is desired.

Thus, the procedures described
below apply specifi-

cally to the synthesis of cis
(CH)
x

Chapter

II

films.

The reader is referred to

for details concerning the
purification of materials used in

this preparation.

The apparatus.

The apparatus used for the synthesis
of (CH)
X

shown in Figure 13.

films is

The apparatus consists of a reactor, which
is essen85

Apparatus for the synthesis

Figure 13.
'

of (CH) Y films.
A
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tltlly
idues.

a

Schlenk tube, and
All

a

washing arm for collection
of catalyst res-

o-rings (Vi ton) were covered
with

grease prior to assembly of
the apparatus.

a

In

thin film of silicone

order to eliminate the

possibility of extraction of
stopcock grease by solvents
used in the
(CH)
film preparation and washing,
x
stopcocks B - E employed Teflon
Plugs equipped with Viton o-rings.
However, a ground glass stopcock
(A)

was used for introduction of
inert gas, and Apiezon »L»
or "N"
grease was employed here.

The assembled apparatus was
connected to a high vacuum line via
ball-

joint

#1

and pumped at least two hours with
stopcocks

Tesla coil was used to check for leaks.

B -

D open.

A

Next, the apparatus was isolated

from the vacuum line by closing stopcock
C; stopcock Dwasthen closed
and the apparatus was allowed to
remain under vacuum for at least three
hours.

After this time,

a good vacuum.

joints.

a

Tesla coil was used to verify the presence
of

Any leaks were usual ly the result of poor
seals at o-ring

It was important for the apparatus to
maintain a good static

vacuum before proceeding.

The apparatus was then left to pump on the

vacuum line overnight (stopcocks

B -

D open).

The next morning, the apparatus was flame-dried
(using

a

gas-oxygen

torch) while under dynamic vacuum.

Preparatio n of the catalyst

.

After the apparatus cool ed to room temper-

ature and stopcocks B and D were closed, the bottom of the reactor was
cooled to -196° C and 20 mL toluene was distilled in directly from

a

solvent storage tube containing ca. 0.5% triethyl alumninum (20 mL toluene corresponded to

a

depth of 8 mm in the solvent storage tube).

As a
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Precaution, upon completion of
the distillation the
reactor was pumped
for a few minutes while the
toluene was still frozen to
remove any
traces of air which may have
entered the system during the
transfer.
A Tesla coil was used to check
the quality of the vacuum.
The apparatus was disconnected
from the vacuum line after
closing
stopcock C, and the frozen toluene
was allowed to warm to room
temperature.
Next, purified argon was introduced
at stopcock A (after purging), and stopcocks B and C
were opened. The top of the
reactor was removed at o-ring F.
Using a syringe, 1.7 mL titanium
tetrabutoxide
(stored in a Schlenk tube under argon)
was added to the toluene in the

reactor.

The bottom of the reactor was then
cooled to -78°

C

(dry ice

-

acetone bath), and 2.7 mL triethyl
aluminum (from Alkyltainer, Ethyl
Corp.) was added dropwise via a syringe
to the titanium tetrabutoxide/

toluene solution over a period of about one
minute.

During the addition,

the color of the solution changed
from light yellow to deep orange-red.

The tip of the syringe needle was used to
occasionally stir the solution
as the triethyl

aluminum was added.

If this was not done, a deep red-

orange "layer" was observed on the top of the catalyst
solution while
the bottom remained light yellow, suggesting inhomogeneous
reduction of

the titanium tetrabutoxide.

The reactor was capped at o-ring

F

and, while stopcock

C

remained

open, the argon flow was turned down to a low rate, after which stop-

cocks C, B and A were immediately closed.

The argon flow reduction was

important since the pressure in the reactor will increase due to the
formation of gaseous catalyst reaction products and warming of the solu-
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tion (see below).

On occasion, failure
of an o-ring occurred due
to

the excess pressure.

The reactor was removed from
the -78°

bath and the catalyst solu-

C

tion was allowed to warm to
room temperature.

The solution was then

allowed to "age" for 30 minutes
at room temperature.

The color of the

solution changed from deep
red-orange to dark brown during
the aging
period.
In the meantime, a 2 L
bulb of purified acetylene
(ca. 700 740 torr) was attached to the vacuum
line and degassed one final
time
at -196° C.
(Note:
It is recommended that the
acetylene pressure in
the bulb be close to, but below,760
torr.

Films prepared with low acet-

ylene pressures generally yield lower
tensile strengths than those pre8
pared with acetylene pressures near
760
torr

).

After the aging period, the reactor was
immersed up to the stopcock
"arms" in a dry ice

-

acetone bath.

A white vapor or "smoke" was ob-

served on the surface of the catalyst solution,
presumably due to the

condensation of toluene vapor during cooling.
nected to the vacuum line (ball joint #1) via

The reactor was then cona

12 - 18 cm length of

flexible stainless-steel tubing equipped with Swagelok
fittings, having
a

ball

and socket joint on either end.

The ball and socket each were

tapered with 1/4" O.D. glass tubing for connection to the
fittings.
metal

tubing was pumped out, and then stopcock

C

way argon and gaseous catalyst reaction products.

The

was opened to pump a-

The reactor was shak-

en gently to promote degassing of the catalyst solution (as evidenced
by

bubbling of the solution) and pumping was continued until essentially
no bubbling was observed (ca. 30

-

90 minutes).

A Tesla coil was played
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over the vacuum line past the liquid
nitrogen trap to verify the absence of non-condensable gases.
Stopcock C was then closed.
It is

worthwhile to note that the catalyst
solution became progressively more
viscous during the degassing process.
The polymerization reaction

.

After evacuating the entire sub-manifold

of the vacuum line including the manometer,
the sub-manifold was isolated from the main manifold and the acetylene
bulb was opened.

actor was removed from the dry ice

acetone bath and shaken in order

-

to wet the walls with the catalyst solution.

mediately placed back into the -78°
allowing acetylene to enter.

All

The re-

C

The reactor was then im-

bath and stopcock C was opened,

surfaces wet with the catalyst solu-

tion and which were below the -78° C bath level
immediately became

bright red due to the formation of

actor walls developed

a

cj_s

(CH)

.

The red film on the re-

coppery luster within a few minutes.

A more

silvery film (higher in trans isomer content) was observed on surfaces

above the level of the bath.

The film thickness was very dependent upon

the interval of time between wetting the reactor walls with catalyst

and introduction of the acetylene.

For thin

(ca_.

30

-

50

urn)

films

suitable for infrared spectroscopy, at least 30 seconds should elapse
before introducing the acetylene.

Typical reaction times were 10

minutes, with uptake of acetylene in the range 100

-

200 torr.

-

30

After

the desired time period, stopcock C was closed and the remaining acety-

lene in the sub-manifold was condensed back into the bulb at -196° C.

The apparatus (at -78° C) was disconnected from the manifold and

argon was introduced, after which the top was removed at o-ring

F.

The
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argon flow removed the remaining
acetylene in the reactor. A
50 ml
syringe with a long needle was
used to punch several holes
in the (CH)
film which had grown on the
surface of the catalyst solution
at the bottom of the reactor. The
catalyst solution under this
film was then
drawn into the syringe and
discarded. The top was replaced
and all
stopcocks were closed.

Washing of cis (CH) Y film.

The apparatus (with the reactor
at -78° C)

was attached to the vacuum line
and evacuated (stopcocks C and
D open)
to remove all

argon and residual acetylene.

(kept in vacuo over CaH
2

the reactor.

A small

Next, 30

-

50 mL pentane

in a solvent storage tube) was
distilled into

frit filter equipped with ball and
socket joints

was placed between the pentane tube
and manifold to prevent bumping of
the CaH
2

into the manifold.

to facilitate transfer.

The pentane was stirred with

a

magnetic bar

After the distillation, stopcock

C

was closed

and the apparatus was disconnected from the
manifold.

The reactor was then removed from the -78° C bath
and the washing

arm was placed in the bath for several seconds.

With stopcock

D

open,

the apparatus was turned upside down several times allowing
the brown

pentane/catalyst solution to flow into the washing arm.

Stopcock

then closed and the reactor was placed back in the cold bath.

D was

The solu-

tion in the side arm was then stirred with a magnetic bar and stopcock
D was

opened slowly, allowing fresh pentane to distill back into the

reactor.

The distillation rate was controlled by the stirring rate and

the size of the opening at stopcock D.

This washing procedure was re-

peated until the pentane in the reactor was colorless (ca.

8-12

cycles)
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If the glass surfaces were
clean, much of the film
separated from the

reactor walls during washing.

After every five or so cycles,
the re-

actor was connected to the vacuum
line and pumped briefly.

A Tesla coil

was used to check for the presence
of non-condensables in the region
of
the vacuum line past the liquid
nitrogen trap.
It was important that
air (red glow discharge from the
Tesla coil) was not present in
the
system.
On occasion, residual argon
(blue glow discharge) was observed.
It should be noted that the
washing arm was equipped with a
stopcock

(E).

In the event of a leak in this
portion of the apparatus, which

would most likely be at o-ring G, the
washing arm could be disconnected
and the o-ring replaced,

followed by connection of

a

clean washing arm.

The arm could then be pumped out via
stopcock E, followed by distillation of fresh pentane from the storage
tube.

However, this process was

seldom necessary.
Once the pentane in the reactor was colorless, it
was poured into
the washing arm and stopcock D was closed.

Transfer and storage of cis (CH) y film

.

The reactor was removed from

the -78° C bath and allowed to warm to room temperature.

The washing

arm was disconnected and the catalyst solution was decomposed by pouring it into a large quantity of methanol.

All moisture was wiped from

the outside of the reactor, and it was then placed in

drybox along with scissors,

a

a

glove bag or

long spatula and forceps, and a long

Schlenk tube (with I 29/42 ground glass joints) which has been previ-

ously evacuated.
In the glove bag or drybox, the large o-ring

(H)

of the reactor
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was disconnected and a long
spatula was gently played
along the reactor
wall to free the cis (CH)
fil m
Forceps were used tQ
x

^^^

.

(in one piece)

from the reactor.

The side of the fil m which
grew on

the surface of the reactor
wall displayed

backside was dull maroon.

coppery luster, while the

a

The bottom of the film (shiny
green) which

grew on the surface of the
catalyst reservoir was cut away
with scissors,
along with any silvery film
which was formed above the level
of the dry
ice - acetone bath.
The remaining cis (CH)
film was cut into small
x
Pieces (ca.

3

cm x

cm) and placed in the long
Schlenk tube.

1

time, samples were cut for microanalysis,
doping, etc.

The Schlenk tube

was capped in the glove bag or drybox
and then stored in
-78° C to preserve the cis-isomer
content of the film.

At this

a

Dewar at

Subsequent re-

moval of film for any reason was
performed in the glove bag or drybox.
(Note:

It is advisable, especially when a
glove bag is used, to pump

the Schlenk tube on

a

vacuum line in order to remove any traces of air

before placing it in the storage Dewar.)

Orientation; quality of qAs. (CH) x films

.

Cis

(CH)

v

noted to be quite flexible 8 9 if prepared properly.

films have been

'

Thus,

a

piece of

freshly prepared film was stretched in the apparatus shown in
Figure

Extension ratios (l/lo, where
is the initial

1

is

the length after stretching and

1

14.

0

length of the film) approached 3.0 for the best films,

but more typical values were in the range 2.0

-

2.6.

Extension ratios

much below this suggested that the film may have isomerized during handling, although a more likely possibility is that oxygen was present during some stage of the preparation.

In all

cases, samples were analyzed
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Figure 14.

Apparatus for orientation
of

cjs_ (CH)

films.
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for C H content.

Total

should be

C H

m

>

the C H ratio should correspond
exactly to the formula (CH)

Iioniej^zati^.

Films of

form as follows.

drybox) into

capped with

a
a

^^

A quantity of cis

were easily
(CH)

.^.^

was placed (in

X

in a few minutes,

a

period of

-

1

Trans (CH)
x

.

^

glove bag or

2

-

The

200° C) was

hours while pumping.

With-

the shiny side of the film became
silvery, while the

side became gray-black.
x

^

top having an o-ring joint,
stopcock and balljoint.

Placed around the tube for

(CH)

.

^
a

and

tube equipped with an o-ring
joint, and the tube was

tube was pumped on the vacuum line,
and an oil bath (180

dull

^

for nigh quality

An infrared spectrum of cjs (CH)
X

is brittle as compared to cis

(ca.

85% cjs content) is shown

in Figure 15.

Cleaning the reactor.
of

ci_s

(CH)
x

films.

A clean reactor was essential

for the synthesis

Thus, immediately after removing

a

freshly prepared

film from the reactor, it was cleaned by soaking
overnight with aqua
regia (1:3 HNtyHCl

distilled

H
2

0,

)

or 1:1

HNtyH^

followed by several rinses with

1% aqueous HF, and more distilled hLO).

ed that basic solutions (e.g., KOH/ethanol

)

tions may etch the surfaces of the reactor.

It is recommend-

not be used, since such solu-

Figure 15.

Infrared spectrum of

cis_ (CH)
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CHAPTER

V

NASCENT MORPHOLOGY OF POLYACETYLENE

The high conductivity obtained upon doping 1
(CH)

x

,

has truly generated interest in several

the parent material.

of polyacetyl ene,

fundamental aspects of

Of oarticular importance in any polymeric
mater-

ial, and especially in the case of (CH)

anticipated to have

"4

a

X

where surface properties are

great deal of influence on polymer-dopant inter-

actions, is the morphology.

Although electron microscopy studies have

revealed fibrous structures in unoriented 5 and partially
oriented
(stretch-elongated) 6 polyacetylene films, it has been suggested
that
the observed morphology might be misleading, possibly
resulting from

post-polymerization handling of the film or perhaps an artifact as
the
result of ultra-sonication.

In view of these discrepancies,

a

short

study was undertaken to examine the true nascent morphology of (CH)

X

through the polymerization of acetylene directly onto thin electron

microscope grids.

In

addition, the surface area of conventional (CH)

films was determined from B.E.T. measurements.

An account of this work

has been reported elsewhere.^

Experimental

A Schlenk tube was used as the reaction vessel

for the polymeri-

zation of acetylene onto thin electron microscope (EM) grids (3 mm disks
of 300-mesh gold screen).

The Schlenk tube top possessed

a

ca_.

3

mm

diameter glass rod of sufficient length so that the end of the rod was
101

102

ca.

3

cm from the bottom of the tube
when the tube and top were joined.

The glass rod possessed several small
glass "ears" in order to support
the grids.
Several grids were soldered with small
amounts of indium
to a length of platinum wire and
the wire was looped around the
"ears"
on the glass rod.

The grids and platinum wire were rinsed
several times

with acetone and dried under

a

stream of argon immediately before use.

The catalyst was prepared directly in the
reaction vessel.
10 mL of dry toluene was added from the solvent
still

addition of 1.0 mL Ti(0Bu)
4

for ca.

followed by the

and 1.4 mL Et^Al using syringes.

transfers were carried out under argon.

Ca.

All

The catalyst solution was aged

30 minutes at room temperature prior to polymerization
reactions

A 200 mL gas storage bulb was filled to a
pressure of ca.

700 torr

(Chapter II).
The reaction vessel was connected to

a

vacuum line via

a

ca.

12

cm length of flexible stainless steel tubing equipped
with ball and

socket joints.

The solution was cooled to -78°C (dry ice-acetone bath)

and pumped at least 20 minutes with occasional shaking
to accomplish

degassing.

The solution (-78°C) was then shaken vigorously in order

to coat the grids.
to ca.

Initial

pressures of acetylene ranging f rom ca

700 torr were then admitted into the reaction vessel.

tion was terminated at

evacuating the vessel.
dipping them into

a

a

desired time period (usually <

1

.

10

The reac-

minute) by

The grids were washed of excess catalyst by

beaker of dry oentane under

a

stream of argon.

grids were finally dried under the argon flow.
A film of cis polyacetylene was prepared using techniques

The
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described in the previous
chapter.

The

„,.

Electron micrographs were
obtained using

electron microscope.
sion

thickness was ca.
a

mm

JEOL 100 cx Temscan

The three modes of
observation were transmis-

TEM )

scanning (SEH) and scanning
transmission (STEM)
The
polymerized film was observed
by the first mode;
gold coated films
were examined with the
remaining modes. Gold
coatings were applied
either by sputtering or
evaporation with thicknesses
carefully controlled and kept in the
3-7 mm range.
All micrographs were
obtained
by Dr. R. Galkiewicz.
(

,

The surface area of
as-grown (CH)

X

film was obtained from
single-

point Brunauer-E^ett-Teller
(B.E.T.) measurements using
nitrogen gas,
using identical techniques
and apparatus as described
in Reference 8
A sample of Kaiser
(surface area . 380 m 2
/g) was used as a check
for sensitivity.
The experiment yielded a
surface area of ca. 290-300
m /9. i.e., ca, 207. lower than
anticipated, although it was an
acceptable result.

A,^

Results

Figure 16a is
*

a

STEM image of

a

thin (CH)

X

film (55 torr

30 seconds) on a gold grid at low
magnification (10 4 ).

web-like structure of the specimen

is

clearly visible.

for

The fibrous,

Figures 16band

16c are STEM images of the same
portion of the sample in which voids

appear black (and white), respectively,
demonstrating that the film
only

a

few fibrils in thickness.

At 10

5

magnification (Figure 16d)

individual fibrils are clearly discernable.

Fibril diameters ranged

is

Figure 16.

Electron micrographs of thin
(CH)

films on gold grids.

x

55 torr acetylene for 30 seconds
a)

xl0,000 in STEM mode;

x50,000 SEM

;

b)

Same sample as in (a) at

Same as for (b) but in STEM mode; d) Same

c)

sample as in (a) showing 100,000 STEM

700 torr acetylene for
e)

1

minute

xl,500; f) xl5,000; g) xl00,000

Scale bars: a,

1

ym; b,c, 0.2 ym; d, 0.1

f,

1

ym; g, 0.1

ym

ym;

e,

10 ym;

Figure 17.

SEM micrographs of (CH) X film.

Film at a grid edge
a)

x3,000;

b)

c)

x8,000;

x30,000.

As- grown film
d)

x50,000 (shiny side);

Scale bars:

a,

5 ym;

e)

x50,000 (dull side)

b, 1.25 ym;

c

5

0.5 ym.
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from ca,

5

to 40 nm with 20 nm fibrils
being the most abundant.

Polymerizations at higher acetylene
pressures (ca. 700 torr for
minute) yielded very smooth (CH)

1

X

film on grids.

These films

possessed surface cracks and fractures
(Figure 16e) in which were observed partially aligned fibrils (Figure
16f).
al

Interestingly, occasion-

regions were found to possess highly-oriented
10 nm diameter fibrils

(Figure 16g).

The surface of the smooth film (Figure
16f) was observed to possess

occasional globular structures.

where
edge

a

portion of the (CH)

X

These were more prominent in areas

film apparently separated from the grid

(Figures 17a-c).

The fibrous morphology described above was also
observed with
typical as-grown (CH)

x

films.

Such films display

like surface which grew on the glass reactor wall

a

(Figure 17d)and

more dull surface on the opposite side (Figure 17e).
the latter surface is identical

shiny, metallica

The morphology of

to that shown in Figures 16a-d.

This

morphology is apparently preserved on the shiny side although
the
fibrils appear to be flattened or merged into larger
entities.

The results of the surface area measurements concerning the asgrown (CH)

X

film are given in Table

2.

The theoretical surface area of (CH)
film, assuming the fibril
Y

diameter (d) to be 200 A, was determined as follows.
the length (1) of the fibrils to be, say, 2000 A.

First, we take

This choice is

completely arbitrary and any other value will lead to the same final
result.

The surface area

(Sj of one such

fibril

is

given by
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TABLE 2

SURFACE AREAS OF (CH)
X FILM
FROM B.E.T. MEASUREMENTS

no

S

«ence ; S

—

A

=

A

TTdl

=, (2xlo -8

fibril is simply

m)(2xlo

of (CH,
x

be 1.2 g cm J

,

-7

m)=1

.
_

25xio

14

or , (lxl0 -8 m) 2 (2xl0 - 7
n)
,n

^
=

.

e >3xio

23

^

^

such a fibril, taking
the density (floatat1on) 9
t0

is

Amount (CH)

X . 1.2 g/ C m

7.6xlO"

3

X 10

6

3

cm /m

3

X 6.3X10' 23 m 3

17

g/fibril.

The surface area in m 2
/g is
1.25xlO'
7.6X10"

14

m2

17

,„

= 165

2

m /9

g

However, the bulk density
of («)„ is only 0.4
g/cc, indicating that
the fibrils f1„ only
about one-third of the
total vol ume of the sample
The surface area then is
2

165 m /g X
1.2 g/cm

3

. 55

f,

This value is in very good
agreement with the average
obtained
2

(=66 m /g) experimentally, considering
the crudeness of the calculation.

Discussion

The fractures observed in
smooth films polymerized on grids
at
high acetylene pressures
(Figures 16e-g) are most likely formed
during

the washing procedure and are
due either to the displacement of
one
diluent (toluene) with another
(pentane) or to the potential thermal

contraction occuring upon warming
the sample from -78°C to room temperature.
The globular structures shown in
Figuresl7a-c combined with the

Ill

apparent separation of the
material from the grid
raight suggest
centraction due te the
exothermic peptization
reaction.

^

A TO re

likely possibility is
that the globular
structures are catalyst
residues which became insoluble
due to partial oxidation
before completely
washing unreacted catalyst
from the samples.
The fibrillar morphology
of the ultra-thin samples
is preserved
in the as-grown films
(Figures I7d*). The shiny
side of the film displays apparent fibrils which
have been flattened or merged
into larger
entities.
Similar results have been
observed from the surfaces of
pressed film (CH) derived from
gels (Chapter VIII) suggesting
X
that
the fibrils, at least
initially i„ the presence of
solvent, are somewhat "ductile" and can be
flattened by application of
mechanical pressure.
The potential pressure at
the surface of a (CH)
film due to
X
rapid growth at the glass
reactor wall reasonably accounts
for the ob-

served "shiny side" morphology.

Fibrillar morphologies have been
previously observed in materials
such as polyethylene 10 and
11
polypropylene
when selected heterogeneous

catalysts were employed in their
syntheses.

The Ti (0Bu)„/Et Al system
3

used in this work, on the other
hand, is a well-known homogeneous

(soluble) Ziegler-Natta catalyst.

Although it might be possible for

this system to be somewhat
heterogeneous at the concentrations employed
in

(CH)

X

film syntheses, characteristic fibrillar
morphologies were

also observed using significantly lower
catalyst concentrations (see

Chapter VIII).

Thus, at least for the Ti (OBu^/EtjAl catalyst
system,

it appears that acetylene
polymerizes directly into fibrils, possibly
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*-

to the r i g idit of
the
y

resuUjng cQn ugated
po)yrer backb
.

^

Concjusjons^

The nascent m orpholoo
y of (CH)

with

sm

a„ .nations

In

X

has been shown
to be flbrlll.r

m o rphologies

(globular> smooth surfaces)

depending upon the details
of the polarization
action. Surface
area .easure.ents are
consistent with the
fibular ro rpholog y
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CHAPTER

VI

ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC
RESONANCE STODV OF
ACETYLENE POLV MERIZATION

-cent demonstration'of Mgh
of Polyacetylene,
|CH>

^ Parties

X

.

has generated f
undamental

^

and el ectron1c
structure o f this material.

c

A thorough

understanding o f the pristine
polymer is necessary
before a rational approach can he made toward
an interpretation of
the conduction mechanism
doped derivatives. A
Tew of the many hasic
aspects oT polyacetylene
Chemistry which need to be
understood, namely, the
source of the inherent paramagnetism, the
influence of oxygen on the
paramagnetism, and the
mechanism of polymerization,
are addressed in this
Chapter.
The paramagnetism of
undoped (CH), has been
recognized for several
years^ although it has onl
y recentl y become a property studied
in de-

-

tail.

Pol y acety lene typicall
y displays an electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) signal havjng
(ca.

,

Lorentzian

^^^

^

2.0024) close to that of the free
electron (ca, 2.003).

g

^

The g val-

ue precisely identifies 6
the unpaired spins as being
due to ,-electron

radicals.

Shirakawa et al.

5

observed

a

ten-fold increase in spin con-

centration upon thermal cis-trans
isomerization, suggesting that spin
generation and isomerization are
intimately related. A reasonable
mechanistic interpretation 9 involves
random, non-concerted bond rearrangements, viz.
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cis-transoid

trans-cisoid

__/.

Li

LTU

The unpaired spin is
rigorously defined as

noetic

defect

and is referred to as
a

is very appropriate
since the spins are

random bond rearrangements.
reversible.

a

spatially extended,
neutral

soHton.™."

Tne

Mistakes" which result
from the

The cis-trans isomerization
process is ir-

The greater thermodynamic
stability of the trans
isomer is

attributab!e to

a

reduction of steric interactions
between neighboring

hydrogen atoms on the polymer
backbone.

Although the mechanism depicted
above assumes that spin
formation
1s exclusively the result
of thermally-induced isomerization,
it was of
interest to investigate the
potential contributions of the
polymerization in either directly
creating unpaired spins or inducing
the isomerization process. A technique
was developed for the polymerization
of

acetylene directly in an EPR sample
tube at low temperatures in order
to monitor spin formation
during polymerization.

This technique, by

virtue of the paramagnetic nature
of the Ziegler-Natta catalyst, also

afforded simultaneous study of the
polymerization reaction itself.
account of this work has been published
12
elsewhere.

An

Similar studies

7
have been recently reported by
Snow et al.
and Bernier et al. 13
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^

Experimental
r e

TK0BU)

4

ata]ystwas
and 2

argon at room

.

7mL

"

syringing

,

,

texture.

r °° m temPeratUre

^

E¥

t0

drytQluene (fromthe so]vent
stiii)u

The solution was
aged for

--

tube containing ca.
30 mL dry toluene

.

30 minutes at

^ ^^^

the EPR

mL ot this cata]yst
(under

„.

^

experts

was obtained

This dilution was
carried out in

order to insure slower
polarization of acetylene and
to reduce the
Possibility of signal broadening
due to the
catalyst species.
It should be noted that
this catalyst concentration
is essentially
the sa m e as that used
to prepare polyacetylene
gels (Chapter VIII).

paretic

The apparatus employed
for the jn-sltu polymerization
of acetylene
ts shown in Figure
18. The apparatus was initially
connected to a vacuum line for pumping and
flame-drying of the EPR sample
tube and catalyst reservoir via the
free balljoint.
The bulb containing ca.
700 torr
of acetylene was not connected
during this process; the socket
joint for
attachment to the bulb was capped
with a closed-end balljoint.
After
pumping, stopcocks A and B were
closed and section 2 along with the
butyle rubber tubing was
disconnected from section 1. A
pipette tip was

used to purge the glass tubing
leading to stopcock B with argon and
then the end of the tube was
quickly capped with the tubing from
the

argon line.

With stopcock B open, the Teflon
plug of stopcock A was re-

moved and, while argon was flowing
through the apparatus and the Schlenk
tube containing the catalyst, ca.
0.5 mL of the catalyst was transferred
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Figure 18.

Apparatus for in- situ polymerization of
acetylene in an EPR sample tube.

4

C

via a syringe into the
reservoir at the bottom of
stopcock A.

The

pl

ug

was replaced and stopcock
B was closed.
The vessel was tipped to
allow enough catalyst
solution to fill the
EPR tube to a depth of
ca. 2 cm and stopcock
A was closed.
The various
components of the apparatus
were then assembled (Figure
13) fol lowed by

attachment to

vacuum line.

a

cooled to -780

C

The catalyst solution in
the EPR tube was

and the apparatus (stopcocks
B and

for ca. 15 minutes.

C

open) was pumped

The apparatus was occasionally
agitated to promote

degassing of the solution.

Stopcocks

B and C

were closed and the EPR

tube was then allowed to warm
to room temperature.
A Varian E-9 X-band spectrometer
equipped with a dual microwave

cavity and
tra.

a

variable-temperature probe was used to
obtain the EPR spec-

For jn-situ polymerizations, the
probe was pre-cooled to ca.
-70°

by circulation of prepurified
nitrogen through a metal

liquid nitrogen.

coil

immersed in

Additional nitrogen gas (room temperature)
was circu-

lated through the microwave cavity
to prevent the accumulation of
moisture.

The EPR sample tube was then inserted
into the probe; the acety-

lene bulb and section

2

were maintained in

clamping the cold finger of the bulb to
ing ca.

a

a

horizontal position by

tall

ring stand.

After allow-

10 minutes for the catalyst solution to reach thermal
equilibri-

um with the probe, a spectrum was recorded.

The stopcock of the acety-

lene bulb was opened and the polymerization was
monitored by EPR.

sample of diphenyl picryl hydrazyl

(DPPH) was maintained in the remain-

ing cavity and was used as a reference signal
g

values.

A

for the determination of

6
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The

g

values were calculated according
to

s

H
s

where

g

s

and H
$

are the

value and magnetic field strength
at resonance

g

(determined at the center of the
derivative EPR signal) for the particu
lar signal; g and H are similarly
defined for the DPPH reference sigQ
Q

Resul ts

Figure 19a shows
ca.

a

typical

EPR spectrum of the catalyst solution
at

The resonances are due to Ti 3+ species obtained
from the

-70° C.

reduction of Ti(0Bu)

4

by EtgAl

.

Four resonances with g values of 1.981

(1), 1.976 (2), 1.965 (3) and 1.945 (4) and respective

5.0

-

0.5, 5.0 - 0.5, 20

-

2

and ca. 57

-

5

G

linewidths of

were observed.

The line-

width of resonance 4 is only an estimated value since the
line was never

completely resolved.

Even though five catalyst samples were identically

prepared according to techniques described in the experimental section,
there were significant variations in the relative intensities of the
four resonances (Table 3).

It has been well

documented

14 " 1

that the

EPR signals of the Ti (0Bu) /Et Al system are very sensitive to Al/Ti
4

3

ratios, temperature and length of aging.
T.3 +
ent Ti
resonances have been observed.

In fact, up to eleven differIt should be noted that in all

five cases exposure of the catalyst solution to acetylene resulted in
the formation of polymer.

Signal

\

t

upon warming to room temperature, displayed

21

hyperfine
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TABLE

3

rKhbENCE OF Ti(0Bu) /4Et
Al AT -7S°C
4
3

Relative EPR Intensities Peak
to Peak*

g

Speci ""]

S^e7^

1.981

1.976

value

species ~3
1

^e7^77

.965

1.945

Sample A
initial

0.29

0.23

0.52

0.06

0.06

0.52

0.02

1

.43

0.12

0.02

0.15

0.49

1

3.89

2.0

0.2

0.62

1.38

0.89

0.24

1

1.05

0

1.87

0.89

shoulder

shoul der

1

1

0

5.0

0

0.71

shoulder

3.0

0

1

+C H

(60 min)
2 2

Sample

0.65

B

initial
+C H

(60 min)

2 2

Sample

1

0.35

C

initial
+C H
2

(25 min)

2

Sample D
initial
+C H
2

2

Sample

F

(20 min)

initial
+C H

2 2

(10 min)

The signal for species

1

.87

is taken to be unity for each preparation
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Figure 19.

EPR spectra of Ti(0Bu) /4 Et^Al at -78° C.
4
(A)

catalyst only; (B) spectrum after exposure

to acetylene for 20 minutes;

(C)

Bringing (B)

to 25° C under anaerobic conditions followed

by cooling to -78° C;

(D)

sepctrum after addi-

tion of air to a sample previously warmed to
25° C under anaerobic conditions.
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Figure 20.

EPR spectra of Ti()Bu) /4 EtJH in the
4

presence of
(A)
3

C H
2 2

at room temperature.

species X at high gain; (B) species

at low gain.

9=1.985

lines (Figure 20a) with a
splitting of 2 . , „. no
resolved
structure for signal
2 was observed.
It was once considered 17
that signals
and 2 are the result of
1
a pair of hyperfine
doublets from Ti 3+
coupled to an I .
,/2 nucleus (I is the spin
quantum number). However
this assignment appears
to be incorrect since
the resonances of species
I
and 2 seldomly appeared
with equal intensities 14
(Table 3). At 25° C,
'
species 3 displayed a well
resolved hyperfine structure
consisting of
II lines with a coupling
constant of 2.6 G (Figure 20b).
No hyperfine
structures were observed from
resonance 4.

Exposure of the catalyst at -70°

to acetylene

C

(Figure 19b) result-

ed in a decrease of the
intensity of the catalyst resonances.
nal

characteristic of the

g =

2.002 (CH)
x

No sig-

resonance was observed.

This

result was initially thought to
be due to insufficient
formation of polymer, although upon removal of the
tube from the probe, a reasonable

amount of (CH)
x

was observed near the surface of
the catalyst solution.

Placement of the tube back into the
probe (still at ca.
ed spectrum C (Figure 19).

The (CH)
x

is

clearly visible.

experiments.
a

Identical

signal at g

=

-

70° C) afford-

2.002, though weak,

results were observed in three additional

Furthermore, exposure of such

three-to-five-fold increase in the (CH)
x

This observation was also reproducible.

a

sample to air resulted in

signal

intensity (Figure 19d).

Finally, exposure of the sam-

ple polymerized and held at ca. -70° C (Figure
19b) to air produced an

observable (CH)
x

resonance similar to that shown in Figure 19c.

Discussion

^rent^j^^

The EpR spectrum

demonstrates that pristine ci^
(CH )

X

^

is devoid of a

measurable number of

free carriers even during the
polymerization itself.

period at room temperature results
in

^^

^

A brief warming

visible EPR signal

a

(Figure 19c)

and demonstrates without question
that free spin formation in
(CH)

purely

a

is

thermal phenomenon and undoubtedly
results from random bond

rearrangements as described previously.
intrinsic characteristic of cis (CH)

Thus, paramagnetism is not an

This conclusion has been recent-

X<

ly confirmed by the similar experiments
of Bernier et al. 13

Influence of oxygen on the resonant.

The large increase in free spins

upon exposure of air to an in-situ
polymerization mixture previously

warmed to room temperature and cooled again to -70°

C or the

of spins in an in- situ polymerization mixture
at -70°

C

generation

previously de-

void of spins upon similar exposure demonstrates
the extreme sensitivity

of (CH)
x

to oxygen.

It should be noted that the effect is irreversible;

no decrease of the signal was observed upon evacuating
the sample.

similar studies, Snow et al.

7

In

also observed this irreversibility but in

addition found that subsequent oxygen exposures followed by evacuation
resulted in reversible broadening of the EPR line.
Two rationalizations can be offered concerning the role of oxygen
in

modifying the paramagnetism of (CH)

.

electron acceptor, partial doping of (CH)

First, since oxygen is

may result with

tant increase in the number of free carriers.

In

a

a

weak

concomi-

fact, Pochan and co-

workers

recently found that ox
yg en can cause an Initial
increase of
several orders of magnitude
in the conductivity
of cis and trans
,CH)

Furthers,

this effect was partially
reversible upon pumping

in vacuo.

This probably accounts
for the observations
of Snow et al ^
and Goldberg et a,.*
concerning the reversible
EPR line broadening
upon
exposure to oxygen followed
by pumping.
However, the initial irreversible increase in the
number of spins upon oxygen
exposure is perhaps best
explained as the result of
irreversible cis-trans isomerization.
Bernier
et al
from studies of the increase
of in-sUu (CH)
EPR signal with
x
time upon oxygen exposure,
concluded that oxygen (initially)
merely
serves to catalyze isomerization.
These workers also found that
thermal isomerization followed
by oxidation leads to the
same EPR behavior
.

,

(ca.

2.5 G linewidth) as pre-oxidation of
cis (CH)
x

isomerization.

In

followed by thermal

addition, it has been reported
that the initial in-

crease in the spin concentration
of (CH)
x

upon exposure to oxygen re-

sults in a concomitant increase
in the trans isomer content
as deter-

mined by infrared spectroscopy. 22

(Note added in proof: we have recent-

ly examined EPR spectra of
cis (CH)
x

films which were carefully prepared

and handled in a drybox, although
these were handled at room temperature
for several hours.

No apparent increase in the EPR signal

the films was observed on exposure
to oxygen.

catalyzes the isomerization to

a

intensity of

Thus, oxygen presumably

cis- trans equilibrium mixture charac-

teristic of that mixture obtained by purely
warming the sample to room

temperature for

a

sufficient time period.)
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interpretation of the FPP
can be analyzed by

a

The EPR spectra

19

W
for

^M^^^j^^.

= 93H S + AS
Q

•

I

(1)

species with one paramagnetic ion
and by

«

= geH s * A (s

0

.

i,

+ s

1

.

2

i

2

for a species with two paramagnetic
ions, where

operator,

is the g value,

g

.

JSl

)

X

is the

is the Bohr magneton, H

3

Q

magnetic field,

and

S

I

s

2

Hamiltonian

is the applied

are the spin and nuclear angular
momentum, re-

spectively, A is the isotropic hyperfine
coupling or Fermi contact inter

action and

J

is the fine structure splitting
constant.

The structures of the species which display
hyperfine splittings
are considered first.
is

most likely

a

Species 3 has

single Ti

3+

11

hyperfine lines (Figure 20a) and

species coupled to two 27 A1 nuclei

since the number of peaks in the fine structure
will be 2nl +
cies 1 has 21 hyperfine lines (Figure

tations are possible.
are two Ti
(i.e., J

3+

»

20b).

In this case,

1

(I

=5/2)
Spe-

.

two interpre-

The first and the preferred one is that there

species in the modecule with rapid exchange between them

A).

In this case,

with intensities

1

:2 :3:21 :2I-1

there should be 41 +
.

.

.3:2:

1 ,

1

=

4(5) +

1

lines

in agreement with Figure 3b.

The second possibility is that the catalyst species possesses one Ti 3+

coupled to two

27
Al

nuclei and an additional nucleus with

I

=

1/2 such

as a hydride ion or the a-hydrogen atom of the propagating chain.

ever, the catalyst solution was found to display the

21

How-

line spectrum

of species I at room temperature even in the absence of acetylene.
Thus, it appears that the first interpretation is the more likely one.
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The interpretation of the
EPR spectra can be further
enhanced upon
consideration of
For the case of a single
g values.
electron in a nondegenerate d orbital, the isotropic
g value (assuming rapid tumbling
of
the species in the solution)
20
is given by

y

where

g

Q =

2.0023,

y

0

AE

is the spin-orbit coupling
constant and AE is the

x

energy separation between the
orbital containing the unpaired
electron
and the orbital with which it
may mix by spin-orbit coupling.
The value
of the coefficient
the case of Ti

depends upon the orbitals under
consideration.

n

3+

In

1

(a d

system) this relation becomes

g =

2.0023

-

—AE(d
m
x

?

y

xy

P

Therefore, smaller separations between the
ground state and excited
state (smaller AE) result in smaller

g

values.

This condition corre-

sponds to small values of the crystal field
splitting energy (i.e.,
10 Dq).

By inference, the paramagnetic species with
small

g

values are

coordinated more saturated and should also have short spin-lattice
laxation times and broad line widths.
With the above considerations, the following structures are assigned to species

1

and 3:

re-
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where is either OBu or
Et.

EPR cannot differentiate
between these 11-

gands.

However, since OBu is
unhindered and is a better
bridging „.
3 and than Et., the groups bridging
Al and Ti are m ost
likely to be OBu
with the remainder being
either OBu or Et depending
on the Al /Ti ratio
The more coordinate*
3+
saturated Ti
in species 3 is favored
due to the
relatively low
g value of the signal and its rather
broad line width.
The structure of species
3 is analogous to that proposed by
Djabien et

al/

1

The assignments of species
2 and 4 are much more speculative.
2 might be:

Spe-

A similar structure with a
g value close to that of 2 has been
previous
ly proposed.

14

Species 4 has the broadest line width and
may have

structure such as

a

132

The spin-lattice relaxation time of 4
is expected to be small due
to the
proximity of the two Ti 3+ atoms and resonably
accounts for the broad

linewidth.

The small g value might additionally
indicate the presence

of coordi native saturation.
The formation of (CH)

X

having primarily the cis configuration at

low temperatures and our observation that
pristine cij_ (CH)

is devoid

of unpaired spins suggests that the polymerization
proceeds through

opening of the acetylene triple bond.

ci_s-

Trans -sequences are formed upon

warming of the material or upon exposure to oxygen.
It is by no means certain but probable that species

catalytically active.

1

,

2

and 3 are

These signals all decrease in intensity (Table

3)

to varying degrees during the course of the polymerization
(Figure 19b).

Three possible reactions are:
i.

Reduction by bimolecular termination
Ti

ii.

3+

R + Ti

3

V-

2Ti

3+

R + AlEt

->

Ti

3+

3

]

H

+ R H

R(Et) + Ti

1+

+ RH + CJi^

Oxidative coupling
3+
2Ti

4+

+ C H
2

In

+ R_

Reduction by alkylation
Ti

iii.

2+

these reactions the Ti

3+

->

2

Ti

-C H -T.
2

4+

2

species can be any one of the species

1,

2,

or 3
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Conclusions
EPR studies have shown
that paramagnetism is
not an intrinsic

property of (CH)

x

.

The paramagnetism is very
sensitive to oxynen

Apparently, oxygen catalyzes
the cis-trans isomerization
process
Analysis of EPR spectra of
the Ti
system has led to proposals concerning the
structures of the catalyst
species responsible
for acetylene polymerization.

(OB^^A!

0

.
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CHAPTER VII
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC
RESONANCE STUDY
OF PRISTINE AND DOPED
CIS
(CH)

The tremendous increases
in electric!
conductivity upon doping
of polyacetylene with
electron donors or acceptors^
can be depicted in
the broadest sense as
being due to charge
transfer between the dopant
and the po lyme r.
Evidence for such interactions
has been obtained from
spectroscopic studies.
,„ the case of iodine doping,
for example,
species such as
and I" have been identified
using Raman and x-ray
Photoe,ectron techniques.^
strfl.r species involving
polybromide ions
have been observed in
bromine-doped (CH)/ However,
although charge
transfer interactions can
be considered to be
well-established, mechanistic interpretations are
either completely lacking or
highly controversial
"
The persistent presence of
unpaired spins 6 9 in (CH)
coupled with
X
anticipated changes in their
number and/or nature upon doping
has prompted

the application of electron
paramagentic resonance (EPR)
spectroscopy
to studies of (CH)
dopant interactions. The
x
system given the most

attention to date has been trans
(CH) /AsF
x

the in situ doping of trans
(CH)

60-120 torr) of AsF
5

(CH)
x

.

5

.

Goldberg et al. 9 studied

using relatively high pressures
(ca.

x

These workers found that the
paramagnetism of

increased upon doping due to the
creation of charge carriers

(radical cations).

The

g

value of the resonance did not change
upon

doping demonstrating that the
free carriers were associated with
(CH)
x

and not Asfj.

Furthermore, the

EPR
1

r>c

lineshape became asymmetric

(Dysonian) at high dopinq
Hiny levels
levels,

™»c..i+
u- u
result which

a

•

is

consistent with

metallic behavior.
However, the recent studies
of Weinberger et a,. 10
indicate that
controlled doping of trans
(CH)
with AsF results in
X
anamalously small
5
Curie contributions to the
total magnetic susceptibility,
x, which is
proportional to the double integral
of the EPR signal. Thus,
it was
concluded that the charge
carriers in lightly doped trans
(CH)
are
x
spinless (referred to as charged
solitons).
This conclusion ha's been
supported by NMD studies 11 which
show that the proton
spin-lattice relaxation time (T,) of trans
(CH)
decreases by a factor of ca.
20 upon
X
light doping with AsF suggesting
that paramagnetism is quenched
5
by
doping.

Studies of the cis isomer, on the
other hand, have been limited.
It is
is

important to note 10 12 that
'

x

of cis (CH), (ca. 2.7X10" 8
emu/mole-C

nearly two orders of magnitude
lower than that of the trans isomer

(ca.

1.2x10*6 emu/mole-C) as

netic centers in cis (CH)
x

for ci^

r

CH (AsF
5

)

0>oog

the pristine material.

]

x

.

a

direct consequence of the fewer paramag-

Tomkiewicz and coworkers 12 found that

is an

order of magnitude greater than that of

The magnitude of this increase, these
workers

claim, would be undetectable against
the background
(CH)
x

.

x

of pristine trans

Thus, they concluded that the absence
of an apparent increase

in x upon light doping of trans

(CH)
X

was simply
in doped

X

a

reported by Weinberger et al. 10

matter of sensitivity and suggested that the
conductivity

(CH)
x

arises from randomly distributed (inhomogeneous)
highly

conducting regions.
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The importance of the

ci_s

isomer in view of its greater
conduc-

tivity upon doping 1 and the limited
amount of information available

concerning doped derivaties as compared to
trans (CH)
additional EPR studies would be very worthwhile.

suggested that

The AsF
5

nique

doping tech-

described in Chapter III, used routinely in
several laboratories, 13

was employed in this work.

dopant concentration

on

Of particular interest was the influence
of

linewidth,

lineshape and saturation behavior.

Saturation studies of ci^ and trans (CH)
x

and iodine-doped ci^ (CH)

were investigated for comparative purposes.

In

addition, the curious

phenomenon of microwave heating of heavily doped samples
with increasing

microwave power was studied.

Experimental

A film of analytically pure

techniques described in Chapter
until

cis^ (CH)

IV and was

X

was prepared according to

stored in vacuo at -78°C

use.

The experiments to be described below required three individual

samples for measurement of electrical conductivity, weight uptake of
dopant and EPR spectroscopy.

measurements were mounted

in

Samples for four-probe conductivity
air with Electrodag.

A reference film for

weight uptake was weighed in air and placed in the four-probe apparatus.
The apparatus was pumped ca.

I

hour on

a

vacuum line to dry the Electrodag

*

(CH)

x

:

Galbraith Laboratories, Inc., Knoxville, Tenn. Anal. Calcd. for
C, 92.26%; H, 7.74%.
Found:
C, 91.26%; H, 7.92%.
Total: 99.18%

and remove air and then
was taken into

Piece of

cH

glove bag.

a

An additional

(CH), film for EPR studies
(large enough for ca.
twelve

15 mm x 2 mm strips) was placed in
the apparatus.

were never exposed to air.

Thus, EPR samples

The four-probe was then
pumped for ca.

1

hour before beginning doping
experiments.
The EPR studies of AsF -doped
(CH)
5

quartz tubes (Chapter II) with

a

x

<

usually employed standard

top comprised of a 10/30
joint, high

vacuum stopcock and ball joint
for attachment to the vacuum
line.
addition, this top had a short
side-arm at the end of which was a
socket joint.

A thermocouple (copper
constantan) of sufficient length

was threaded through

a

matching ball joint in order that
the tip of

the thermocouple rested ca.

3

cm from the bottom of the EPR
tube when

the ball and socket joints and
the tube and top were joined.

joint had

a

In

The ball-

narrow constriction to minimize the
free space around the

thermocouple wires.

This space was made vacuum tight by
sealing with

an epoxy resin.

AsF_5.«

The slow-doping method outlined in Chapter
III was employed.

The sample was doped to the desired
level by comparison of the conduc-

tivity to

a

calibration curve of

Figure 2, Chapter I).

a vs

.

y for AsF

doping of (CH)

(Cf.

[It should be noted that the weight uptakes of

the samples were in excellent agreement with
this curve.]

After

reaching the desired doping level, the apparatus was
pumped ca. 30
minutes and then taken into

propriate tops.

a

glove bag along with EPR tubes and ap-

The reference sample was weighed in air and placed back

into the apparatus in the glove bag.

A small

strip (ca.

15 mm x 2 mm)

was cut fro, the sample
designated for EPR and
placed on a stack of
Microscope slides. The tip
of a copper-constantan
thermocouple

(connected to an EPR tube
top as described previous,*)
was attached
to the "dull- side of
the (CH)
w1th a drop of Electrodag
x
allowing the Electrodag
to dry for a few
minutes, the thermocouple
was threaded into an EPR
tube and the tube was
capped.
The fourprobe apparatus, containing
the reference and EPR
samples, was once
again attached to a vacuum
line and pumped at least
30 minutes before
continuing the doping.
The EPR tube was also
attached to a vacuum line
and pumped at least
20 minutes before recording
EPR spectra.

^

In

certain cases, it was of
interest to dope cis (CH) to
very
X
low levels directly in an
EPR tube (referred to as
in situ doping in
the text, although this was
done on a vacuum line and not
while the
tube was in the EPR probe).
Extremely small quantities of
gas were
metered as follows. With the AsFj
bulb cold finger cooled to -95":
and the stopcock between
the bulb and manifold closed,
the stopcock of
the bulb was opened briefly
allowing AsFj (ca. 30 torr at
-95°C) to
fill this small

volume.

The bulb was then closed, the
gas was expanded

into the manifold and the stopcock
isolating the bulb and the manifold
was closed.
small

The flsFj in the manifold was pumped
away and the extremely

portion of AsF

5

remaining between the bulb and manifold
was then

allowed to contact the film in the EPR
tube.

connected from the vacuum line and

a

The tube was then dis-

spectrum was recorded.

A few such

consecutive dopings were sometimes required
to yield the desired results (see below).

Compensation experiments were carried out with

ca.

50-100 ton- of dry, degassed
NH3 contained in

iodine.

Sables of

cis (CH)
x

a

glass bulb.

were doped with iodine
using the in

vacuo method described in
Chapter III.

The doping rate was kept

fairly slow by pre-cooling
the bulb of the four-probe
apparatus containing iodine crystals to
-196°C and allowing the bulb
to slowly
war. to room temperature.
The level of doping was
obtained from the
conductivity by comparison with
a calibration curve
(Cf. Chapter I,
Figure 2).
Identical techniques to those
previously described for
AsF -doped materials were
emoloyed for sample transfers
5
although the
thermocouple was not used while
recording EPR spectra.

lER^ectra,

All EPR spectra were obtained
using a Varian E-9 X-band

spectrometer equipped with

a

dual microwave cavity.

and linewidths were monitored
as

a

Signal amplitudes

function of microwave power.

cally, initial powers were 0.7-1.0
mW.

Typi-

A spectrum was recorded after

each incremental increase (usually
2-5 mw) of the power.

power available from the instrument
was 200 mW.

The maximum

The detector current

output was always adjusted so as
to maintain its value at 250
ma"

modulation amplitude was maintained
at

quarter of the EPR linewidth.

a

value which was at

The

most one-

The determination of g values has been

described in the preceeding chapter.
In the case of

AsFj-doped samples with the attached thermocouple,

the placement of the EPR tube in the
microwave cavity was adjusted so

that the thermocouple tip was approximately
centered in the cavity.
Such placement yielded maximum sample
temperatures.

The temperatures

,
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were measured using

a

Leeds and Northrup 8636
niHivolt potentiometer

Potentiometer readings were
converted to temperature
(»c) from well established copper constantan
thermocouple
data.

Saturation behaviors of
pristine cis and trans (CH)
were investi
x
gated for comparative
purposes.

Results

m-turation.

Signal amplitudes

(V) were plotted

as a function of

the square root of the
microwave power
(PJ. The saturation point wa$
defined as the power at the
amplitude maximum in such a
plot if a
maximum was observed. The
saturation maximum was used to
compute the

spin-lattice relaxation time

(T

according to 14

)
]

=

T

1-97XKT

7

l

where AH°

is the
H]

(

H]

p

p

value and

AH° /g

is

2
)

i

resonance linewidth below saturation,

the rf magnetic field amplitude.

g

is the g

The spin-spin relax-

ation time was determined from
the linewidth by 14
T

2

=

7

1.31xlO- /(AH° )g
p

The value of (H^

2

in equation

^

1

is

a

proportionality constant which

proportional to the incident

power level
2
(

where

P

w

is

Hl

)

=

KP

w

,

the power level and K is

needs to be experimentally determined.
K (by L.C.

Attempts were made to measure

Dickinson and J.M. Warakomski) according
to techniques des-

cribed by Poole, 15 and K was found to
be =0.2.

The credibility of

this value is somewhat questionable in
view of the fact that certain

expends

(see below) yielded

theoretically impossible.

h

a"d

T^

a

.

relationship which 1t

However, although the
absolute values of

h

-»y be in error, their relative
values are anticipated
to
be reasonably accurate.

MoeediCHix

A saturation plot of

.

^

(CH)x js

A well-defined maximum
is observed at ca, 3.4

sample at ca. 200°C (in
vacuo, for ca.

isomerization (ca. 200°C for
cal

to that of cis (CH)
x

1

hour).

although

V

powers is more nearly dependent
upon

of T, and T

Ma-doped

2

for cis and trans (CH)

(CHj_

x

.

x

a

After heating the

^

Figure 21bwas obtained.

This

samp le subjected to prolonged

The saturation maximum is
identiin the tail of the curve
at high

1/pW

for trans (CH)

r

values

are given in Table 4.

Four general types of lineshapes
were observed

throughout the course of the EPR
study as
tration, y.

^

)n

minute t0 CQnvert

,

to predominantly the
trans configuration,

Plot is identical to that
obtained from

«.

shom

a

function of dopant concen-

The spectra in Figures 22a-d are
representative of a.) un-

doped cis (CH)

x>

b.)

lightly doped (y=0.005) material,
c.) samples

doped in the range 0.008^0.02,
and d.) heavily doped, "metallic"
(CH)

X.

The relationship between signal
intensity and y was not examined

quantitatively, although the intensities
were noticeably greater as
y
increased from 0-ca. 0.02 for approximately
the

same size of the sample.

Beyond y=0.02, it is difficult to comment
even qualitatively about this

relationship due to skin depth effects. 9

The ratio of the signal

amplitudes above and below the baseline (A/B
ratio) was found to be
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Figure 21.

EPR saturation plots of cjs_ (_•)
and trans
'

(

A

)

(CH)

.

X

Ipowerl

Figure 22.

EPR spectra of cis_ [CH(AsFg)

1

I
A

0

B

~ 0.005

C

~ 0.008

D

~ 0.08

?y^0.

Figure 22.

Figure 22., continued.

.
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unity for samples having y<-~0.02
and then increased with
increasing y
as shown in Figure 23. The
EPR linewidths
(AHJ ) as a function of
y
p

are plotted in Figure 24.

The ca.

7 G

signal of cis (CH)

x

narrowed

appreciably upon light doping and then
progressively increased with
increasing y.
In all cases, g values were
in the range 2.0022-2.0026.
It should be noted that all

EPR data described above were
obtained from

samples having an attached thermocouple.

However, the thermocouple did

not appear to affect the linewidth,
A/B ratio or saturation behavior
as

selected samples in the absence of

a

thermocouple yielded similar re-

sults.
EPR saturation plots, obtained from
the same thermocouple-attached

samples, are shown in Figures 25a

higher powers as y increases.

,b.

The saturation maximum shifts to

The plots become essentially linear beyond

y=0.02 although some upward curvature was observed
for samples having
high values of y (ca. 0.08-0.10).

Values of T
]

which yielded
Table

4.

T
]

a

determined from samples

maximum (i.e., y=-0.002, 0.005 and 0.008) are given

was found to decrease as y increased.

Furthermore, T

in

2

remained essentially constant over the doping range
although its magnitude was greater than T

,

]

values of

thus questioning the validity of the absolute

T-j

The temperature of each sample was measured during the course of
the saturation study.

As indicated in Figure 26, the sample temperature

increased linearly with power and in general the slope increased with
y.
It

should be noted that since Electrodag,

a

fairly good conductor, was

used as the thermocouple/film contact, the temperatures are probably not
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Figure 23.

Plot of EPR lineshape asymmetry (A/B) vs. y
for cis [CH(AsF

5

)

]
y x

152

Figure 24.

vs. y for

Plot of AH°
p

,

cis [CH(AsF
5

)

]

y x

.
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Figure 25.

EPR saturation plots of

cis [CH(AsF
5

)

]
y x

.

A

o

O

0.005

0.008
0.018

X

0.033

O

0 . 048

A

0.065

Q

0.079

0.094

Figure 25A.

Figure 25B.
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Figure 26.

Plots of sample temperature

power for

O

cis_

[CH(AsF

5

)

]

.

y x

0

O

0.005

X

0.008
0.018

A

0.048

•

0.094

vs_.

microwave
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Power,
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representative of
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true copper-constantan
junction and are

llw , t0
be somewhat lower than
the actual sample
temperature.
However the
relative values are .ore
i.portant and appear to
be consistent with
an increase of sample
temperature at a particular
power as y increases
I" all cases, samples
which afforded fairly high
temperatures (i .
heavily doped) were
noticeably war m to the touch
upon completion of'
the saturation experiments.
This qualitative observation
also applied
to similar samples
without an attached thermocouple.

The heating

effect was quite reversible;
"cooling" the sample by
reducing the microwave power to a particular
value gave a temperature
very close to that
from a sample which had
been previously "warmed"
to that power.
Finally,

sample heating was an
off-resonance phenomenon.

Thus, maintaining

the spectrometer magnetic
field several hundred Gauss
away from the
signal yielded the same
temperature as obtained by scanning
through the
sample resonance.
The rather curious lineshape
of Figure 22b, having

resonance superimposed on what
appeared to be

a

a

narrow central

broad resonance,

prompted experiments in an effort
to "trap" the narrow line in
its
initial

stages of formation.

Thus, cis (CH)
x

situ (in an EPR tube on

AsF
5

.

a

vacuum line) with very small quantities
of

As indicated in Figure 27b, smal

center of the cis (CH)

x

samples were doped in

1

"bumps" were observed in the

resonance (after ca. 2-3 AsF
5

grew into a sharo (ca. 0.4-0.5 G)
line (Figure
posure.

Still further AsF
5

Figure 22b.

treatment yielded

27c)

a

exposures) which

upon additional ex-

spectrum similar to
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Figure 27.

EPR spectra of ci§_ (CH) X lightly doped

with AsF
(C)

.

5

(A)

undoped; (B) trace AsF 5

additional AsF..

;

A saturation study

(

Figure 28) indicated that, while it was

difficult to plot the intensity of the broad
signal as

a

function of

power due to the poor resolution of the lineshape,
the narrow resonance appears to saturate at
the broad signal

a

power somewhat higher than that of

(note arrows in Figure 28).

of the sample to ca. 50 torr of NH

disappear although little change

(

3

In

addition, exposure

caused the narrow resonance to

possibly

a

small

increase in inten-

sity) of the broad signal was observed.

Iodine doping.

EPR spectra of cis_ (CH)
x

doped with iodine displayed

considerably different behavior as compared to AsF.-doped (CM)

.

The

signal amplitude decreased as y increased and eventually disappeared

near y-0.03.

Furthermore, the linewidth (and thus T«) remained essen-

tially constant (aH°

-6.5-7.0 G).

shown in Figure 29 for all

The saturation plots of the samples

intents and purposes are identical although

an upward curvature is observed for y-0.02.

Although the absence of

distinct maxima precluded the determination of

T-j's,

it can be stated

that the T,'s are all much shorter than that of pristine

ci_s

(CH)

(Table 4) and, in addition, they are relatively insensitive to y.
It should be noted that samples which were doped to fairly high

levels (y-0.02) were noticeably warm upon completion of the saturation

experiments at high powers.
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Figure 28.

EPR spectra as a function of microwave power

of cis (CH)

X

lightly doped with AsF 5<

The ap-

parent saturation maxima are designated by
and

1

for the broad and narrow resonances,

respectively.

J

Figure 29.

EPR saturation plots of
cis [CHI

]

y x

.

A

0.0014

O

0.004

X

0.008

O
O

0.013
0.022
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Discussion

Saturation behavior; undoped (CH)

X

.

Important information can be

obtained from the overall slope of an EPR
saturation curve. 14
some cases,
a

1/2

1/p

Y'

1/2
is linearly dependent upon
at low powers and shows
p

dependence at high powers with

saturation).

In

maximum in between (Type A

a

Such behavior is exhibited by trans (CH)

in Figure 21b.

The overall shape of this curve is suggestive
of homogeneous broadening, which occurs when the magnetic resonance
signal

results from

a

transition between two spin states which are not sharply
defined but
rather are somewhat intrinsically broadened.

A few sources of homo-

geneous broadening are dipolar interactions between like
spins, spin-

lattice interactions and motional narrowing fluctuations of
local mag-

netic fields.

Another type of saturation behavior (type

which, after the saturation maximum,

relationship for ci^ (CH)

x

V

is

1

/2

is one in

1/2
p

.

The

shown in Figure 21a is perhaps an admixture

of both dependencies described above, with
dent upon p

independent of

B)

at high powers.

However,

being only weakly depen-

Y'

ci_s

(CH)

is more representa-

A

tive of type B behavior suggesting that the resonance signal is inhomo-

geneously broadened.
bution of individual

Such

a

resonance consists of

a

spectral distri-

lines merged into an overall envelope.

Some

sources of inhomogeneous broadening include unresolved hyperfine structure and dipolar broadening between unlike spins. 14

Consideration of the above discussion leads to the conclusion that
the saturation data of Figure

21

are entirely consistent with previous

EPR information concerning the isomers of (CH)

Y
A

.

It has been

demonstrated, for example, that
fect is present in cis (CH)

x

a

relatively immobile 16 neutral
de-

and that the linewidth is
primarily

determined by unresolved hyperfine
interactions, 10 accounting for
the
observed inhomogeneous broadening.
On the other hand, hyperfine
interactions in trans (CH)
of the free spins. 6 ' 17

x

are much weaker due to the
greater mobility

The mobility results in motional
narrowing and,

with concomitant local field fluctuations,
could lead to homogeneous
broadening.

Furthermore, the value of T, for trans
(CH), is increased

by a factor of -7 as compared to
the cis isomer due to the greater

number of paramagnetic centers in trans
(CH)

X<

The fluctuating fields

produced by such centers can be an efficient
spin-lattice relaxation

mechanism and thus can also contribute to
homogeneous broadening. 14
It should be noted that T

2

(Table 4) for trans (CH)

by a factor of *7 as compared to cis_
(CH)

X

is

longer

and is anticipated considerin

the narrower linewidth of the former isomer.

AsF doping.

The narrow EPR signal superimposed on the broad c|s_
(CH)

resonance resulting from the intial in situ exposure to
traces of AsF c

5

(Figure 27)

a

priori suggests that either it arises from partial cis-

trans_ isomerization or from the formation of radical

transfer.

The two resonances are clearly different in view of their

different saturation maxima (Figure 28).
ma for

ci_s

cations via charge

and trans (CH)

x

As noted previously, the maxi-

are identical; this argues against the

possibility that the narrow resonance is the result of cis - trans isomerization.

The argument is supported by the observation that the

narrow signal disappeared upon exposure to NHg.

An independent
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experiment showed that NH3 had no effect
on the intensity or the
saturation behavior of pristine cis
(CH)

Similar results concerning

x<

signal

intensity have been reported for trans_
(CH)

9

Thus, it is

.

reasonable to conclude that radical cation
formation accompanies AsF
5

doping, at least under the experimental
conditions employed in this

work, viz.

\=

r\J~\J~XJ\_—
Iasf.

U MM

w

\

+

UU

1

NH,
\

\J~
=
NH

L

3

Since no EPR signals for species such as AsF^~ have been observed,
and chemical analysis typically yields F/As=5, it has been proposed
that
the counterion exists as the diamagnetic As

with NH

3

may form

a

3

?

10

ion.

1

Compensation

quarternary ammonium ion (see above).

possible small increase in the broad
NH

=

F

si.gnal

Thus, the

intensity observed upon

exposure may be the result of radicals which remain after charge

compensation.

Since -NHg

via quadrupole coupling,
to a broad

The

1

T-j

is

T-j

expected to interact with the free spins
is

in turn expected to be short,

leading

inewidth.

values (Table 4) for samples doped with AsF
5

decrease as y
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increases.

This relationship is consistent
with an increase in the
number of paramagnetic species
upon doping.
It is interesting to
note
that the saturation curves
(Figure 25a) are somewhat similar
to that of
cis. (CH)

x

and suggest inhomogeneous
broadening.

This may be the re-

sult of dipolar interactions
between unlike spins 14 (i.e.,
neutral

defects and radical cations).

The linearity of the plots (Figure2
5 b)

at high doping levels suggests
that T, of the degenerate electron
gas
in the "metallic" state is
very short.

The onset of the curvature in

the plots at high doping levels may
be due to "artificial" intensity

increases resulting from microwave
heating (see below) and, in turn,

cj^-trans isomerization.

The onset of lineshape asymmetry (A/B)
near

y-0.02 as shown in Figure 23 is consistent
with the onset of metallic

behavior at the semiconductor-metal
transition.
The increase in paramagnetism upon doping
of

ci_s

(CH)
x

is

with AsF
5

likely to be the result of inhomogenous doping
even when traces of

the gas are employed (Figure 27)
of AsF
5

.

The strong electron acceptor properties

cause immediate formation of radical cations.

paramagnetic centers

mobility in

ci_s_

(CH)

Annihilation of

may not be efficient since the free electron
X

lower than that of the trans isomer unless, of

is

course, cis- trans isomerization accompanies the doping
process.

From

the results of Figure 27, it is easy to appreciate the
sensitivity question of Tomkiewicz et al

.

concerning cis vs. trans (CH) V

.

Studies of

extremely slow and homogeneous doping are essential to clarify uncertainties about radical cations and charged solitons in cis (CH)

.

X
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Min^ina.

The absence of

a

Hnewldth change during iedine
doping

suggests that the observed resonance
is only due to cis (CH)
The
X
decrease of signal intensity
upon doping and the saturation
behavior
shown in Figure 29 suggest several
implications concerning the doping
process.
First, it is important to point
out that a neutral soliton
present in pristine cis (CH)
resides in a non-bonding orbital
x
and,
.

since this corresponds to the
highest filled molecular orbital
(HOMO),
such an electron has the lowest
ionization potential. Thus, upon

charge transfer between (CH)

x

and an acceptor, the neutral sol

the first to be removed from
(CH)

X

.

Hons

are

Iodine, an acceptor with a rela-

tively low electron affinity (e.g.,
as compared to AsFj), is anticipated
to consume the neutral

solitons before breaking bonds along the
(CH)

X

chain to form radical cations which
incidentally requires removal of an

electron from the filled valence (^-bonding)
band of (CH)

.

The latter

process presumably occurs to some extent in
view of the fact that the

dopant concentration can exceed the (initial)
neutral soliton concentration by several fold while the sample still
displays an EPR signal.
However, if radical cations are formed upon iodine
doping, this radical

would occupy the HOMO and in turn would be the most
favorable electron
to be removed by charge transfer.

Admittedly, this rather simplified

picture can be complicated by factors such as isomerization
processes
and quadrupole broadening due to iodine (1=5/2) species.

The similarity in the saturation curves for various levels of
iodine doping (Figure 29) suggests that the spins in the sample have

shorter T
]

as compared to cis

(CH)

X

a

and relaxation behavior is essentially
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independent of the doping
level.

The shorter T] might
be explained

as being due to
quadruoole relaxation involving
iodine species
It
should be noted that the
although not measurable in
.
an absolute

V>

sense, are shorter than
those from similarly doped
trans (CH)
samples
This observation implies
that the neutral defects
in cis (CH)" are less
-bile than in the trans isomer
since quadruple relaxation
is expected
to be enhanced if the
spins are more localized.

^crmyn^e^.

This phenomenon was brought
to our attention in-

directly from miscellaneous
saturation studies of doped (CH)
For
x
example, EPR spectra of "metallic"
(CH)
doped with chlorosul fonic
x
acid, showed a decrease in
the A/B ratio from *3 to 1
at high (>150 mW)
.

,

powers.

In addition,

the gold-colored film became
silvery and droplets

of liquid (presumably dopant)
were observed in the bottom of
the EPR
tube.

In

another case, blue films of

cij;

[CHBr^],

became golden at

high powers in qualitative analogy
to the result observed by Kletter
et
al.

for thermolysis reactions of
bromine doped (CH)

.

x

The heating

phenomenon appeared to be independent
of the dopant, i.e., the effect
was observed in the present study
of AsF -doped (CH)
5

qualitatively, with samples doped with
iodine.

x

(Figure26) and,

Significant spectral

changes, except for the curvature of
saturation plots at high powers

possibly suggesting thermal

i

somen' zat ion, were not observed in agree-

ment with the reported stability of AsF

-

5

and

looped

(CH)

X

to temper-

atures of at least 100°C.

Microwave heating typically

is

the result of perturbations in

rotational and or vibrational states in molecules in
the presence of
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fluctuating microwave fields.
(CH)

X

is somewhat puzzling.

The phenomenon with
regard to doped

However, the observation 19
that two new

infrared modes appear in
(CH), with increasing
intensity upon doping,
and that the frequencies
are independent of the
dopant, may be at least
indirectly related to the
microwave heating effect.
Another possibility
involves rotational states of
the dopant molecules.
The microwave heating phenomenon
is not likely to be of
practical
significance, although it is clear
that caution should be
exercised
when performing what one might
consider to be a "harmless" EPR
saturation
experiment on doped samples which
are particularly sensitive
to temperature.

Concl usions

EPR spectra of cis (CH)
x

doped with AsF
5

suggest that radical

cations initially form upon doping
at least with the doping techniques
employed.

Spin-lattice relaxation times are consistent
with the increase

in paramagnetism upon light
doping.

inconsistent with

The results are not necessarily

soliton doping mechanism involving non-magnetic

a

charge carriers since the doping may very
well be inhomogeneous.
is

likely that AsF
5

,

being

a

It

powerful electron acceptor, is non-discri-

minatory in terms of withdrawing electrons,
i.e., neutral solitons or
valence electrons.

On the other hand,

iodine is a weaker acceptor and

preferentially removes neutral solitons accounting for
the decrease
EPR signal

intensity upon doping.

The T, for the ci^ (CH)
*

is

X

in

resonance

shortened upon doping, presumably due to quadrupole
relaxation with
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iodine species

Microwave heating has been
shown to be pronounced
at high powers
with heavily-doped samples,
suggesting that caution should
be exercised
in applying saturation
techniques to temperature-sensitive
samples.

.
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CHAPTER

VIII

POLYACETYLENE GELS AND VARIABLE
DENSITY CONDUCTING POLYMERS
Recent studies have demonstrated
that doping of polyacetylene,
(CH)
x

cal

,

with electron donors or acceptors
yields materials whose electri-

optical and thermoelectric properties
can be systematically varied

,

over the full range from insulator
to semiconductor to metal.1

"

14

This

remarkable control of electrical properties
is particularly attractive
in a polymer system where
modified synthetic techniques combined
with

polymer processing can be expected to lead
to

a

variety of novel and

in.

teresting mechanical forms.

Essentially all previous studies of the electrical
properties of
(CH)
x

have focused on the flexible films prepared
by Shirakawa et al. 15

These films are much more attractive for such
studies as compared to
powders which are the products of most other acetylene
polymeriza16 " 20
tions.
Unfortunately, in all cases, the polymerization method it-

self determines the final form of polyacetylene due to its
extreme intractability.
a

Although the compaction of powders can be considered as

crude form of polymer processing, synthetic methods which produce

(CH)

in forms other than conventional

x

powders and films are considered

to be important in order to extend the scope of the synthesis, proces-

sibility and electrical properties of polyacetylene.
An interesting method of (CH)
Hsu et al.
in hexane.

ca.

21

employing

(

H

C
5

4

)

(C H
5

5

synthesis was recently reported by
)

Ti
3

2

as the polymerization catalyst

After exposure of this quiescent solution to acetylene for

24 hours, a ca.

20 mm thick solvent-swollen, "gelatinous mass" of
178

179

(CH)

was formed.

This "gel" was used to
produce films by slow
evaporation of the solvent and thus
represented a new form of polymer
processing of (CH)
Furthermore, solvent-swollen bulk
.
x
polymer could be obtained if the catalyst solution
was stirred. Treatment of
both the gel
x

and bulk polymer with iodine/hexane
solutions followed by pumping
to remove excess iodine yielded
conductivities of -25 and ~1 sT^nf 1
re,

spectively.

The (CH)

gel
x

terial

appeared to be

a

potentially interesting ma-

in that its swollen state might
lead to more uniform doping, in-

corporation of stabilizers and more
efficient post-polymerization "characterization" reactions such as hydrogenation.
In

view of these anticipated advantages,

a

major research effort in

our laboratory was directed toward the
synthesis and characterization of

polyacetylene gels.

Unfortunately, the preparation of (CVH.)(C,H
5

4

5

from bis-(cyclopentadienyl) titanium dichloride,
or (CP) TiCl
2

,

2

Ti

)

5

3

2

and po-

tassium naphthalide 22 is rather difficult and
the material is extremely
air sensitive.

Preparative attempts were not met with success.

Efforts

were then aimed at attempting to mimic the synthesis
of (CrH J (CrH,LTi 9
or to perhaps obtain a similar derivative, through
the low temperature

reduction of (CP) TiCl
2

2

with Et^Al

.

The advantage of such

appeared to be direct preparation of the catalyst in

a

a

procedure

Schlenk tube fol-

lowed by reaction with acetylene, thus eliminating catalyst purification
and transfers.
A typical

preparation involved addition of

forzen (-196° C) solution of ca. 150 mg (CP)

Ti.Cl

2

Slow warming to room temperature over

a

Cja.

2

1.5 mL Et J\l

to a

in 50 mL toluene.

period of several hours produced

,

180
a

absolution,

•1-

'

qualitatively analogous to that
observed by Hsu et
for (C H (C H ) T1 1n nexane.
Exposure of this solution
5 4 5 g 3
2
to

acetylene (ca. 600 torr) for
two days at -78°
swollen •gel" of (CH)
x

.

C

gave a red, solvent-

Unfortunately, the poly me r mass
did not have

much mechanical integrity, as
pieces were easily broken away
during
washing with toluene.
Small pieces of the gel could
be squeezed between
glass slides to yield silvery flakes
although these were very brittle.
Due to the poor integrity of
these materials, the reaction was
not pursued further.

Interestingly, the conversion of the red
(CH)
x

gel

to a shiny film

after squeezing out solvent was reminiscent
of the red + copper change
which els (CH)

x

films undergo with the Ti (0Bu) /Et Al
4

first few minutes of the reaction (Chapter
IV).
to exist that gel

formation is perhaps

a

3

The possibility seemed

general phenomenon and not lim-

ited to the catalyst systems described
previously.

thesis, it is conceivable that

collapses to

a

a

system during the

In

(CH)

film syn-

"gel-film" initially forms but quickly

shiny film since the small amount of toluene on the
reac-

tor wall is insufficient to maintain the film in

a

solvent-swollen state,

especially at the high catalyst concentrations employed.
Consideration of such

a

possibility led to the formation of (CH)

gels having greatly improved mechanical

integrity using the Ti(0Bu)
4

Et Al
3

system at lower concentrations.

/

These gels can be squeezed be-

tween glass slides to yield films or freeze-dried from benzene to pro-

duce low-density, "foam-like" (CH)

.

X

prepared

by novel

Thus, variable density (CH)

"processing" techniques.

X

was

Since the electrical con-

181

ductivity of (CH)

is
x

expected to be dependent upon sample
density, or

the number of fibrils per unit
volume, it was of interest to
quantita-

tively examine this relationship in the
pristine material and doped derivatives. A preliminary account of this
work has been published elsewhere.

23
In

recent unpublished studies, Shirakawa 24
has independently

shown that low-density (CH)

can be synthesized by the use of gels
and

X

that the conductivity of this material
can be modified by doping.
It should be noted that the term
"gel

11

the material cannot be rigorously defined
as
a

solid in

a

is perhaps
a

misleading since

colloidal dispersion of

solvent although it conveniently describes the
macroscopic

appearance and texture of the polymer.

The term "macroporous solid" is

probably more rigorously correct.

Experimental

Preparatio n of (CH) X gels.

The parent catalyst was prepared in

tube by adding 1.7 mL Ti(0Bu)
4

and 2.7 mL Et^Al

to 20

ml_

a

Schlenk

of dry toluene

(from the solvent still) at room temperature followed by aging at room

temperature for ca. 30 minutes.
ring

1

This solution was diluted by transfer-

mL of the catalyst to another Schlenk tube (the reaction vessel)

containing ca. 40 mL dry toluene.

The remaining parent catalyst was

stored in

C

a

refrigerator at ca. 5°

for future reactions.

tube containing the diluted catalyst was cooled to
tion was degassed for
al

shaking.

ca_.

60

-

-

The Schlenk

78° C and the solu-

90 minutes on a vacuum line with occasion-

The quiescent catalyst solution, still at -78° C, was then

exposed to acetylene

(2 L

bulb, ca. 650

-

700 torr initial pressure).
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A reddish film (gel) appeared
immediately on the surface of
the catalyst
solution and grew to a depth of
- 2 cm after
1
ca. 18 hours.
Typically,

250

350 torr of acetylene was consumed
during the reaction.

-

The upper

surface and sides of the gel in
contact with the glass reactor
wall possessed a coppery luster although
the bulk of the material was
reddishmaroon.
Using Schlenk tube techniques, the
gel

(kept at -78° C) was cov-

ered with ca. 30 mL of dry toluene
(or pentane), and then

needle was used to free
wall.

a

small

part of the gel

a

syringe

from the glass reactor

The toluene/catalyst solution in the
bottom of the reactor was

removed through this opening with

a

syringe and was discarded.

Care

was taken not to allow the toluene level in
the reactor to drop below
the surface of the gel

occur.

since partial drying and collapse of the gel can

This process was repeated until the toluene was
colorless and

then the gel was completely freed from the reactor
wall using

needle.

a

syringe

The toluene-soaked gel was allowed to stand overnight
at -78°

C

under argon.

The next day the toluene appeared yellow indicating that additional

catalyst was extracted.

The washing procedure was repeated until the

toluene was colorless and the gel was again allowed to stand overnight
in toluene at -78° C under argon.

usually colorless.
ing was repeated.

until

However, if

a

The following day, the toluene was

yellow color was observed, the wash-

The gel was stored in toluene at -78°

C

under argon

use.

Processing of (CH) y gels; pressed films

.

The reaction vessel was warmed

.
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to room temperature and taken
into a glove bag.

The gel was removed in

one piece using forceps and
then cut into sections with
The material was quite flexible.

a

razor blade.

Pieces of the gel which were
not to

be used immediately were placed
back into the toluene to preserve
the

solvent-swollen state.

Films were easily prepared by squeezing
a piece

of the toluene-soaked gel between
glass slides coated with Teflon tape.
The surfaces of the films displayed

a dull

golden or coppery luster.

Solvent removal upon squeezing is completely
irreversible.

The thick-

nesses of the films were dependent upon
the amount of manual pressure
used to squeeze the gel.
1.0 mm.

Typically, film thicknesses ranged from 0.05

-

The densities of the films, determined from
weight and bulk di-

mensions, were 0.2

-

0.4 g/cc depending upon the final

thickness.

The films were easily handled with forceps although
they tore
ly with small

easi-

stresses, unlike films prepared directly using higher

alyst concentrations.

The films possessed

a

cat-

flaky, mica-like texture.

Infrared spectra of thin films from gels prepared and washed
at -78°

C

indicated that the ens isomer content was ca. 85% as determined by
the

method of Shirakawa et

al

Removal of the toluene from the original gel by pumping at room

temperature resulted in reduction of the sample volume by about onethird to one-half and yielded

a dull

maroon solid.

The solid, as the

pressed films, did not reabsorb toluene to regenerate the gel.

Processing of (CH) V gels; foam-like (CH) V

.

The low density foam-like

material was prepared from the original toluene-soaked gel by first re-

moving as much toluene as possible with

a

syringe while still keeping

the gel

"wet" followed by addition
of ca. 30 mL dry
benzene using
Schlenk tube technics.
This process was repeated
ca. eight times
so
as to replace the toluene
in the gel with
benzene. The gel was
Kept at
roo m temperature during
these washings. After the
final benzene wash
ca- 50 mL additional
benzene was added and the
gel was allowed to
stir
gently with a magnetic bar
overnight at room temperature.
The benzene
wash was repeated on the
following day (ca. eight 30
mL portions).
The
Schlenk tube was then placed
in an ice bath to
completely freeze the

benzene (mp - 5.5° C) and then
connected to
benzene was then sublimed by
pumping.

a

vacuum line.

The frozen

Failure of the benzene to freeze

suggested that solvent exchange
was incomplete, although
reduction of
the ice bath temperature by
addition of, e.g., NaCl usually
induced
freezing.
However, if this did not remedy
the situation, the solvent
exchange was repeated.
The freeze-dried, foam-like
(CH)
X

dimensions as the original gel

"plug".

possessed essentially the same
The surface displayed

silvery-gray luster while the interior
possessed

a dull,

maroon coloration.

a

The material was extremely light and
spongy and possessed typical densities in the range 0.02

-

0.04 g/cc.

A maroon-to-black color change was

observed upon c_[s-trans isomerization at ca. 180°

C

(in vacuo ).

Elemental analyses of materials prepared by the
procedures de-

scribed above indicated high purity and agreed
exactly with the formula
*

(CH)

G

b

,

^

^;

th La
ories ' Inc -> Krioxville, Tenn. Anal. Calcd. for (CHl
u
*
92.26%; H, 7.74%.
Found: C, 92.03%; H, 7.56% (Total: 99.59%).
n!

.

^±^1^^

m

order to obtain additional

(CH)

bu i

kdensi

ties within the limits of
pressed films in which the
solvent was essentially completely squeezed
out (ca. 0.2 - 0.4 g/cc)
and the foam-li ke
material (ca. 0.02 - 0.04
g/cc), toluene-soaked gels
were pressed to
various thicknesses and then
were solvent-exchanged with
benzene and

freeze-dried as described above.

Since the relationship between
manual

squeezing of the gel and the
final density was ambiguous,
it was difficult to predict a HTion
the density to be obtained
at any "degree of

squeezing" of the gel

Qbse^aMons^^

preparations.

if the parent catalyst
(1.7 mL Ti(0Bu)
4

,

It is worthwhile to note
that

2.7 mL Et^Al

,

20 mL toluene)

was prepared at -78° C (Chapter
IV), aged at room temperature
and used

immediately, there was

a

tendency to produce "thicker" gels
which were
,

more difficult to press to thin
films as compared to gels obtained
from
a

catalyst solution prepared at room
temperature.

Also, the density of

the foam-like material was occasionally
two-to-three times greater with
the former preparation.

These observations suggest that the catalyst

prepared at low temperature was more active,
resulting in

more dense (CH)
x

gel.

a

thicker,

On the other hand, permitting this catalyst
to

stand under argon in a refrigerator (~ 5° C)
for several weeks seemed
to give a material

more like that obtained from

catalyst prepared di-

a

rectly at room temperature suggesting that prolonged
aging results in
small

decrease in activity.

It is emphasized that the above statements

are not meant to be absolute, but merely reflect
eral

observations.

a

It should be noted that all

a

series of very gen-

polymers studied in

this work were synthesized
using catalyst solutions
prepared at room
temperature.

Exposure of aoetylene to stirred
catalyst solutions resulted
in the
rapid formation of red,
solvent-swollen particulate (bulk)
polymer.
After washing the suspension
several times with methanol/HCl
and gradual
removal of excess methanol in
vacuo, continuous silvery films
of (CH)
"

were occasionally formed on the
bottom of the reactor.
filtering of the particulate/catalyst
suspension in

washing with methanol/HCl yielded

a

a

Furthermore,

Buchner funnel and

golden-silvery (CH)
x

filter paper.

"film" on the

Exposure of a piece of this surface-impregnated
material

to iodine vapor for one hour (assuming
the (CH)

surface film thickness

to be ~ 25 ym) afforded a conductivity
in excess of 200 if 1 cm" 1

.

Al-

though these materials were not further
investigated, the techniques

described above suggest yet additional routes
to polymer processing of
(CH)

.

'x

Finally, it should be noted that a recent
perusal of the literature

discovered an observation by Nicolescu and Angelescu 25
concerning the
polymerization of acetylene at -78°
Ti(0Bu) /Et Al system.
4

3

C

using low concentrations of the

These workers reported that the resulting poly-

mers "soak up large quantities of solvent, thus attaining elasticity,

which is lost again after removal of the solvent."

Thus, the techniques

reported in this Chapter concerning the preparation of (CH)

gels might

be considered to be a rediscovery of their observation, although no fur-

ther studies by these workers were performed with the material.

Doping and electrical measurements

.

Doping of samples with iodine and

.
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AsF

and measurements of electrical
conductivity, temperature
dependence
of the conductivity and
thermopower (Table 5 and Figure
32)were carried
out by M. A. Druy and Y. W.
Park at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Doping techniques were similar
to those described in Chapter
II; iodine
doping employed the inert gas
flow method.
Conductivity measurements
5

employed standard four-probe
techniques.

Experimental details of the

thermopower measurements are described
elsewhere.

11

The data shown in

FigureSl were obtained in our laboratory
using the flow method for iodine doping and four-probe techniques
(Chapter III).
Densities of the
materials (before doping) were determined
from weight and bulk dimensions.
a

Dopant concentrations were determined
from the weight uptake of

reference sample.

All

conductivities reported were the saturation

values

Morphology.

Electron micrographs of pressed film and foam-like
(CH)

samples were obtained using

a

JEOL 100 CX Temscan electron microscope.

Resul ts

Electrographs of the surface of pressed film

interior of foam-like

~ 0.04 g/cc)

(p

ures 30a and 30b, respectively.

(CH)

(p

~ 0.3g/cc) and the

samples are shown in Fig-

The morphology of the pressed film sur-

face is quite similar to that of the shiny side of as-grown (CH)
films.

'

The characteristic matted fibril morphology of the dull

side of as-grown films is preserved in the foam-like material although
O

the typical

fibril diameter appears to be 600

-

800 A, i.e., somewhat

O

larger than the

ca_.

200 A fibril diameter commonly observed with as-
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Figure 30.

Electron micrographs of (A) pressed film and
(B)

1

foam-like (CH) X

(x50,000)
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Figure 31.

Plot of conductivity

iodine-doped (CH)

.

ys_.

density for

3-

Ip-

DOPED
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Figure 32.

Normalized temperature dependence of the

conductivity for undoped and doped pressed
film and foam-like (CH)

.

grown films.

Electrical conductivities and
thermopower values of selected
pristine and doped (CH)
samples having various initial
densities are given
x
in Table 5.
The data indicate that while the
conductivity is very sen-

sitive to the density, the thermopower
values are essentially indepen-

dent of density.

The relationship between electrical
conductivity and

density for several

(CH)
x

ure 31.

samples doped with iodine is plotted in
Fig-

The results indicate that the conductivity
increases with in-

creasing density of the polymer.
The temperature dependencies of the
conductivities of pristine

pressed film and foam-like (CH)
x

iodine and AsF
5

and corresponding samples doped with

are shown in Figure 32.

In each case the

normalized con-

ductivity depends primarily upon the dopant and the
dopant concentration although the absolute value depends critically
on the density of
(CH)

X

.

Discussion

Morphology

.

The larger fibril diameter (ca. 600

-

800 A) of the foam-

like material as compared to as-grown films (ca. 200 A) may suggest that
the fibrils are slightly swollen in their nascent state during the poly-

merization and that subsequent freeze-drying maintains the fibril size
characteristic of this swelling.
ly speculative.

However, this rationalization is pure-

The surface morphology of the pressed film sample (Fig-

ure 30b) is quite similar to that of the "shiny" side of as-grown (CH)
X

film.

26

tities.

The fibrils appear to be flattened and merged into larger en-

196

Consideration of the similar morphologies
of as-grown
film and foam-like (CH)
x

fil m

,

and the following observations,
namely,

pressed

red.

a

copper color change in the initial
stages of the synthesis of
as-grown
cis (CH)
x

film (Chapter IV) and

a

similar color change upon preparing

pressed films from gels, leads to the
conclusion that gel formation

operative in the synthesis of as-grown
films.

centration employed, however,
form.

Thus,

a

a

is

At the high catalyst con-

great deal of polymer is able to rapidly

combination of the large number of fibril
entanglements

and the small amount of solvent present
in these regions leads to

"desolvation" of the gel with a concomitant
collapse to

a

film.

a

This

hypothesis is supported by the additional observation
that the macroscopic fracture surface of relatively thick (ca.
180 ym) as-grown cis
(CH)
x

film displays a dull maroon coloration characteristic
of the in-

terior of both

ci_s

pressed film and foam-like (CH)

.

'x

It might be argued on the basis of previous
observations concern-

ing the fibrillar morphology of other materials such
as polyethylene

that fibril

formation is the exclusive result of the use of various

"
heterogeneous catalysts. 27 29

This necessarily assumes that the typi-

cally homogeneous catalyst system based on Ti (0Bu) /Et
4

heterogeneous system.

Al
3

acts as a

While such behavior might be envisioned at the

concentrations employed in the preparation of as-grown films ([Ti] ~
0.25 M), it is unlikely to occur at the concentrations used in gel syn-

thesis ([Ti] ~ 6.2 x 10~ 3 M)

.

The latter catalyst solutions in toluene

are transparent and deep-orange in color and show no indication of

Tyndall scattering due to the presence of colloidal material.

Further-

197

more,

a

fibrillar (CH), morphology has
also been observed using
the

30
(C H )(C H ) Ti
catalyst.
5 4
5 5 3
2

This compound affords transparent
green

solutions in hexane and is considered
to be truly homogeneous

.

It ap-

pears that at least with these two
catalyst systems acetlyene polymerizes directly into fibrils, possibly
due to the rigidity of its conju-

gated polymer backbone.

However, upon consideration of the many
types

of coordination catalysts which may
polymerize acetylene, particular

catalyst systems may very well afford
morphologies other than the fibrillar type described above.

The important relationship between morphology

and electrical conductivity in doped
polyacetyl ene is anticipated to

merit careful study in order to more precisely
define structural variables which influence electrical transport
properties.

Electrical transport
trical

studies

properties of (CH)

grown film, having

a

x

.

All

previous investigations of the elec-

and doped derivatives have- focused on the as-

typical

bulk density of 0.4 g/cc as compared to

1.2 g/cc obtained from floatation measurements.

31

Thus, the volume-

filling fraction of fibrils, f, is approximately one-third for this material.

In contrast,

f is

~ 0.015

-

0.03 for the foam-like (CH)
X

where-

as the variable thickness pressed films have intermediate values of f.
It may be anticipated that the conductivity of (CH)
X

will decrease as

the sample density decreases since the resistance of the sample is in-

versely proportional to the cross-sectional area of the conducting elements and the number of such elements per unit volume decreases as the

density of the material decreases.

The interfibril contacts are also

expected to contribute to the observed values of the electrical conduc-

.

ti vi ty

Since the thermopower (S) is

a

zero-current transport coefficient,

the interfibril contacts should
be unimportant, allowing
evaluation of
the intrinsic electrical transport
properties of variable density (CH)

Moreover, since

S

.

can be viewed as a measure of the
entropy per carrier,

the results depend only upon the
properties of the conducting fibrils

and not on the number of fibrils
per unit volume.

As indicated in Ta-

ble 5, the thermopower of the undoped
polymer is insensitive to density;
the foam-like and pressed film materials
yield thermopower values of ap-

proximately + 900 uV/K.

Any variations are comparable with the
typical

variations observed earlier 11 in as-grown film
samples from different

synthetic preparations.

It should be noted that the sign of S is
posi-

tive for these materials, indicating that they are
p-type semiconductors
in agreement with previous results concerning
as-grown films.

Similar-

ly, after heavy doping the results are insensitive to
density with val-

ues for the foam-like material, pressed film and as-grown films in
good

agreement for each dopant.

Comparison with the variation in

S as a

function of dopant concentration studied in detail earlier 11 leads to
the conclusion that the heavily doped samples are all metallic.

The

thermopower results imply that the various forms of the doped and undoped polymers are microscopically identical.

The lower-density mater-

ials simply consist of fibrils at a smaller filling fraction f.

The electrical conductivity data are consistent with this conclusion and demonstrate the expected dependence of conductivity on density.

Thus, the conductivity of the undoped foam-like material is nearly two

,

orders of magnitude below that
of the high density pressed
fil m
A1 .
though there may be some increase
in the interfibril contact
resistance,
the reduction in f is of major
importance.
This conclusion is strengthened by the observation that the
activation energy for electrical
con.

ductivity (obtained from the temperature
variation of the conductivity
near room temperature) is 0.25 eV
for both samples and is comparable
to
the value typically obtained
from as-grown films.

5

'
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Similar results are obtained with the
heavily doped polymers.
indicated in Table

5,

the conductivity (176

prepared from the low density pressed
(CH)

respondingly lower than that (560
[CH(AsF
5

)

0J4 ] x

grown cis (CH)
x

and [CH(AsF

film

conductivity of (CHI

(p

=

Q>06 ) x

)

5 Q

^^

0.4 g/cc).

33

1

1

film

of [CH(AsF

)

(p

)

5 Q
=

0.1

1
and 1200 q' cm" 1

g/cc)
)

,

]

of

respectively, prepared from as-

a

factor of forty in going from

to the high density pressed film.

cases, the resulting conductivity increases with the
filling

fraction of fibrils.

This relationship is demonstrated for iodine-

doped samples in Figure 31.

Although dopant compositions were not de-

termined, all samples were doped to the saturation conductivities.
The temperature dependencies of the conductivities of several samples, both doped and undoped, are shown in Figure 32.

In each case the

normalized temperature depends primarily on the dopant and dopant concentration, whereas the absolute value depends critically on the density (Table 5).

The foam-like and pressed film samples are typical of

the behavior observed earlier in as-grown films.

1

" 11

,

is cor-

Furthermore, the room temperature

increases by

the low density foam-like material
In all

jfW

X

ffW

As

For metallic sam-

200

Pies heavily doped with iodine,
a decreases slowly with
decreasing temperature.
For metallic samples heavily
doped with AsF
0 remains nearly
5
,

constant upon cooling, increasing
slightly between room temperature
and
250 K, then decreasing slowly as the
temperature is lowered.

Cone! usions

The versatility of the Ti (0Bu) /Et
Al catalyst system in the syn4
3

thesis of novel forms of polyacetylene
through the use of

intermediate step has been demonstrated.

gel

a

as an

Polymer processing techniques

have been developed for the synthesis of
variable density (CH)

X

The

.

fribillar morphology typical of as-grown films
is preserved in freezedried, foam-like (CH)
the latter material

X

is

although the characteristic fibril diameter of
somewhat larger (ca. 600

-

800 A) than that com-

monly observed in as-grown films.

Thermpower studies indicate that the various forms of the undoped
and doped polymers are microscopically identical.

The lower density ma-

terials simply consist of fibrils at a smaller filling fraction

f.

The

electrical conductivity studies yield results consistent with this conclusion.

The resulting doped and undoped (CH)
X

as effective media in which the d.c.

polymers can be viewed

electrical transport is determined

by the volume-filling fraction of conducting fibrils.

Thus, experiment-

ally-controlled density variation is yet another mechanism by which fine
tuning of the electrical properties of this interesting class of materials can be accomplished.

Potential applications of low-density, foam-like (CH)

,

X

include

the use of electrically conducting
and thermally insulating
materials
in refrigeration systems and
use as microwave absorbers. 34

Such appli

cations are currently under investigation
at the University of Pennsyl
vania.
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CHAPTER
ACETYLENE

METHYLACETYLENE COPOLYMER FILMS

-

Polyacetylene, (CH)
Recent demonstration 1
(CH)
x

'

2

IX

X

,

is the simplest linear conjugated
polymer.

of the attainment of metal-like
properties of

upon chemical doping has stimulated
fundamental interest in this

material.

3*5
Polyacetylene, as well as other conducting
polymers,
may

be anticipated to have tremendous technological

potential in view of the

light weight advantages and low production
costs of polymers in general
as compared to other materials.

However, the intractability of most con

ducting polymer systems precludes rigorous characterization
at the molecular level and attempts at processing by conventional
methods.

Thus,

these materials pose complex problems in the context of both
science and

technology.

Fortunately, polymers are quite versatile.

Polymerization of new

monomers or post-polymerization reactions on existing materials can be
expected to yield novel structures having interesting physical and mechanical

properties.

Various morphologies and degrees of crystal 1 inity

may be the result of subtle changes in backbone structure.

Such modifi-

cations are important with regard to their influence on electrical transport properties.

Furthermore, considering the intensive investigations

currently underway concerning polyacetylene, modifications of this particular material are of

a

timely significance.

The simplest approach toward obtaining

a

backbone

"modified" (CH)
X

is

the polymerization of substituted acetylenes (e.g., methyl-

205

6

and

.

phenylacetyW).

The resulting polymers are
attractive in view of

their solubility in common
organic solvents.

However, upon doping, elec-

trical conductivities are several
orders of magnitude smaller
than those
of doped (CH)
Apparently, substituents promote
a twisting of the
X
pol.

ymer backbone in order to relieve
steric interactions and, as

result,

a

the effective conjugation length
is considerably reduced due
to poor

orbital overlap.

Recently, significantly improved
conductivity has been

8
reported upon doping of poly(l
,6-heptadiyne)

stituent" is actually

a

In this case,

the "sub-

ring which bridges the polymer chain
and pre-

sumably helps to fix the chain in an
approximately planar configuration.
An interesting post-polymerization
reaction which affords

a

parti-

ally substituted polyacetylene has been
reported by Kletter and coworkers.

9

(CH)
x

They found that appropriate thermal treatment
of bromine-doped
afforded partial replacement of hydrogen by bromine
on the polymer

backbone.

Subsequent doping of this material with

I

2

or AsF
5

afforded

conductivities two-to-three orders of magnitude lower
than the corresponding doped (CH)

.

X

An alternative approach to (CH)
x

derivatives is through copolymeri-

zation of acetylene with various monomers.

Experimental control of phy-

sical

properties through judicious choice of the comonomer composition

is an

attractive aspect of this method.

It might be anticipated, for

example, that the high conductivity characteristic of doped polyacetylene and the solubility of an appropriate polymer can be combined into

one material

through copolymerization.

In addition,

this approach may

provide answers to fundamental questions concerning the dependence of

207

conductivity on the nature and the
(CH)

a m0 unt

of defects introduced
onto the

backbone.

With the above considerations
in mind,

a

portion of this disserta-

tion work was focused on the
synthesis and characterization
of acetylene-

methylacetylene copolymers.
mer for three reasons.
ganic solvents.

Methylacetylene was selected as the
comono-

First, the homopolymer is soluble
in common or-

Second, the small methyl substituent
was not expected

to significantly disrupt
interchain interactions, allowing
electrical

transport to be determined primarily by
structural intrachain properties,
Finally, methylacetylene is

a

gas above ca. -25° C

the use of techniques developed for
(CH)
x

to copolymer film preparations.

(1

atm.) and allows

film synthesis to be applied

The preparation of films was consid-

ered to be important in order to more
easily compare electrical properties to those of the rather well -characterized
(CH)
It should be noted that recently Wegner
et al.

thesis of copolymers of acetylene and 1-hexyne.

that

A

max

X
10

films.

reported the syn-

These workers found

increased (i.e., the band gap decreased) with increasing
acet-

ylene content in the copolymers.

However, chemical doping of these ma-

terials has not yet been investigated.

Experimental

The purifications of solvents and gases used in the copolymer film

preparations have been described in Chapter

Comonomer feed
feed gases.

.

A

2 L

II.

storage bulb was used to contain the comonomer

The total pressure of the gas mixture in the bulb was ca.

208

720 torr for all copolymer preprations.
ideal

The gases were assumed
to be

and mole ratios were determined
simply by the partial pressures

of the gases in the bulb.
Typically, after pumping the bulb and
the sub-manifold of the
vacuum line, methyl acetylene was allowed
to fill the bulb to a pressure
a
few torr above that desired for

particular feed composition.

a

For ex-

ample, for a 1:1 acetylene/methyl
acetylene feed, the bulb was filled to
a

pressure just above 350 torr.

The slight excess was employed to com-

pensate for potential false pressure readings
due to small amounts of
air

which may enter the system during the gas
transfer.

dried as described in Chapter

II

The gas was

and then was condensed into the cold

finger of the bulb (-196° C) followed by pumping
to remove traces of
air.

After isolating the sub-manifold from the remainder of
the vacuum

line, the methyl acetylene was warmed to room temperature
and small a-

mounts of the gas were pumped away in order to achieve the
desired pressure.

The gas was then condensed back into the bulb and the stopcock

of the bulb was closed.

Next, the connection between the acetylene pur-

ification train and the sub-manifold was pumped while the train was
purged (Chapter II).

After isolating the sub-manifold from the remaind-

er of the vacuum line and expanding the methyl acetylene in the bulb into
to sub-manifold, acetylene was allowed to enter the system to bring the

total

gas pressure to ca. 720 torr.

The gas mixture was then condensed

into the cold finger of the bulb (-196° C) and the bulb was pumped to

remove traces of air.

The stopcock to the bulb was then closed and the

gases were allowed to warm to room temperature.

It should be noted

that if a relatively large (>

5

torr) amount of air was
observed in the

system after admission of the acetylene
(as determined by the failure
of the manometer arm to register
"vacuum" upon condensing the gas
mixture), additional acetylene was
admitted following degassing and warming of the gas mixture to room
temperature.

The mixture was then once

again degassed.
The acetylene/methylacetylene mixture
was additionally degassed at
least once immediately prior to the
polymerization reaction.

Coploymer film syntheses.
cerning (CH)
x

The techniques described in Chapter IV con-

film preparations provided the foundation for the
synthe-

sis of copolymer films.

However,

a

considerable amount of time was ex-

pended in the development of specific synthetic methods in
order to obtain reasonable and workable copolymer films.

Thus, a brief description

of the salient features of the initial film preparations is
worthwhile

before proceeding with an account of the most successful method.
Initial

film syntheses employed catalyst solutions prepared as de-

scribed in Chapter IV.

Polymerizations were carried out at -10°

C

(ice-

salt bath) in order to preclude condensation of the methyl acetylene

fraction of the comonomer feed (b
atm.).

p.

methylacetylene ca. -23°

C

at

1

The catalyst solution at -10° C was considerably less viscous

than that at -78° C.

Thus, upon wetting the reactor walls with the

catalyst, the solution was observed to "thin out" very rapidly.
result, extremely thin (ca.

15-40

As a

ym) copolymer films were obtained,

even after immediate introduction of the feed gases.

In

many cases,

the film could not be removed from the reactor walls in workable pieces;
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rather, thin "flakes" were usually
obtained.

In addition, pentane
was

found to be a poor solvent for
removal of soluble residues.

It was ob-

served that the colorless pentane
in the reactor, after what
was believed to be the completion of the
washing process (ca. 12 cycles),

slowly assumed

a

yellow-orange color upon standing at
room temperature.

The most serious problem was clearly
the inability to obtain large

•

sections of free-standing film.

It appeared evident that the
viscosity

of the catalyst solution needed to
be increased.

Addition of various

amounts of mineral oil to the catalyst
solution did yield an observable
increase in viscosity although the quality
of the films produced did
not improve.

The use of

more concentrated catalyst solution, however,

a

did afford reasonable amounts of free-standing
films.

viscosity of the Ti(0Bu)
4

Apparently, the

component was responaible for the formation of

the thicker and more tractable films.

This more concentrated catalyst was prepared by adding
2.5 mL of

Ti(0Bu)
4
a

to 10 mL of toluene (previously distilled into the
reactor from

solvent storage tube) at 0°

wise to this solution.

All

C.

Next, 4.0 mL of Et^Al was added drop-

transfers employed Schlenk tube techniques.

The dark orange-brown catalyst solution was then allowed to age at room

temperature for 30 minutes.

Meanwhile, the comonomer mixture in the

bulb was degassed one final time.

The reactor was attached to the vacuum line via flexible stainless
steel

tubing and the catalyst solution was cooled to -78°

tion was degassed for 30

reactor.

-

C.

The solu-

60 minutes while occasionally agitating the

The reactor was then warmed to room temperature and immersed
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up to the stopcock "arms" in an
ice-salt bath

(ca.

-10° C).

After shak-

ing the reactor in order to coat
the walls with the catalyst
solution,
the feed gas mixture was immediately
admitted.

were 20

-

Typical reaction times

40 minutes.

After the desired time period, the reactor
was disconnected from
the vacuum line and argon was
introduced.

The catalyst solution remain-

ing at the bottom of the reactor
was removed with a syringe and discarded.

[It was observed that this solution
was occasionally somewhat vis-

cous if the methyl acetylene content of the
feed gas was high (i.e.,
>

1:1)

suggesting that polymerization occurred in the solution.

In a

few cases, attempts were made to isolate this
polymer according to tech-

niques to be described shortly concerning the preparations
and isolation
of poly(methylacetylene)

.]

The reactor was closed under argon, cooled to -78°
In

view of the poor solubility of low molecular weight polymer
products

in pentane at -78° C,

ca.

C and pumped.

30 mL

toluene was chosen as

a

washing solvent.

Thus,

toluene was distilled into the reactor and the films were

washed as described in Chapter

IV.

It was observed that a tremendous

amount of deep red-colored soluble material was removed during the toluene wash, the amount of which increased with increasing methyl acetylene

content in the feed.

Upon warming of the toluene in the reactor to room

temperature the color was usually deeper.
jected to 15

-

The films were typically sub-

20 wash cycles over a period of two days.

Even after

this extensive treatment, the toluene was occasionally observed to be

orange and probably the result of continued extraction of low molecular

a
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weight polymer.

Due to the considerable tine
expenditure involved, the

washing was not carried further than
ca. 20 cycles.
The copolymers were handled primarily
in
bag was used on occasion.

a

drybox although

glove

a

The films were found to peel off
the reactor

walls more readily when wetted with
solvents such as pentane or toluene.
The films were stored in Schlenk tubes
in vacuo or under nitrogen at
-78° C.
For comparative purposes, a (CH)
x

method described above.

film was also prepared using the

The qualitative characteristics of the
various

polymer films will be described in the next
section of this Chapter.

Preparation of polyfmethyl cetyl ene)
,

was prepared in

Ti(0Bu)
4

a

(C^U. 6

The catalyst solution

Schlenk tube at room temperature by adding 1.7 mL of

and 2.7 mL of Et^Al

Schlenk tube techniques.

to 20 mL of dry toluene using syringe and

A stir bar was also placed in the tube.

A

mercury bubbler was connected via butyl rubber tubing to the ball
joint
of the Schlenk tube top (while argon was flowing through the tube and
top) and the stopcock to the argon supply was closed.

The bubbler

served to relieve pressure generated from the exothermic reaction of the

catalyst components and the gaseous reaction products.

The solution was

allowed to age at room temperature for

Meanwhile, the

methyl acetyl ene (ca. 700

-

ca_.

30 minutes.

740 torr) in a gas storage bulb was degassed

one final time.

After removing the bubbler, the Schlenk tube was attached to
uum line and the catalyst solution was cooled to -78°

C

a

and degassed

vac-

for ca, 30

-

60 minutes.

The tube was gently agitated
during the degas-

sing while loosening the ball
joint connection to the vacuum
line.
Next,
the -78° C bath was replaced
with an ice bath (0° C) and
the catalyst
solution was stirred vigorously.
After the solution came to thermal

equilibrium with the ice bath, the
methyl acetylene was admitted.
orange-brown catalyst solution assumed

a

dark brownish-red color and be-

came viscous as the polymerization
proceeded.

were 60

-

90 minutes.

The

Typical reaction times

The reaction consumed ca. 300

-

400 torr of meth-

yl acetylene.

While the polymerization was in progress,
ca. 150 mL of anhydrous
methanol

(previously distilled from methylmagnesium iodide
and stored

under argon in

a

Schlenk-type round bottom flask) was transferred
via

syringe to another Schenk tube which contained

a

stir bar.

Ca.

a

10 mL

of cone. HC1 was then added and the solution
was stored under argon until

use.

In addition,

ca.

50 mL of toluene was transferred from the

solvent still into yet another Schlenk tube under argon.

After the desired time period, the reaction vessel was disconnected
from the vacuum line and argon was introduced.

The polymer/catalyst

mixture was then syringed dropwise into the stirring methanol/HCl solution.

The mixture was brown-black and viscous.

Upon completion of the

transfer, stirring was discontinued to allow the precipitated (C~H.)
O

to settle to the bottom of the tube.

T"

X

As much as possible of the super-

natant was then removed with a syringe and discarded.

observed to be an orange-brown, tacky mass.

Ca.

The polymer was

50 mL of toluene was

then added from the corresponding Schlenk tube to the polymer with a
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syringe.
the (C H

The polymer/toluene mixture
was stirred overnight
to dissolve

3 4)x

.

A Sohlenk tube equipped with

a

female J 29/42 joint was
attached

to a Schlenk filter (ooarse
frit filter with a side arm
and stopcock).

The remaining i 24/40 female
joint of the filter was oonnected
to a
Schlenk tube top and the entire
apparatus was pumped overnight on
a vacuum line.
The next morning, the filtration
apparatus was connected to an argon line via the side arm on
the filter section and to a
vacuum line via
butyl

rubber tubing and the side arm of
the Schlenk tube.

While argon

was flowing through the apparatus
and the Schlenk tube containing
the

polymer/ toluene mixture,

a

small

(ca.

was syringed onto the frit filter.

10 mL) portion of this mixture

The upper end of the filter section

was capped, the stopcock to the argon
supply was closed and the stopcock

of the Schlenk (collection) tube was
opened to the vacuum line allowing

soluble polymer to be collected in the tube.

This process was repeated

until all of the polymer/ tol uene mixture
was filtered.

solution was deep orange in color.

The filtered

Various amounts of gummy, black in-

soluble polymer were collected on the filter and
eventually discarded.
Ca.

150 mL of anhydrous methanol was transferred to

tube containing

a

a

clean Schlenk

stir bar and then ca. 10 mL of cone. HC1 was added.

The polymer/ tol uene solution was transferred to the methanol/HCl
to once

again precipitate the

(CjH^.

The supernatant was removed and the

orange polymer mass was washed several times with anhydrous methanol.
The Schlenk tube was then connected to

a

vacuum line and the polymer
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was dried by piping overnight.

Yields ranged form 300

The Poly( m ethylacetylene),

Schlenk tube in vacuo at -78°

a

-

600 mg

.

flaky orange powder, „as
stored in a

C.

Polymer samples were doped and
conductivities were measured by
techniques desicribed in Chapter
III.
the case of iodine doping,
the
in vacuo method was usually employed.
The polymer films were typically
mounted in air although exposure
times were kept very short (< 5
minDofilnfl.

m

utes) due to the sensitivity of
the copolymers and
tion.

A "film" of the soluble

(C^)/

toward oxida-

(and in one case the soluble

fraction from a copolymerization) was
cast onto small rectangular glass
slides in

a

glove bag and contacts to the four-probe
apparatus were made

with Electrodag.

Since these polymers are soluble in common
organic

solvents, the Electrodag was used sparingly.
All

samples were doped to their saturation conductivities.

Dopant

concentrations were determined from the weight uptake
of reference samples.

Spectra.

IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 283 grating
spec-

trophotometer.

EPR spectra were obtained using a Varian E-9 X-Band

spectrometer equipped with

a

variable temperature probe;

g

values were

determined as described in Chapter VI.

Resul ts

Copolymer compositions

.

Table

6

summarizes pertinent data concerning

feed compositions and chemical analyses of the copolymer films and ap-
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Mole

Figure 33.

% C.H-

Plot of copolymer feed

vs_.

in

Polymer

copolymer composition.
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propriate homopolymers

Copolymer compositions were
determined from
Three general statements
can be made concerning
the data.
.

H/C ratios.

First, the acetylene content
of the copolymers increases
with increasing acetylene content in
the feed.
Second, the total C, H
contents of
all of the materials are
low.
Third, the H/C ratios of
(CH)
and (C H )
x
3 4
are considerably greater than
"
those anticipated for the
"pure" homopolymers.
These last two results are
disappointing since they cast
serious doubts about the validity
of determining copolymer
compositions

from H/C ratios.

However, plotting the feed composition
vs. copolymer

composition (Figure

33)

affords

moderate amount of scatter.

a

reasonable relationship with only

It is doubtful

a

that this relationship is

merely fortuitous and suggests that the
copolymer compositions are not
grossly in error.

It should be noted,

however, that since the H/C ra-

tios of the homopolymers are larger
than the anticipated values, it is

likely that the copolymers are somewhat
more rich in acetylene content
than the data indicate.

Qualitative comparisons.

A (CH)
x

film was prepared using the catalyst

system employed for copolymer film syntheses simply for
comparative
purposes.

The (CH)
x

film so prepared was quite different in appearance

than the "typical" films described in Chapter IV.

First, the film pos-

sessed poor integrity and broke into several small pieces during washing.
In

Second, the film was very thin (ca. 20 ym) and extremely brittle.

addition, although the side of the film which grew against the reac-

tor wall

(referred to as "front side") possessed the coppery luster
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characteristic of cis

t CH)

the backside displayed a
shiny green col-

x,

oration.

Finally, the film surfaces were
very irregular and displayed
a macroscopic "rippled"
appearance as indicated by the
electron micrograph in Figure 34a. A region of
the film between a surface
crack is

magnified in Figure 34b.
Copolymer sample AMA-61 exhibited similar
lustrous and rippled surfaces as the (CH)
x

film described above.

The material was also very

brittle and disintegrated into several
small pieces during washing.
Sample AMA-31 more resembled typical

although shiny green, possessed

while the backside displayed

a

v

films; the front side

relatively smooth macroscopic surface

dull

a

(CH)

grey-black coloration.

However, the

electron micrographs in Figures 35a-b show no
evidence of the fibrillar
texture of typical

(CH)

films.

Rather, irregular and ill-defined

x

"clumps" are observed.

Copolymer AMA-11 displayed
sides of the film.

a

dull

greenish-gold luster on both

The morphology of this material

lar to that observed for AMA-31.

(Figure 36a) is simi-

It is important to point out that the

luster was lost and the film became black upon wetting with

solvent

a

(e.g., pentane, toluene), suggesting solvent swelling of the polymer oc-

curred.

The luster was recovered upon evaporation of the solvent.

It was also observed that the AMA-11

wetting with

a

solvent.

In

tension ratios as high as ~

film became very elastic upon

fact, wetted films could be stretched to ex7

elongation could be achieved.

and, upon solvent evaporation,

Alternatively, wetting of

dried film resulted in considerable retraction.

a

a

fixed

stretched,

It is interesting to

.
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Figure 34.

Electron micrographs of (CH)

X

films

prepared using high concentrations of
Ti(0Bu) /Et Al
4

3

(A)

Film surface (xlO)

(B)

Crack in film surface (x4,000)
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Figure 35.

Electron micrographs of AMA-31 copolymer fil
(A)

Shiny side (x50,000)

(B)

Dull

side (x20,000)
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Figure 36.

Electron micrographs of AMA-11 and

AMA-13 copolymer films.
(x2,000)

(A)

AMA-11

(B)

AMA-13 (x4,000)

note that the wet fi lms
are somewhat tacky and
stick together tenaciously upon drying.
This was observed, for
example, during the washing
process when fairly large
sections of fil m separated
from the reactor walls
and folded over on themselves.
The film sections could
usually be separated with tweezers when
contacted with a solvent.
The same general observations
concerning sample AMA-11 apply
to
the characteristics of the
AMA-13 film although the latter
was less lustrous and even more elastic when
wetted with solvent.
The irregular,

"clump-like" morphology of the film
is exemplified in Figure 36b.

It

should be noted that an attempted
preparation of an AMA-14 copolymer
failed to produce

a

tractable film.

The material was extremely rubbery

and tacky when wetted with solvent
and, as the result of poor mechanical

integrity, was washed away from the
reactor walls as black, tacky

masses.

Thus, it appeared that the methyl acetylene
content of AMA-13

(Table 6) was nearly the upper limit for
the production of free-standing films.

Poly(methylacetylene),
powder.

a

was obtained as

As was mentioned in the experimental

fraction from
of

^H^,

solvent.

a

a

brittle orange

section, the insoluble

preparation is black and rubbery in the presence
Thus, the reversible swelling and color of various co-

polymer films is in qualitative agreement with the presence
of C.H,
units in these materials.

The morphology of (C H

)

3 4 x

gated.

An infrared spectrum of (C H

)

3 4 x

NaCl

plate) is shown in Figure 37.

are probably related to the

=

C -

was not investi-

(evaporated from toluene on an

The two IR bands at 1020 and 960 cm" 1
H

out of plane deformation of trans

.
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Figure 37.

Infrared spectrum of poly(methyl acetyl ene)
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%

0

units in the polymer.

range 700

750 cm'

-

29

No bands characteristic
of cis units in the

1

are observed.

This result is not surprising
in

view of the unfavorable steric
interactions anticipated between
the
methyl and hydrogen substituents in
cis

(CjH^.

The bands at 2960,

2920, 2875, 1440 and 1370 erf 1 are consistent
with the presence of methyl

groups in the polymer.
It is

important to point out that

to oxidation than

(CH)

(CgH^

is much more sensitive

The orange powder became white-yellow
in color

X<

upon overnight exposure to oxygen suggesting
that the conjugated backbone was considerably disrupted.

In contrast,

(CH)

lost its luster

and became discolored after several weeks
of air exposure.

Copolymers

rich in methyl acetylene content (e.g., AMA-11,
AMA-13) became yellow-

white and extremely brittle merely upon overnight air
exposure resembling (C H

)

3 4 X

All

.

copolymer samples and (CH)
x

resonances with

g

(Table 6) displayed Lorentzian EPR

values in the range 2.0023

ranged from ca. 10 G to ca.

7

G and

-

in general

2.0026.

Linewidths

increased with increas-

ing methyl acetylene content in the copolymers (Figure 38a).

sample to 150° C for

Heating each

30 minutes in the EPR probe followed by cooling

ca_.

to room temperature resulted in the relationship shown in Figure 38b.
is

important to note that (CgH.)

It

did not display any observable reson-

ance even when heated to 150° C, although the material melted during
heating.

Miscellaneous properties

.

AMA-11 was the copolymer investigated in the
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Figure 38.

Plot of EPR linewidth as a function of

acetylene content in copolymer films.
(

#

)

room temperature;

(4

ing to 150° C for 30 min.
ing to room temperature.

)

after heat-

followed by cool-

10

Mole

% C0 H 9

in

Polymer

2
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greatest detail since it could be
prepared fairly easily and
reproducibly.
Figure 39 shows an infrared spectrum
of an AMA-11 film.

son of this spectrum with that of

(Figure

37)

Compari-

and (CH)

(Figure

X

15,

Chapter IV) indicates that bands characteristic
of both polymers are

present in the copolymer.
730 cm"

1

in Figure 39 are

The intense bands observed at ca.
1010 and

characteristic of the

formations of cis and trans (CH)
X
1

960 cm

may be due to

,

=

respectively.

C - H

out of plane de-

11

A shoulder at ca.

similar deformation in trans (C~H.)

a

O

Figure

.

X

*T

39also shows three IR scans of AMA-11 recorded in air
at approximately
10 minute intervals.
in

In this short period of time, carbonyl

absorptions

1

the region 1650

-

1750 cm"

appear in high intensity and demonstrate

the sensitivity of the copolymer toward oxidation.

Of particular inter-

est, however, is the observation that the 1010 cm" 1 band increases in

intensity while that at 730 cm" 1 decreases, indicating that cis

isomerization occurred.
(CH)

-

trans

Such an effect has never been observed with

under similar conditions.

trans isomerization in (CH)

The role of oxygen in catalyzing

has been discussed in Chapter VI.

cis_ -

This ef-

feet is clearly more pronounced in the copolymer sample as the result

of its enhanced sensitivity toward oxidation.
Thermal gravimetric analyses in nitrogen (courtesy of
of (CH)

s

(

C H
3 4) X

dnd AMA-11 are shown in Figure 40.

composition of (CH)
x

is near 350° C and is

calorimetric study of Shirakawa et

in good

1

al

.

In

J.

-

L.

Fan)

The onset of de-

agreement with the

comparison, poly(methyl-

acetylene) has a greatly reduced thermal stability with decomposition
being observed near 180

-

200° C.

Furthermore, much less residue from

Figure 39.

Infrared spectra of AMA-11

initial

film.

scan

after 10 min. in IR beam
after 20 min. in IR beam
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Figure 40.

TGA curves of (CH)

x>

(CgH^)

(CH)

X

(C H )
3 4 x

AMA-11

and AMA-11.
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(C H )
is observed after
completion of the pyrolysis as
3 4 X
compared to
(CH)
suggesting that chain scission
X
with concomitant formation

of vola-

tile products occurs to a greater
extent in

(C^.

AMA-11 displays somewhat intermediate
behavior.

The copolymer

The TGA curve of AMA-11

shows a two-step decomposition
process and is 'nearly a
superposition of
the curves for (C,H.)
and (CH)
.

Electrical conductivity
(CH)
x

,

(C H
3

)

4 x

.

Conductivities and dopant concentrations
for

and various copolymer samples are
given in Table 7.

The

conductivities are observed to decrease with
decreasing acetylene content.

This relationship is shown graphically in
Figure

of polymers doped with iodine and AsF

.

5

better dopant than AsF
5

increases.

Iodine becomes

41 in
a

the case

progressively

as the methylacetylene content of the
polymers

It should be noted in passing that the conductivity
of the

red, soluble residue from an AMA-11

same as that of doped

^H^.

preparation was essentially the

Due to the oily (low molecular weight)

nature of this material and the low conductivity, little effort
was made
to characterize the soluble fractions.

Doping of partially oriented AMA-11
pentane) with iodine did not yield

a

(stretched while wetted with

measurable increase in conductivi-

ty as compared to the doped, unoriented polymer (Table 8).

—
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Figure 41.

Plot of conductivity

vs_.

copolymer composition

for films doped with iodine and AsF K

.

240

.
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Table 8

Effect of

Elation

Ratio (!/!„) on a for an
AMA-11 Copolymer fil m

doped with Iodine.

WO

*

1

a"

1

cm"

1

1.5

3.5
1

2

Discussion

The poor purity of the samples
investigated (Table

6)

is probably

the result of considerable
catalyst "entrapment" in the materials
due
to the high catalyst concentrations
employed in their preparation.

effect was most pronounced in the (CH)
x

This

sample since it is not swellable

with solvents and thus an unusually
large quantity of catalyst could remain in the material.

However, the conductivity of this AsF -doped
5

(CH)
x

sample (Table 7) is comparable

grown films.

1

to that obtained with typical

Furthermore, this (CH)
x

sample displayed identical EPR be-

havior compared to typical as-grown films 13 (Figure
6 G

resonance narrows to ca.

of the (CH)
x

1

G upon

as-

isomerization.

38);

i.e., the ca

Thus, the purity

appears to affect neither its "dopability" or its EPR be-

havior to any great degree and suggests that results regarding
the copolymers are not particularly dependent upon sample purity.
The oxidative instability of

(C H )
and
3 4 x

the copolymers is a direct

consequence of the methyl substituent on the conjugated backbone.

These

hydrogens are readily susceptible to radical attack since the formation

.
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of -CH

2

is facilitated by delocal
ization of the radical

-

in an

allo-

type system.

The qualitative results described
previously suggest the presence
of true copolymers as opposed to "blends"
of (CH) Y and (CJ,)

However

.

definitive proof of copolymer formation was
difficult especially
of the insolubility of the films.
(C H )
is
3 4 x

The effective conjugation length of

expected to be severely reduced as compared to
(CH)

steric interactions between methyl and hydrogen
substi tuents
a

"twist" of the backbone.

in heptane shows two A

well

max

3
.

X

due to

causing

(CJiJ
O

X

absorptions at ca. 220 and 290 nm; these are

In other words, the band gap of (C H

x

,

In fact, a uv-visible spectrum of

into the uv region as compared to (CH)
v (x TTIaX
av ca. 600
X

of (CH)

in view

-

700 nm)

is considerably larger than that

)

4 x

As a result of these steric factors, the (C H
3 4

)

x

polymer back-

bone is rendered less rigid and, in conjunction with the disruption of

intermolecular interactions, the polymer

is

soluble.

Apparently, the

methyl acetylene content of copolymers AMA-11 and AMA-13 is insufficient
to induce a great deal

of solubility although interchain interactions

are disrupted to the extent that solvents can plasticize the materials.
It might be anticipated that the effective conjugation length of

the copolymers, if they are in fact copolymers, will

increase with in-

creasing acetylene content as demonstrated by Wegner et
yl ene/1 -hexyne copolymers.

al

J°

with acet-

Unfortunately, uv-visible spectra for the

"AMA" polymers are not yet available.

However, the EPR data of Figure 38

argue in favor of the presence of "true" copolymers.
note that no EPR resonance for

(C^H^

It is important to

was observed even when the sample
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was heated to 150° C.

In view of this result,
any EPR behavior (f
rom ,

polymer blend) would be
characteristic of the highly
conjugated (CH)
x
itself.
On the other hand, true
copolymers are expected to
possess reduced effective conjugation
lengths which should be manifested
by a reduced mobility of the unpaired
spins in the polymers.
The EPR line-

width

14
in turn

qualitatively reflects the mobility
of the spins.

In-

spection of Figure 38a indicates that
the linewidth does increase (and
thus the mobility decreases) with
increasing methyl acetyl ene content in
the polymers.

This dependence is even more pronounced
with samples which

have been isomerized to 150°

samples AMA-31
mers.

,

C

(Figure 38b).

These results suggest that

AMA-11 and AMA-13 are not simply mixtures
of homopoly-

The absence of an observable EPR resonance
for (C-H
O

cult to rationalize since
al

poly(phenylacetylene).

a

)

X

is diffi-

resonance is observed in the related materi-

15
It is

interesting to note that the EPR line-

width of poly(phenylacetylene) is ca. 10

-

12 G;

i.e., consistent with

the anticipated linewidth of poly(methylacetylene)

The electrical conductivity data of Table

7

(Figure 38a).

and Figure

41

are con-

sistent with predictions concerning the dependence of conductivity
on

copolymer composition.

An increase in the methyl acetyl ene content of

the polymer is anticipated to increase both its band gap

(tt

->

tt*

transi-

tion) and its ionization potential, making free carrier generation more

difficult.

In addition,

the reduction of the effective conjugation

length with increasing methyl acetyl ene content is expected to reduce

carrier mobility.
to conductivity.

Thus, the methyl acetyl ene units would act as barriers

Carrier migration through (or around) these barriers
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should become progressively more
difficult as the number of these
barriers in creases. The absence
of an increased conductivity in
the case
of stretch-oriented AMA-11 doped
with iodine (Table 8) might be
explained in a similar manner.
In this case, potential
anisotropy could be

quenched by the methyl acetylene barriers.

However, additional studies

of anisotropic electrical properties are
needed before definitive state-

ments concerning anisotropy in these copolymers
can be offered.
Additional factors which may contribute to the
magnitude of the
electrical conductivity in
the degree of crystal

mer films display

a

1

a

inity.

particular sample include morphology and
As described previously, all

of the copoly-

similar "clump-like" morphology and thus the morphol-

ogy should not play an important role in affecting the
conductivity of
the copolymer samples.
(CH)

In addition,

it is interesting to note that the

sample studied in this work possessed

x

ent from the fibrillar character

a

morphology quite differ-

1 fi

of typical as-grown (CH)
X

though doping with AsF
5

afforded

a

comparable conductivity

films, al-

1

(Table 7).

The degree of crystal! inity of the samples, on the other hand, may play
a

very important role in determining electrical transport properties.

Unfortunately, data concerning the degrees of crystall inity of the copolymers are not available at this time.
It is worthwhile to note that as the acetylene content of the co-

polymers decreases, AsF^ becomes
(Figure
(C3H4)

41).

.

a

progressively poorer dopant than

In fact, AsF^ produces no change in conductivity with

This phenomenon might be due to

a

complicated combination of

steric and electronic factors with regard to polymer-dopant interactions.
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Furthermore, these interactions
appear to be weak in

(C^

doped with

iodine; essentially all of the
iodine can be removed from the
sample by
pumpint with a six order of magnitude
decrease in conductivity. 6 This

effect was not investigated in detail
with the copolymer samples although it was found that iodine could
be partially removed by pumping
in the case of AMA-31

with

a

small decrease in conductivity (Table
7).

This behavior is similar to that observed
in iodine-doped (CH)
X

It is

important, for future studies, to consider
measurements of

thermopower in order to complement electrical
conductivity measurements
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the thermopower
is representative

of intrinsic electrical properties and would be very
useful in properly

assessing the influence of copolymer composition on electrical
characteristics.

Conclusions

The applicability of copolymerization in the synthesis of novel

electrically conducting materials having interesting properties (e.g.,
solvent plasticization) has been demonstrated.

The electrical conduc-

tivity of the doped copolymers increased with increasing acetylene content.

It is suggested that the methyl acetylene units in the polymers

are the predominant barriers to electrical conductivity.

Admittedly, the acetylene-methylacetylene copolymers are not practical

in view of their extreme sensitivity toward oxidation.

the observation that partial

However,

backbone substitution of -CH^ for hydrogen

can induce swellability is important and suggests the possibility of
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incorporating oxidative stabilizers
into such .aterials. Upon
consideration of the enormous number
of potential copolymers
which may be pre
pared, a large new class of
organic polymers is envisioned
possessing
electrical properties which can be
controlled over the full range
from
insulator to semiconductor to metal.
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CHAPTER

X

AROMATIC CONDUCTING POLYMERS
The high intractability of
polyacetyl ene has prompted the
search
for other materials which may also
yield highly conducting derivatives
in combination with enhanced
thermal

sibility.

and oxidative stability and
proces-

Two approaches, namely the synthesis
of homopolymers of sub-

stituted acetylenes and copolymers with
acetylene, have been described
in the previous Chapter.

Another approach involves the use of
polymers

which are rich in aromatic functionalities.

In

particular, such mater-

ials are anticipated to display excellent
thermal and oxidative stabil-

ity and thus have recently come under intensive
investigation.

The foremost examples of this class of materials
are the poly(phen-

ylenes).

1-3

The parent poly(p-phenylene)

besides possessing enhanced

,

stability compared to polyacetylene, can be processed
through various
sintering techniques.

Furthermore, its conductivity can be varied over

seventeen orders of magnitude upon doping with strong electron acceptors
such as AsF

.

5

achieved.

Ultimate conductivities as high as 500

1

cm"

ft"

1

can be

The doped polymer possesses similar free electron-like ab-

sorption in the infrared and similar conductivities and thermopower values when compared with doped polyacetylene.

Donor doping with sodium or

postassium yields ultimate conductivities near 10

1

ft"

1

cm"

.

In addi-

tion, the acceptor and donor dopants can compensate one another.

stability of AsF<--doped poly(p-phenylene)

is

The

particularly attractive;

its conductivity decreases by only a factor of two upon exposure to

moist air.

Poly(m-phenylene)^ is both solution and melt processible
249

.

and can also be doped with
acceptors such as

AsFj-

,

although conductivi-

ties are six orders of mag
nitude lower than that
of the doped para polymer.
The lower conductivity
undoubtedly reflects the
reduced conjugation in the meta polymer.
The ionization potentials 4
of poly(p-phenylene) and poly(m-phenylene)
have been calculated to
be 5.4 and 6.5 eV,
respectively, and are much larger
than that reported for
trar^ polyacetylene (ca. 4.7 eV). 5 The ionization
potentials probably account for
the
fact that dopants such as iodine
form highly conducting
derivatives with

polyacetylene but not with the
poly(phenylenes)
Polymers containing heterocyclic aromatic
units have recently been

reported to possess good electrical
properties upon doping.

For ex-

6
ample, the electrochemical oxidation of
pyrrole has produced conduct-

ing polymers (a ~ 10

-

100 n"

1

cm"

stabilized by anions such as BF^

1

).

The oxidized polymer backbone is

The polymer is extremely stable in

.

air although, unfortunately, it is intractable.

Poly(2,

5

-

thienylene)

has been doped with iodine 7 to yield
conductivities of ca. 10" 5 a" 1 cm" 1

.

It might be anticipated that even higher
conductivities may result upon

doping with more powerful oxidizing agents such as AsF
c

.

5

The most recent and perhaps most surprising results have been obtained from the phenyl ene chalcogenide polymers.

Poly(p-phenylene sul-

fide), a material which is both melt and solution processible, has been

found to yield conductivities near

1
1

Q

cm"

upon doping with AsFg.

8,9

The surprising aspect is that in contrast to polyacetylene and the aro-

matic systems mentioned above, this polymer possesses no continuous
carbon chain in the backbone.

Furthermore, the neighboring phenyl rings

251

are displaced +45° and -45°
with
tn resoprt
i
res P ect tn
to the planar
zig-zag polymer
backbone.
Thus, overlap of orbitals
between phenyl rings is
expected
to be extremely poor.

It may be that the
spatially extended d-orbitals

of the sulfur atoms provide
overlap between the phenyl
rings.

The pro-

cessibility and commercial availability
(Ryton, Phillips Petroleum Co.)
of poly(p-phenylene sulfide) makes
this material particularly
attractive
as a viable and economical
conducting polymer system.
Unfortunately,
as with many other doped polymers,
poly(p-phenylene sulfide) becomes in-

tractable and sensitive to air and moisture
8
upon doping.

Considering the polymer systems mentioned
above in

a

'

9

collective

sense, the positive results obtained are
at least encouraging and sug-

gest that these materials merit further
exploration.
In

order to obtain additional insight into the
chemistry of aroma-

tic macromolecular structures which can be
doped to yield highly conducting materials, a portion of this dissertation
work was focused on poly-

(p-phenylene vinylene), or PPV, having the structure

This polymer can be considered as

p-phenylene and acetylene.

a

regularly alternating copolymer of

Since the homopolymers of these materials

yield highly conducting derivatives upon doping, it was anticipated
that the same might be true for PPV.

In addition,

PPV appeared to offer

distinct advantages over other polymer systems currently under investigation.

Materials such as polyacetylene and poly(p-phenylene) are

structurally rather ill-defined since their intractability precludes

-

1
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the straightforward determination
of important parameters such
as molec
ular weight.
Poly(p-phenylene vinylene) is readily
prepared by the

Wittig reaction and, since this

is a step growth

ends can be effectively "labeled"
by employeing

reactant.

polymerization, chain
a

small

excess of one

Typically, PPV is prepared from
P-xylylene-bis-(triphenyl

phosphonium chloride) and terephthaldehyde. 1

Thus, the use of excess

dialdehyde results in polymers with terminal
aldehyde groups and allows
a

reasonable determination of molecular weight
from elemental analysis

of the oxygen content.

Furthermore, this work was motivated by the
syn

thetic versatility of the Wittig reaction, allowing
the preparation of
a

wide range of substituted PPV analogs.

Besides offering potential

processibility, such materials were of interest for studies
concerning
the effect of substituents on the ultimate conductivity
of doped deriv-

atives.

It should be noted that the electrical

properties of pristine

PPV and related materials have been extensively studied 15,16 although

the work reported here represents the first attempt at modifying the

electrical properties through chemical doping.

In addition,

the con-

ductivities attainable through doping of organic "model compounds" such
as naphthalene, stilbene, etc., were investigated for comparative pur-

poses.

where.

Preliminary accounts of this work have been published else12

Experimental

The organic compounds which were studied in this work are illus-

trated in Figures 42a-b.

Commercial grades of naphthalene

(1J,

anthra-
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Figure 42.

Structures of aromatic polymers and
model compounds (see text).
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CK<0>

OHC-f0-=\^CHO
Figure 42.
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OHC

CH 2CL
7

X

8

OHC

JX

OHO^A ^0-CH O
/

10

OHC
OMe

Figure 42.

OMe

,

continued.
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cene (2) and trans-stilbene
(3) were used without further
purification.

Compounds 4
M.

Tl

-

were prepared by Dr.

Samolis under the direction of Prof.

Massachusetts Chemistry Department.

Yao and Messers. R. Gooding and

K.

C.

P.

Lillya, University of

The preparations of these materials

employed well-established techniques and will
not be described in detail.

13

Trans- trans -distyryl benzene

butadienyl) benzene

(4),

1

,

4 -bis-(4-phenyl -1

,

3 -

14
(5),

poly(p-phenylene vinylene), or PPV, contain-

ing a mixture of cis_ and trans vinyl

linkages (6)

J

1

trans-PPV (7)

11

trans-poly (m-phenylene vinylene) (9), 15 trans-poly(p-phenylene
butadienylene)
16
(II)

(10)

14a

and trans -po1y(2

,

5 -bi

s-methoxy-p-phenyl ene vinylene)

we re prepared via the Wittig reaction of the appropriate phos-

phonium chloride yl ids and aldehydes.

It should be noted that the Wit-

tig reaction produces materials containing a statistical mixture of cis
and trans vinyl

linkages.

Thus, all materials designated as trans

(with the exception of 3) were

trace of iodine for several hours.
termined.
zene in

a

Polymers

6

-

i

somen zed by refluxing

in xylene with a

The degree of isomerization was unde-

were typically washed of residues with ben-

Soxhlet extractor for ca. 48 hours.

PPV (8) was additionally prepared^ by the reaction of p-bis-

(chloromethyl

)

benzene and sodium hydride.

ably yields PPV with occasional -CbL

-

CHC1

Since this method presum-

linkages, pyrolysis at

300° C in vacuo was carried out to afford the elimination of HC1 and

concomitant extension of the conjugated system.
Elemental analyses of two PPV samples

(7 A

and B), polymer 10 and

polymer 8 before and after pyrolysis are given in Table

9.

Although
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Tabl e 9

Elemental Anal yses of Selected
Polymers*

Analysis, %

Sample
7A

ZB
10

C

H

90.6

87.71

88.92

5.74

6.07

6.58

C

JJ$?

MX
*

0

H

6 - 15

88 7

6 2
'

6.20
2.28

~

C

~

C

C1
2

H

X

~ 8

H

72 54°2

~

0

32 24 2

~ C 108 H 86°2

°

7 - 50

2 - 75

Galbraith Laboratories, Inc., Knoxville, Tenn.

** Assuming one -CH

Formula

3

~ 10

Cj

mA °
-

3.40

Empirical

end group per chain

C

C

H

8.00 6.94

8.00"6.70

C1

C1

0.24

0.08

~* **

.
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polymers 9 and

U

were not subjected to analysis,
it is reasonable to

assume from comparison of results (see
Table

9)

that the degree of poly-

merization, x, for these two materials is
in the range

5

-

10.

Precipi-

tation of the polymers from solution during
the syntheses undoubtedly

played

a

major role in determining their ultimate
degrees of polymeri-

zation.

Preparation of samples for doping and spectroscopy

.

Samples for elec-

trical conductivity studies were typically prepared by
compression of

powders into 1.25 cm diameter pellets at ca. 10,000 psi in
infrared KBr pellet press.
0.5

a

standard

The thicknesses of the pellets ranged from

1.5 mm

-

PPV samples were usually prepared somewhat differently.

The yellow

powder was placed between two Teflon sheets (ca. 0.01" thickness) and

compressed to

ca_.

300 psi to produce irregularly-shaped wafers.

Rec-

tangular specimens well-suited for electrical conductivity studies

(ca_.

cm x 0.3 cm) were obtained by cleaving the wafers edge-on with

razor

2

a

This method was not successful with other polymer samples as the

blade.

wafers were extremely brittle and could not be easily cleaved to appropriate geometries.
Infrared spectra of PPV were obtained from

Teflon film at ca. 300 psi.

a

thin film pressed onto

A Teflon film was placed in the reference

beam of the Perkin-Elmer 283 grating infrared spectrophotometer.

Doping

.

All

samples were mounted in air on the four-probe apparatus

with Electrodag (Chapter III).

Samples were typically pumped at least
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one hour prior to doping.

The four-probe apparatus
usually contained

samples for weight uptake of
dopant and EPR spectroscopy.

Doping of samples with AsF
5

did not follow any general
procedure

although the techniques described
in Chapter III applied
to the initial
stages of doping.
Typically, PPV samples were
doped by exposing them
to the full

vapor pressure of AsF
5

found useful

at -98°

C

(ca.

30 torr).

It was

to begin the doping in stages
with a few torr of AsF
5

,

since immediate initial exposure occasionally
resulted in fracture of
the material.

Other materials were doped similarly.

responded slowly to AsF
5

ally increased to 100

-

For samples which

(e.g., 3, 4 and 5), the AsF
5

pressure was usu-

200 torr by removing the slush bath from
the

cold finger of the bulb until the conductivity
reached the saturation
value.

The AsF
5

was then condensed back into the bulb at -196°

C.

It

should be noted that the slush bath serves to trap HF which
may be

formed in the vacuum line from the reaction of AsF with moisture
c
b

Thus, the use of higher pressures of AsF
5

allowed HF to enter the vacu-

um line and the four-probe apparatus, and on occasion the glass walls

of the apparatus became clouded with
reaction with HF.

a

white film presumably due to the

To avoid this problem, it is recommended for future

studies that the AsF

5

be purified by trap-to-trap distillation to re-

move HF and also that the vacuum line be pretreated with AsF

prior to
5

doping.
All AsF^-doped samples were handled in a glove bag (prepurified

nitrogen gas).

Reference samples were weighed in pre-weighed vials

capped in the glove bag.

Samples for EPR spectroscopy were placed in

.
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EPR tubes in the glove bag
and the tubes were sealed
with

pumping on

a

torch after

vacuum line for at least one
hour.

a

Selected polymers were doped with
iodine, sodium naphthalide and
H S0
2

4

as described in Chapter III.

Compensation experiments were car-

ried out with ca, 100 torr of NH3
(contained in a gas storage bulb
and

degassed prior to use)
Due to the fairly low electrical
conductivity of the doped samples,

conductivities were usually determined from the
two-probe method.
ever, for samples which attained resistances
of

four-probe method was employed.

<

10

How-

3

n upon doping, the

The undoped conductivities of most sam-

ples were beyond the range of measurement (ca.

<

10" 10 &" 1 cm" 1

)

with

the instruments in our laboratory.

EPR spectra

EPR spectra of doped materials were obtained using

.

Varian E-9 X-band spectrometer.

The determination of

reference) has been described in Chapter VI.

g

a

values (DPPH

Saturation plots (signal

amplitude vs. microwave power) were obtained as described in Chapter
VII.

Resul ts

PPV.
1

Q

The room temperature conductivity of
cm"

1
,

Manecke et

a

PPV wafer was

14
somewhat larger than the value of 10~
al

.

1

ft"

ca_.

10

-1

cm

reported by

More precise measurements (Y.W. Park, University of

9
Pennsylvania) yielded ~ 10

1

1

ft"

cm"

.

The effect of doping of PPV with

AsF^ is qualitatively analogous to that observed with polyacetylene

1

g
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and polyfp-phenylene).

for 2

-

1

Exposure of , ppv

mfer

^

^

^

^^

hours resulted in a
conductivity increase of ten
orders of

3

magnitude.
The yellow sample developed
an olive greenish hue
and eventually
assumed a dark brown coloration
with a slight brassy luster.
The depen
dence of the amount of AsF
incorporated into the polymer
5
as determined
by weight uptake of a reference
PPV wafer is given in Table
10.
Table 10

Room Temperature Conductivity of AsF
-Doped PPV (7A).
-1

-1

a

cm

ft

AsFs (wt %)

5
4.3 x 10~

5>6

3
1.3 x 10"

6.2 x 10

8>9

-2
16 . 4

~3

57.0

Final molar composition:

L

[C 0 H c (AsF c
no ]J
5'0.92
8 6
x

A significant and surprising observation was that essentially no differ-

ence in conductivity was found between the doped higher and lower molec-

ular weight samples (Table

11,

7A and 7B).

It is worthwhile to note that exposure of a pressed pellet of PPV

to AsFj- resulted in the immediate color change of yellow to lustrous

gold on the surface of the pellet.

The conductivity of this sample was

typically found to be ca. one order of magnitude lower than those ob-
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Table 11.

Conductivity and EPR data for doped aromatic
polymers and model compounds.
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tained upon doping of
PPv wafers.

furthermore, even after
dopjng

the saturation conductivity,
fracture of the pellet

reveal

a

^

yellow

and essentially undoped
interior.
The AsF -doped PPV
sables were very unstable
5
to oxygen and/or
.
-isture and conductivity decayed
rapidly upon roo m
temperature exposure
to air.
The materials became black
and several snail li
qu id droplets
presumably moisture, were observed
on their surfaces.
However, the conductivity was reduced by !ess
than 25% when the sample
was he!d under
dynamic vacuum for ,8 hours.
The conductivity of AsF
-doped PPV was
5
electronic; passage of ca, 0.5 mA
through the sample for 14 hours
caused
almost no change in sample
resistance.
It has been shown that chemical

compensation of donor and acceptor

species readily occurs in polyacetylene 19
and poly(p-phenylene)

compensation effect was also observed in
PPV.
doped PPV (a ~ SsT 1 cm" 1
a

)

]

This

Thus, exposure of AsF

-

to ~ 100 torr of the donor, NH3,
resulted in

rapid decrease in conductivity.

The light brown material assumed in-

sulator-like properties after several minutes.
Exposure of PPV to iodine vapor for several
hours resulted in no

measurable conductivity change
adopted

a

brown coloration.

10

(R >

7

n), although the yellow sample

Treatment of

a

PPV pellet with a solution

of sodium naphthalide radical anion in THF resulted
in
in conductivity to ca.

10" 2

pellet immediately assumed

1

cm"

ft"

a

a

rapid increase

1

(Table

golden luster.

11).

The surfaces of the

Continued exposure to the

solution caused rapid deterioration of the pellet due to its poor mechanical

integrity.

Exposure of

a

PPV wafer to the vapor of

S0

H
2

4

result-

ed 1. a black coloration
of the sample surface.

to

a.

10

B

of

after several hours.

The conductivity
rose

However, the resistance
of

the sample was found to
increase during the
measurement (ohm-meter)
suggesting that polarization
of ionic charges
occurred. This was presumably due to the presence
of adsorbed
on the surface of
the sample
It should be noted that
even after 48 hours
exposure to
the interior of the sample after
fracture was yellow (undoped).

H^,

Doping of PPV (8) with AsF,
yielded

^
cm"

a

conductivity of ca. 0.7a" 1

1

The value is comparable to
that from samples prepared
by the
Wittig reaction indicating that
the ultimate conductivity
of PPV attained through doping is not
dependent upon variations in
trace impurities or end groups.
In addition, pyrolyzed
8 showed a similar conductivity to that of the parent material
upon doping.
Although the pyrolysis treatment is expected to increase
the conjugation length of the ma.

terial

(Table

,

the above results are consistent with
those reported previously

11,

7A and 7B) and again imply that the
conductivity of AsF -doped
5

PPV is not very sensitive to the degree
of polymerization of the material.

Infrared spectrosocpy was used to obtain evidence
of metal-like

properties in doped PPV.

The IR spectrum of pristine PPV (7A) pressed

on Teflon film (with Teflon film in the reference
beam of the spectro-

photometer) is shown in Figure 43a.

Exposure of this sample to AsF r

5

(30 torr) for ~ 3 hours produced a featureless spectrum (Figure 43b),

the high transmission being due to incomplete coverage of the sample on
the Teflon film.

The spectrum was recorded in air with sample exposure

Of

-i

CO/

Figure 43.

Infrared spectra of undoped
and AsF.-doped PPV.

gure 44.

EPR spectra of PPV doped
(a)

Lightly doped

(b)

Heavily doped

45.

A
O

PPV.
EPR saturation plots of AsF,--doped
v

Lightly doped

Heavily doped

272

273

Figure 46.

EPR saturation plots of AsF 5 -doped model

compounds (see Table

"11

for compositions)

compound 3

X

o

compound 4
compound

5

274

275

time kept to

a

minimum.

The Tea
featured*
fl ,+„
^ureiess cn
spectrum
is consistent
with

metallic behavior.
EPR spectroscopy was used
to study the effect
of doping and the nature of the free spins in PPV.
Undoped PPV possessed an
extremely weak
EPR line (even at high
spectrometer gains) although
exposure to < 1 torr
AsF for ~ 1 minute produced
a narrow (0.5 G),
5
intense EPR signal (Fig1
ure 44a). Heavily doped PPV
1
(o ~ af
cm" ) exhibited a broadened
signal

(1.5 G) which was asymmetric (Figure
44b).

This Dysonian lineshape,

which has also been observed with
AsF -doped polyacetyl ene 20
5

is con-

sistent with metallic behavior.
EPR saturation plots of lightly AsF
-doped (7A) and heavily doped
5
18) PPV samples are shown in Figure 45.

uration maximum at

a

of (CH)

(Chapter VII).

x

with AsF
5

Heavy doping resulted in

a

sat-

higher microwave power as was observed in
doping

heavily doped PPV occurs at

a

However, the saturation maximum of

much lower microwave power than that ob-

served in heavily doped, "metallic" (CH)

.

X

It is interesting to note

that in one case (heavily AsF -doped 7A), upon recording
saturation be5

havior for pieces of
and

a

a

pressed pellet having

a

lustrous coppery surface

yellow (undoped) interior, the A/B ratio of the Dysonian line-

shape increased from ca. 1.6 to ca. 3.1 at high microwave powers
mW).

(>

60

Furthermore, the surface of the previously undoped interior pos-

sessed a black coloration upon completion of the experiment and the EPR
sample tube was noticeably warm.

Model compounds and PPV derivatives

.

The results of doping of several

.
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organic model compounds
and polymers are
SUfflmar1zed jn

PO-ds

3, 4 and 5 can be considered
as

,«

molecular weight analog5
of

^

PPV (7) and poly(p-p he „
y i ene butadienylene)

pressed pe„ets of co m po
U nds
of ASF
5

1

and the development of

-

a

5

to

^

^

^

typically

wlM

^

,„

gold or copper luster
on the surfaces

of the pellet.

Stilbene (3) became shiny
black and naphthalene
(1) became pink-red and finally
violet-black during doping.
The data indicate
that the limiting value of
the conductivity upon
doping of compounds 3 5 increases as the size of the conjugated
system increases.
In all
cases, the interior of the pellets
remained undoped, even when
relatively high (200 - 300 torr)
pressures of AsF were employed.
The g values
5
from EPR spectra (Table 11) were
in the range 2.0022 - 2.0026.
EPR sat-

uration plots (Figure

46)

for compounds 3

-

5

doped with

AsF,.

show satur-

ation at relatively low microwave
powers in contrast to doped PPV (Figure

45)

Polymers 9
1

a-

-1

cm"

-

U

yielded conductivities in the range

depending on the dopant.

undoped interiors.

Doping of

11

All

7
< 10"

~lo"

pellets exposed to AsF. displayed

with H S0
2

4

was qua! itati vley analogous

to the similar doping of PPV; namely, an
increase in sample resistance

occurred during two-probe measurements suggesting polarization
of ionic
species

Discussion

The data of Table

11

3

indicate that large increases in conductivity

(assuming a of the undoped materials to be

<

10~ 10

-1
ft

1

cm"

)

generally

result upon doping of
these compounds.

However, perhaps the most
impor

tant observation in this
work was that in all
cases only a thin surface
layer of the pressed pellets
appeared to be doped with
AsF
This sug5
gests that a chemical change
occurs at the surface of
the pellets, for,
ing a "skin" which prevents
diffusion of AsF into the
interior of the
5
pellet.
Upon considering the strong
electron acceptor (Lewis acid)
pro
.

perties of AsF
5

ic attack,

and the susceptibility of
aromatic units to electrophil

it seems quite reasonable
to suggest that the
"skin" is

formed as the result of polymerization
of the model compounds or polymers via Friedel -Crafts type
chemistry catalyzed by AsF
In fact,
.

5

Lewis acids such as AICI3 are used

of benzene to poly(p-phenylene)
lene doped with AsF
5

face of the pellet.

«

catalysts in the polymerization

21

An observation concerning naphtha-

.

supports the formation of

a

"polymer" on the sur-

It was observed that placement of an
AsF -doped,
5

NH -compensated naphthalene pellet into
ether resulted in solubiliza3

tion of the undoped pellet interior although

surface of the pellet was insoluble.

a

brown "disk" from the

Furthermore, recent studies

doping of paraphenylene oligomers (e.g., biphenyl, terphenyl
with AsF
5

is

,

22

of

etc.)

have unambiguously shown that the final product in all cases

poly(p-phenylene).

Thus, it appears that AsF
5

serves as both a dop-

ant and a "chain extender" in these aromatic systems.
This interesting chemistry exhibited by AsF
&

affords one obvious

and rather serious implication concerning doping stuides of the com-

pounds illustrated in Figure 42.

As mentioned earlier, an important im-

petus for initiating these studies was the use of rather well-defined

.

starting .ateHals in order
to examine the
influence of parameters
such
as molecular weight,
ring substitution,
etc., on the ultimate
conductivity attainable through
doping.
However, the observation
that polymeriza
tion occurs to some
undetermined degree upon
doping with AsF, indicates
that these materials become
very ill-defined and
thus specific conclusions concerning this work
are limited.
The AsF^atalyzed
polymerization reaction may well
account for the observation
that the conductivity
of doped PPV is essentially
independent of the (initial)
degree of polymerization or nature of the end
groups if the same final
product ("polymerized" PPV) is obtained. At
least in the case of oligomers 3 5, the

limiting value of the conductivity
upon doping increases as the
size of
the conjugated system increases.
Unfortunately, the mole ratios of

dopant to monomer units listed in
Table

11

are not very meaningful

view of the fact that only the surfaces
of the pellets were doped.

relatively high dopant concentration
obtained in the case of
(Table

11,

a

in

The

PPV wafer

sample 7a) is probably due to the relatively
large surface-

to-volume ratio of the thin wafers as compared
to the somewhat thicker
pressed pellets employed with the other materials.
PPV doped with AsF
5

clearly afforded the highest conductivities of

all

of the materials investigated.

43b)

and the Dysonian EPR signal

PPV is metallic.

The featureless IR spectrum (Figure

(Figure 44b) suggest that heavily doped

Iodine was observed to be

a

poor dopant, probably due

to the relatively high ionization potential of PPV.

has been reported for poly(p-phenylene)

expected to have

a

1-3

Similar behavior

Methoxylated PPV {U) is

lower ionization potential than PPV itself and, in

fact, iodine is a better
dopant ton

the lower conductivity of

11

n

than for PPV.

doped with AsF

as

5

spared

be due to coordination of
the strong Lweis acid
AsF
5

basic -OCH3 substituents.

On the other hand
to PPV might

with the relatively

This coordination could
increase the ioniza-

tion potential of the polymer,
making the creation of charge
carriers
more difficult. The low conductivity
obtained upon doping of 9 is
probably the result of decreased
conjugation in the meta PPV isomer.
All materials studied by EPR
(Table

did not possess detectable

11)

spin resonances in their pristine
states although intense and narrow

resonances appeared even after only mild
exposure to AsF,.
tra of all materials heavily doped with
AsF
5

displayed symmetrical lineshapes.

The

g

The EPR spec

(with the exception of PPV)

values ranged from 2.0022

-

2.0026 indicating that the free spins created upon
doping are due to

electron radicals.
ing.

20

tt-

Undoubtedly, radical cations are formed upon dop-

Dimerization of radical cations in likely to occur and may
also

account in part for the formation of
materials.

a

"skin" on the surfaces of the

The EPR saturation plots of AsF -doped PPV (Figure
5

similarly doped model compounds
information.

3-5

In the case of the model

(Figure

46)

45)

and

may contain important

compounds, saturation occurs at

fairly low microwave powers and seems to suggest that the free carriers

L

in

these materials are very localized even after heavy doping; i.e.,

is

relatively long, suggesting that the free electrons do not "see" each

other to any great extent.

of undoped (CH)

,

This saturation behavior is similar to that

although upon doping with

AsFj-

the saturation maximum

becomes progressively shifted to higher microwave powers (see Chapter

280

VII).

PPV doped with AsF

displays somewhat intermediate
behavior.

5

The

value of T for heavily doped
T
PPV is about an order of
magnitude smaller
than those of the doped compounds
3 - 5, perhaps suggesting
that the

free electrons in PPV interact
with each other more readily
(i.e., they
are more del ocal ized)
Admittedly, this "local ized-delocal
ized" carrier
.

hypothesis is speculative.

However, the saturation behavior
is at least

somewhat consistent with conductivity in
these doped aromatic materials.
It might be interesting,

for example, to compare the saturation
behavior

of, say, doped stilbene to that of the
doped material compensated with

NH

and then re - d 0Ped with AsF

3

.

5

The latter material, presumably

a

doped "polystilbene", is anticipated to display
higher conductivity and

may also show saturation behavior which suggests greater
delocal ization

of free electrons in the extended, conjugated system.
It is

of

a

worthwhile to note that the surfaces of the undoped interior

previously AsF ~doped PPV pellet became colored upon recording EPR
5

spectra at high powers and was apparently the result of microwave heating.

A portion of the AsF
5

en off and doped additional

originally present in the material was drivavailable surfaces.

A/B ratio of the Dysonian lineshpae increased by

More importantly, the
a

factor of ~ 2.

This

may suggest that the conductivity concomitantly increased upon heating.
It may be possible that chain extension is favored at high temperatures

and, upon heating, the length of the conjugated PPV system increased.

Although this phenomenon was not investigated
may be worth considerable attention.

in any greater detail,

it

Experimental control of the degree

and the kinetics of the chain extension and doping reactions is impor-

281

tant for developing an
understanding of the relationship
between these
factors and electrical transport
properties.

Conclusions

Doping of PPV with AsF
5

yields new materials of greatly
enhanced

conductivities, with values of the latter
parameter (~

3

n"

1

the lower part of the range associated
with classical metals.

cm"

1
)

in

IR and

EPR evidence substantiates the contention
that heavily doped PPV assumes
a

metallic-like state.

In several

respects, the phenomena investigated

are qualitatively analogous to those previously
observed in polyacetylene and poly(p-phenylene)
In all

cases, only the surface of pressed pellets were
observed to

be doped with AsF
5<

This implies that

at the pellet surface which forms

AsF
5

into the pellet interior.

a

a

change must occur upon doping

"skin" and prevents diffusion of

Evidence suggests that polymerization

'

of the materials occurred via Friedel -Crafts type chemistry catalyzed
by AsF 5>

Thus, AsF

chain extender.

is
5

apparently able to act as both

a

dopant and a

The observation that the limiting conductivity of AsFr-

doped PPV is independent of the "initial" degree of polymerization may
be due to this phenomenon.

Unfortunately, all materials investigated became ill-defined upon
AsFj-

doping in terms of molecular weight, degree of chain branching,

etc., thus precluding studies of quantitative relationships between

these parameters and the ultimate conductivity attainable upon doping.
In view of the

sensitivity of conductivity measurements to defects, in-

282

terparticle contacts, etc.,
thernopower measure.ents are
anticipated
to be useful in future
studies in order to properly
evaluate intrinsic
electrical properties in these
materials.
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CHAPTER

XI

CONCLUSIONS

The novelty of electrically
conducting polymers and their
potential
for a wide variety of applications
implies that this class of materials
will

be a focal

point of scientific investigation
for many years.

thetic organic chemistry is anticipated
to play

a

Syn-

most important role

in the development of materials
which possess a wide range of desireable

properties (i.e., processibil i ty

,

stability, etc.).

A more thorough

understanding of polymer-dopant interactions and
conduction mechanisms
is essential

in

order to properly predict the polymer structures
which

can yield highly conducting derivatives.

Of particular importance are

studies concerning pol.yacetylene and related materials.

Copolymerization has been shown to be an effective method for
producing novel polymers having interesting properties (i.e., solvent
plasticization) and
cal

doping.

a

range of attainable conductivities through chemi-

Additional studies concerning morphology and degree of

crystal linity are required to understand the relationship between these

properties and copolymer composition.

Furthermore, thermoelectric

power measurements would be useful in evaluating the intrinsic effect
of backbone substitution on electrical properties of the copolymers.

Besides being of practical value in terms of the potential to experi-

mentally control polymer structure and properties, copolymerization

is

anticipated to afford important information of theoretical interest as
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well.

The question of how
often the conjugated
,-syste, of poly,
acetylene can be Interrupted
while stil, ma intainin
S good conductivity
can be addressed through
studies of acetyl
ene/ethylene cooolymers

Thermopower measurements would
be particularly useful.

The importance

of electrical conductivity
along the polyacetylene
chain (one-dimensionality) as opposed to between
chains could be examined
using copolymers of acetylene with, for
example, HteCR, where R is
an alkyl

group of variable length (ethyl,
propyl, etc.).

The larger substi-

tuents should disrupt interchain
interactions to

a

greater degree.

Thus, if interchain conduction is
of major importance, copolymers

having larger substituents (at a
particular copolymer composition)
may
be expected to afford lower
conductivities upon doping than those

materials possessing smaller substituents.
Introducing saturation into the (CH)
x

backbone has another Impli-

cation; namely, enhanced oxidative stability.
tonic acid dopants such as

H S0
2
4

actually add

It is
a

likely that pro-

hydrogen to the (CH)

X

chain and probably accounts for the increased
stability of this type

of doped (CH)

X

as compared to other derivatives.

studies, we have found that (CH)

X

In

miscellaneous

film is significantly swelled in

the presence of chlorosul fonic acid.

This might suggest the possibility

of synthesizing polyacetylene derivatives having
eventual solubility,

stability and high conductivity.
acid-doped (CH)

Thus, the chemistry of protonic

merits careful study.

The potential of polyacetylene gels has not yet been realized.
The solvent-swollen state suggests the possibility of incorporating
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stabilizers into the poly
me r.

hydration,

Post-poWization

hydrochlorination, etc.,

my

reactions such as

be rore effic1ent
with

the gel

leading to hotter
structural characterization
of the parent
material.
In view of recent
concerns and controversies
about the

homogeneity of dopant distribution
in polyacetylene,
doping in the
9el state may be i.portant
as a si mple m ethod
to achieve a ho m0
geneous
dopant distribution.
Studies of magnetic properties
with regard to doped
polyacetylene
are of paramount importance
in understanding
polymer-dopant interactions.

Additional electron paramagnetic
resonance studies are needed
to assess the influence of
the nature of the dopant
and the rate of

doping on soliton generation
and annihilation.

Such studies need to

focus on four classes of dopants;
namely, halogens, protonic acids,

alkali metals and the class of
Lewis acids consisting of AsF
5

etc.

,

SbCl
5

,

Additional spectroscopic studies (IR,
Raman, NMR) are necessary

to evaluate the charge transfer
doping mechanism, the structure and

oxidation state of the dopant and the
homogeneity of dopant placement.
Finally, the chemistry of polymer-dopant
interactions in aromatic

materials needs to be investigated.

It is unfortunate that polymeri-

zation occurs in conjunction with doping
(at least in the case of AsF,)

thereby rendering the materials intractable.

It may be possible to

control the degree and kinetics of the chain
extension process in order
to allow charge transfer to predominate.

Other dopants having lesser

tendencies to induce polymerization should be explored.

The enhanced

thermal and oxidative stability of aromatic polymers
as compared to

288

polyacetylene indicates that
these materials will play
the development of
practical polymeric conductors.

™

a

major role

